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Preliminary Notes

TRANSLATIONS AND TRANSLITERATIONS

Located at the University of Mississippi, with a small library collection de-
voted to medieval primary sources, I have taken full advantage of on-line
resources and translations. Most significantly, instead of following the stan-
dard A. J. Wensick’s Concordance et Indices de la Tradition Musulmane, I
use www.sunnah.com. Even though the site incorporates various translators,
it also includes the Arabic for cross-checking. Thus, in citing individual
hadith, I include the collection (e.g., Bukhari or Muslim) followed by the in-
book reference noted at www.sunnah.com.

Hadith collections referenced at www.sunnah.com include:

Sahih al-Bukhari
Sahih Muslim
Sunan an-Nasa’i
Sunan Abi Dawud
Jami` at-Tirmidhi
Sunan Ibn Majah
Muwatta Malik

For early Christian sources, I generally provide references to the on-line
Early Church Fathers translation series available at Christian Classics Ethe-
real Library (www.ccel.org). These translations are not always the most ele-
gant, but they are widely accessible for interested readers.

Because this book is aimed at readers for both early Christianity and
Islam, I also have standardized as many Arabic transliterations as possible. I
do not include the macron or underdot in the body of the text; I only include
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diacriticals in the notes, following the transliteration guide adhered to by the
International Journal of Middle East Studies.

DATES

I include the standard Gregorian dating system throughout the work. All
Islamic dates (AH) are converted to common era (CE); although, I occasion-
ally include both for clarity.
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Abbreviations

AS Acta Sanctorum. Brussels: Impression Anastaltique Culture et
Civilisation, 1970.

CCSL Corpus Christianorum. Series Latina. Turnholt: Brepolis
Editores Pontificii, 1956.

CSEL Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum. New York
and London: Johnson Reprint, 1963.

EI1, EI2 Encyclopedia of Islam, 1st and 2nd eds. Leiden: E. J. Brill.
IJMES International Journal of Middle East Studies. London:

Cambridge University Press.
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PL J. P. Migne, ed., Patrologia Latina, Paris, 1886.
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Introduction

A few years ago, some friends asked that I check on the family pets while
they traveled during Christmas break. I arrived late on the first evening,
confused by the layout of their new home. I entered the front door, unable to
locate a light switch, so I wandered across the living area in complete dark-
ness, basically by touch—with no sound and no light. After I had crossed
about half the room, in complete darkness, I encountered their cedar Christ-
mas tree’s incredibly strong scent. I had not smelled a “real” Christmas tree
in years, and it immediately brought me back to my childhood, complete
with fond memories of holiday traditions. The scent prompted an unusually
emotional response, and I stood rather stunned and motionless for several
minutes.

Not long after this experience, I sat in my office, reading through some
medieval Shi`ite Islamic hadith (or sayings of the Prophet) that related to
Muhammad’s love for his daughter, Fatima. The Prophet described the hap-
piness she brought him and noted that when he walked past her, “he smelled
the smells of Paradise.”1 This saying conveys the distinctively Shi`ite theolo-
gy that elevates `Ali (the Prophet’s cousin and son-in-law), Fatima, and their
children as Imams, or perfect human beings that may intercede between the
believer and Allah. According to Shi`ite tradition, Muhammad “conceived”
Fatima by eating a fruit proffered by Gabriel during his mir’aj, or ascent into
Paradise. After he ate the fruit (usually identified as a date), he returned to
earth, had sexual intercourse with his wife Khadija, and deposited Fatima’s
“radiance” into her womb. Fatima’s presence later delighted Muhammad as
he remembered his heavenly journey and encounter with God.

Reading the hadith reminded me of my own recent “tree” event, and thus
commenced this project on scent. Muhammad experienced a joyful memory,
viscerally based—in the body and its senses—that effectively communicated
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across time and space. Understanding the body and its senses helps “make
sense” of various cultures, rituals, geographies, and theologies. Indeed, Sen-
sory Anthropology informs more than ethnographic fieldwork—how re-
searchers should employ all their senses for more nuanced observations—
and provides a valuable tool in approaching historical and religious texts as
well.

According to David Howes and Constance Classen, two pioneers in Sen-
sory Anthropology at Concordia University, responsible cultural and social
theory requires scholars to consider seriously the body as cultural expression
and understand its sensations as more than just personal physiological experi-
ence.2 Contemporary Western readers too often correlate the body with “in-
dividual” and “private”; for example, my smelling a cedar tree in my friend’s
dark house triggered a series of very personal memories. That may be true,
but the matter is far from done. That cedar tree’s meaning is deeply embed-
ded within historical constructions that relate much about social status (who
can afford the luxury?), gender (who attends to domestic rituals?), and relig-
ion (Christmas celebrations in the American South).

Sensory Anthropology recognizes that the body’s sensorium links with
constantly shifting cultural meanings emergent within distinctive time and
space/geography; yet it contends that sensual encounters help create those
cultural meanings as well. One early academic study of scent, Alain Corbin’s
Foul and Fragrant, for example, inspects the complex connections between
social power and odor in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century France.3 Corbin
tracks developments in healthcare, urban planning, and bourgeois class iden-
tity through scientific accounts of the “stinking” sick and elite repugnance
toward the “dirty” poor. This groundbreaking work allows for a subtle por-
trait of early modern French culture’s shifting power relations instead of a
simplified survey of economic and social crises. Focusing on scent also
compels academic discourse to move beyond an epistemology rooted in the
Western privileging of only sight/vision/text for more nuanced cultural read-
ings.

Recent works by Religious Studies scholars and historians have built
upon such studies. Susan Ashbrook Harvey’s masterful Scenting Salvation:
Ancient Christianity and the Olfactory Imagination traces olfactory experi-
ences in late antique and early medieval Christianity in the Greek and Syriac
East.4 She describes how an emerging Christian community defined and
even reimagined itself through the sensorium. Her most extraordinary exam-
ple presents the Syrian holy man, joined in Christ’s suffering through his
voluntary deprivations, imagined as the “sweet-smelling sacrifice” to God
despite his body’s stench and decay.5 Not surprisingly, the Stylite mirrors
Christ’s own physical suffering, providing a theological graphic for potential
converts. Yet, by upending the audience’s expectations of sweet smell,
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Christian authors also critiqued ordinary, worldly sensations and promised
the mysterious (and spiritual) delights awarded to Christian bodies.

By focusing on olfaction, Harvey surveys ancient uses of scent in both
sacred and profane contexts and explains how Christians conceived of in-
cense, sacrifice, and embodied practice (especially asceticism). 6 Mark Brad-
ley and Shane Butler recently added to the discussion with their The Senses
in Antiquity series (Routledge) that centers on Greco-Roman culture more
generally. One volume addresses the entire synaesthesia and the other three
focus on sight, smell, and touch independently. The volume devoted to odor
includes two particularly important articles demonstrating how rabbinic Jews
and post-Constantinian Christians employed scent in defining their relation-
ship with the Divine and against their “pagan” counterparts.7

Yael Avrahami also tackles the entire sensorium in The Senses of Scrip-
ture: Sensory Perception in the Hebrew Bible. 8 Avrahami ably explores
Biblical epistemology, the abundant use of sensual language in Biblical tradi-
tion, and the primary correlation between sight/hearing and Divine “know-
ing.” Avrahami suggests, for example, that Biblical tradition motivated the
West’s preoccupation with sight/vision/text just as deeply as Plato and other
Greco-Roman philosophers. Deborah Green’s The Aroma of Righteousness
returns to scent as a primary conveyer of meaning in the Hebrew Bible and
rabbinic discourse.9 She situates fragrant symbolism and its related material
culture within the rabbinic world and offers a feminist critique of their impli-
cations. Green’s analysis follows the rabbis intimate connection with the
Divine forged through scented ritual as well as their appropriation of Biblical
sensual imagery.

These recent works recognize scent as an important lens for historical and
cultural inquiry, successfully challenging the traditional Western privileging
of epistemological hierarchies that first rank mind/reason above matter/emo-
tion and, second, classify scent among the “lower” senses.10 Plato initially
understood the body’s senses as the source of knowledge that proved both
confusing and even deceptive. The mind, on the other hand, could attain the
realm of ideas, or eternal Truths. Aristotle inherited this ranking although he
focused more on the sensorium, ordering them as “human” (including sight,
hearing, and smell) and “animal” (taste and touch).11 Most modern theories
of philosophy and psychology further demote scent as animalistic, uncivil-
ized, and boorish, best left to humanity’s evolutionary past where it linked
with sexuality and reproduction.12 Current scholarship thus reverses these
trends, focusing on embodiment and sensual religious practice.

In this present work, I aim to contribute to this lively conversation on the
sensorium and sacred scents in particular. Following Green, I examine quo-
tidian sensory encounters in civic and domestic space, cooking manuals, and
medical treaties by drawing on history, anthropology, and archaeology/mate-
rial culture (Part I). I incorporate a wide array of sources beginning with the
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Greco-Roman and pre-Islamic Arabian cultural milieus from which early
Christian and Muslim identities spring. The ancient Mediterranean world
enjoyed many of the same aromatics because of the Silk Road networks;
however, early Christians and Muslims interpreted those scents in distinctive
ways. Pliny the Elder’s (d. 79 CE) Natural History, for example, provides
basic clues about spices and perfumes available through international trade.
Part I—“Sensory Worlds”—references Greco-Roman, Jewish, and pre-Is-
lamic Arabian sources in describing how ancients applied these scents in
civic and domestic space. Herein, we will survey the aromatics available to
early Christians and Muslims as well as explore their multiple meanings.
When hosts provided fragrant water for guests to bathe their hands and feet
before sharing a meal, scent encoded a hierarchical relationship appreciated
by both parties. Gender ambiguity occurred when men smelled like women;
and, too much fragrance exposed women as wonton whores. Scent effective-
ly cued every social relationship and gender expectation relevant for ancient
bodies.

In Part II—“Sacred Scents”—I concentrate more on religious meanings
and sacred texts, including liturgical manuals, theologies, and hagiographies
(or, writings about saints). Early Christians eagerly employed aromatics in
their rituals only after Emperor Constantine legitimized the faith in 313 CE.
Initially Christian leaders considered sacred scents and perfumes as too “pa-
gan”; yet, by the end of the fourth century, incense shrouded the altar and
spiced oils anointed initiates. The Prophet Muhammad also equated his pious
followers with sweet smells even though he did not require scent as part of
the daily prayer routine. Both nascent religious groupings generally em-
ployed scent as an identity marker, and a “rhetoric of disgust” against the
heretical other.

This work concludes with Part III—“Scents of Paradise”—an examina-
tion of a sacred Garden/Heaven, the reward for religious piety and faithful-
ness. For both Christians and Muslims, Paradise represented perfect unity
enjoyed between humanity and God that might only be recovered at the end
times. Paradise, imagined as a sublime Garden, instantiates the fragrant ar-
chetypal existence, eternal and pure, abandoned in willful disobedience by
Adam and Eve, resulting in death’s stench and decay. While contemplating
the divine return allows Christians and Muslims to imagine a joyous reunion,
the embodied rituals and renderings of Paradise initiate a sensual longing, a
desire to smell, touch, taste, hear, and see God again.

While inspired by Green and Harvey’s works on smell in terms of metho-
dology, this work uniquely moves comparatively in both its geography and
theology. I focus on the formation and evolution of early Christian identities
beginning in the Greco-Roman world through, mainly, the Merovingian peri-
od (c. 800 CE). In Islam, I begin with pre-Islamic poetry and work through
the classical world (c. 1250 CE, with the Umayyad and `Abbasid dynasties),
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although I include later sources when they offer insight into earlier practice
and thought. Such a comparative approach does not suggest linear dissemina-
tion, transmission, or “cultural borrowing.” Instead, I examine both similar-
ities and distinctions relating to embodiment and the sensorium among two
separate, emerging religious systems.

Religion scholar Jonathan Z. Smith has argued that comparative studies
offers another theoretical tool to learn something “new” by introducing a
third category of analysis. Instead of presenting a facile list of similarities
and differences, comparative religion proposes a third term to “make mean-
ing.” In this study, I examine scent in early Christianity and early Islam and
introduce “olfaction and transition” as a comparative category.13 This com-
plements the selected time frame as well; Christian and Islamic identities
themselves are “in the making” in late antiquity and the early Middle Ages.
Scent marks movement and transition amid different spaces, times, and con-
cepts. For example, sweet smells signal the distinction between sacred and
profane space and time for Christians and Muslims: incense sanctifies the
altar and sweet perfumes waft from garments at Friday sermon. By better
understanding the embodied, sensory experiences presented in ritual, text,
and material culture, we uncover a web of meaning indicating emerging
religious identities, ethical guidelines, and gender hierarchies.

Scent provides a particularly powerful marker of transition, liminality and
(re)-imagination because of its ephemeral nature.14 Unlike other sensory en-
counters, scent proves more difficult to identify, locate at its source, and
control. It penetrates bodies and boundaries without permission and resists
limits. It refuses easy classification and instead “smells like” something else,
an infinite regress of precise meaning. Because of the physiology of scent, it
links directly to the brain’s limbic system after molecules enter the nose. The
limbic system, the depository of emotions and memory, stores odor within its
nexus. Thus scent experiences can instantly and dramatically transport us to
the past, reimagining us across time and space.15 Both Christian and Islamic
traditions, for example, interpret a corpse’s sweet smell as proof of sanc-
tity—it recalls at once the primordial Garden from which humanity descends
as well as the eschatological Paradise that awaits the pure. Both traditions
place the saint in the presence of God even though the body remains on earth.
Scent collapses time and space in sensuous imagination as eternity shrinks to
the present in the company of the saints.

Finally, because odor expands outside its original source, it effectively
unites its audience in a sensory experience, linking the individual body to the
body social. While aromatics might prompt an array of intimately personal
emotions and memories, they also promote group solidarity and a sense of
inclusiveness. Here, we can distinguish scents’ social meaning more clearly
as they cue class status, gender normative and queer behaviors, morality, and
relatedly, orthodoxy. Both Christian and Islamic traditions, for example,
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style pious men and women as fragrant offerings to God; however, horrid
stench often betray those who stray outside evolving theologies and ortho-
doxies.16 Christian and Muslims thus employed scent to mark their own
emerging religious identities as well as the heretical “other” that threatened
social purity and orthodoxy. These divisions appear most poignantly in a
“rhetoric of disgust” which imagines the “other” as the source of vile filth
and pollution to the body social. As we shall see, surveys of hell’s wretched
tortures harmonize with heaven’s opulent beauties to demonstrate the fate
awaiting believers and unbelievers alike. Scent cued not only relevant social
and cultural distinctions in early Christianity and Islam but eternity itself.

NOTES

1. Al-Majlisī, Biḥār al-anwār (Tehran-Qum, 1376–1392/1956–1975), v. 43.1.4.
2. Their joint works include the recent Ways of Sensing: Understanding the Senses in

Society (London: Routledge, 2013). Another important introductory work is The Varieties of
Sensory Experience: A Sourcebook in the Anthropology of the Senses (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1991), ed. David Howes. Paul Stoller’s The Taste of Ethnographic Things
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1989) addresses the privilege of sight over the
full sensorium in this early work.

3. Alain Corbin, The Foul and the Fragrant: Odor and the French Social Imagination
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1986). Corbin focuses particularly on scent’s
literary relation to social class.

4. Susan Ashbrook Harvey, Scenting Salvation: Ancient Christianity and the Olfactory
Imagination (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006).

5. “On Holy Stench: When the Odor of Sanctity Sickens,” Studia Patristica: Papers Pre-
sented to the International Conference on Patristic Studies, v. 35 (1998): 90–101.

6. Some other important works dealing with the entire sensorium in medieval Christianity
include Rachel Fulton, “‘Taste and see that the Lord is sweet’ (Ps. 33:9): The Flavor of God in
the Monastic West,” Journal of Religion 86.2 (2006): 169–204; Rosemary Drage Hale, “‘Taste
and See, for God Is Sweet’: Sensory Perception and Memory in Medieval Christian Mystical
Experience,” in Vox Mystica: Essays on Medieval Mysticism in Honor of Professor Valerie M.
Lagorio, ed. Anne Clark Bartlett (Rochester: D. S. Brewer, 1995), 3–14; Boyd Taylor Cool-
man, Knowing God by Experience: The Spiritual Senses in the Theology of William of Auxerre
(Washington, DC: Catholic University of America Press, 2004); and Gordon Rudy, Mystical
Language of the Senses in the Later Middle Ages (New York: Routledge, 2002).

7. Deborah Green’s “Fragrance in the Rabbinic World” and Jerry Toner’s “Smell and
Christianity” in Smell and the Ancient Senses, ed. Mark Bradley (New York: Routledge, 2015).

8. Yael Avrahami, The Senses of Scripture: Sensory Perception in the Hebrew Bible (New
York: T&T Clark, 2012).

9. Deborah Green, The Aroma of Righteousness: Scent and Seduction in Rabbinic Life and
Literature (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2011).

10. Paul Stoller, a pioneer in “sensory anthropology,” challenges Western “superiority of
sight” in his groundbreaking Taste of Ethnographic Things (Philadelphia: University of Penn-
sylvania Press, 1989).

11. Aristotle addresses the senses and their ordering, particularly, in Nicomachean Ethics
and Eudemian Ethics. Also, see an overview of ancient philosophical views of the senses in
Han Baltussen, “Ancient Philosophers on the Sense of Smell,” Smell and the Ancient Senses,
ed. Mark Bradley (New York: Routledge, 2015), 30–45.

12. Notably Hegel’s Aesthetics, 728–37; Annick LeGuérer pulled together Freud’s refer-
ences to smell and sexuality in his “Le declin de l’olfactif: mythe ou réalité?,” Anthropologie et
Sociétés 14 (2): 25–46. Also, see Hans J. Rindisbacher, The Smell of Books: A Cultural-
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Historical Study of Olfactory Perception in Literature (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 1992), for a concise discussion of sensory hierarchy in Western philosophy and psychol-
ogy. Another important overview is Anthony Synnott’s “The Senses: The Puzzle and the
Balance,” in The Body Social: Symbolism, Self, and Society (New York: Routledge, 1993),
chapter 5 (128–55).

13. I am inspired here by Howes, “Olfaction and Transition,” in The Varieties of Sensory
Experience, 128–47.

14. I rely here, of course, on Victor Turner’s ritual theory as discussed in The Ritual Pro-
cess: Structure and Anti-Structure (Chicago: Aldine Transactions, 1969).

15. Trugg Engen offers an important and accessible discussion of human reaction to odor in
Odor Sensation and Memory (New York: Praeger, 1991).

16. For important examples of this approach to embodied religion, see James Aho who
builds upon Mary Douglas’ theory of “dirt out of place” and social integrity; see The Orifice as
Sacrificial Site: Culture, Organization and the Body (Dulles, VA: AldineTransaction, 2002).





Part I

Sensory Worlds

Before we can fully understand scent’s significance in early Christianity and
Islam, for both the human body and body social, we must first situate it
within its cultural and historical framework. Ancient Mediterranean Jews,
Christians, and Muslims enjoyed mostly the same aromatics—and assigned
them similar meaning—because of profitable trade. The spice route, begin-
ning in the first millennium BCE, successfully united Arabia with Africa and
Europe. Trade followed two basic paths: first, caravans conveyed spices and
incense grown along the southern Arabian coast and procured in India and
Southeast Asia to Gaza, where merchants shipped them to the Mediterra-
nean;1 second, ships from the South Arabian port city Qana’ ferried loads of
aromatics to Roman Egypt where it proliferated throughout the Empire.
Then, in 17 CE, Greek sailor Hippalus discovered how to harness monsoon
winds to directly connect the Eastern Mediterranean with India, thus linking
the Roman Empire with the East more effectively. According to geographer
Strabo (d. c. 24 CE), approximately 120 Roman ships made the year-long
round trip journey to India annually.2

Mediterranean and Arabian cultures had always treasured sweet smells,
even before the spice routes’ improved efficiency; until then, ancient com-
munities simply found their scent closer to home. The Levant, for example,
boasted aromatic balsam, saffron, and henna.3 Mesopotamia produced oils
scented with myrtle, cypress, opopanax, and fragrant reed. Egypt relied upon
oils pressed from colocynth, horseradish, sesame, and olives.4 The spice
routes allowed for more variety, including frankincense and myrrh (mostly
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from southern Arabia), and cinnamon, pepper, cardamom, and sandlewood
from India and Southeast Asia.

The spice trade, at its zenith between the second century BCE and the
second century CE, provided not only an impressive variety of scents but
also moderate accessibility. While wealthy Romans and Arabs secured the
finest aromatics available, textual and archeological evidence suggest that
most social groups utilized sweet scents for daily life and sacred purpose.
Poorer classes made due with fewer choices and lower qualities of merchan-
dise. Frankincense, for example, originates from more than twenty-five dif-
ferent species of trees.5 Wealthy customers could afford the finest quality,
with the cleanest “burn” and purest scent, while others endured smokier
versions. According to Greek botanist Theophrastus (d. 386 BCE), oils pro-
vided the best bases for perfumes, with ben oil (garnered from nuts found on
desert bushes) in the most valuable and green olive oil in the most common
perfumes.6 Precious spices used for cooking, medicine, and sacred ritual also
signaled social class: pepper, cinnamon, and cassia (among others) from
India and Southeast Asia probably flavored the lives of only the elite.7

Of course, these class distinctions assume that customers always got what
they paid for: natural philosopher Pliny the Elder (d. 79 CE) notes that
merchants often lied about their products and adulterated them to increase
their yield and their profits. Frankincense, for example, oozes from the sliced
bark of several different species of trees and puddles along the tree’s trunk or
base. Workers cultivated the purest—and most costly—frankincense from
certain species that they sliced in summer and harvested in the autumn.
According to some of Pliny’s sources, workmen only came in contact with
these premier crops when in a state of purity, meaning they had no immediate
contact with women or the dead.8 With such criteria, only the most refined
customers would be able to evaluate the product’s true quality. Pliny even
includes some of the more well-known recipes for adulteration: Indian pep-
per mixed with cheap Alexandrian mustard, white resin with frankincense
and, of course, combining cheaper qualities of the same product, such as
myrrh.9

Regardless of each social class’ distinct commodities, Romans and Arabs
generally put spices, scents, and aromatics to similar use. Too many histo-
rians classify fragrance and spice as luxury items, nice to have around but
hardly necessary, and available only to the wealthy. In Part I, we will exam-
ine Roman and Arab cultures just before and during Christianity and Islam’s
rise and proliferation. We will catalog available aromatics and spices and
define how they functioned among distinct social classes by focusing on
three different categories, divided into three separate chapters.10 Chapter 1
surveys scents’ routine civic and domestic use in personal hygiene, homes,
public gatherings, and royal courts in both the Roman West and Arab Middle
East. Romans, for example, applied aromatics at baths, public games, and
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sporting events. Arabians sprinkled crushed musk and incense in their pock-
ets and around their cushions and carpets. In both realms, sweet smells en-
hanced everyday life by providing pleasurable fragrance; protection against
sickness and evil; and improved sexual gratification. At Roman home altars,
worshippers offered incense to their gods, and both groups included fra-
grance at important life rituals such as marriage and death. The two political
cultures associated fragrance with peace and included it in gift-giving while
forging new alliances and pacts. In both time and space, scent often signaled
transition—passage from mundane to sacred, public to private, war to peace.

In chapter 2 we will look at scents and spices’ culinary uses in both
flavoring and aromatizing food. Even though the kitchen can be included
within “domestic use,” cooking manuals in the ancient and medieval worlds
resembled treatises on society and health issues more than their modern
counterparts. Ancients—outside the eremitic ideal—seldom ate alone; food
consumption occurred in public, among family, friends, and powerful pa-
trons. Food rituals pervaded Christian and Islamic cultures and defined social
status as well as religious orthodoxy. Romans and Arabs alike associated
certain culinary categories with conquerors versus the conquered and believ-
ers versus heretics. This becomes evident in the incredibly complex recipes
located in cookery books.

Finally, chapter 3 explores how the ancient and medieval Mediterranean
world associated sweet smells with healing; indeed, most cookbooks pro-
vided home remedies and popular curatives, so this section relates closely
with the previous one. Ancient Romans and Arabs relied upon their natural
world for nutritional, transformative healing. Observers often intuited from
nature itself their surrounding world’s curative properties. Balsams such as
frankincense and myrrh, for example, exude pleasant scent after they seep
from damaged tree bark. The resinous substance also resists general patterns
of putrefaction. After observing these qualities, the ancients applied resins to
heal wounds and preserve life.11 Likewise, healers reckoned that balsams
provided antidotes for snake bites because vipers enjoyed their sweet juice
and shade; thus, they utilized the fragrant plants in alleviating toxic bites. 12

Healing scents brought more than restoration; they transformed the body—a
kind of alchemy—that made a broken form whole and perhaps even immor-
tal. Here again—as with other routine uses of aroma—scent signaled change,
shift, and renovation.

NOTES

1. As Richard Bulliet points out, this overland route offered traders more economic incen-
tive after Arabs adapted a new harness for camels. See The Camel and the Wheel (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1975).

2. Discussed in Jack Turner, History of a Temptation (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1994),
59.
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3. Egyptian Maṭariyya (near Heliopolis) was particularly famous for its fine balsam. Ac-
cording to one Christian tradition, as the Holy Family sojourned in Egypt after they fled
Jerusalem, Christ took Joseph’s staff, broke it into pieces, and planted the pieces in the soil.
Water then miraculously erupted and sections of the staff sprouted into fragrant leaves. Jo-
seph’s staff, constructed in Jericho, provided the narrative link between the sweet Levantine
balsams and their Egyptian counterparts. See Milwright’s discussion, 204–5.

4. See Jean-Pierre Burn’s discussion in “The Production of Perfumes in Antiquity: The
Cases of Delos and Paestum,” American Journal of Archaeology 104.2 (April 2000), 278–80.

5. David Peacock and David Williams, Food for the Gods: New Light on the Ancient
Incense Trade (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2007), 21. This variety is evident in Pliny’s Natural
History, 12.31, as he discusses the confusion over the exact characteristics of frankincense
trees. According to him, no one could agree upon color, leaf shape, etc.

6. Theophrastus, De odoribus, §§ 14–16, as discussed in Burn, 281–82. Also, Horace
bemoans the fact that wealthy Romans transformed small farms and ancient olive groves with
large estates, complete with gardens filled with “myrtle, violets and other sweet-smelling
flowers.” Odes, ii.15.

7. Pliny describes one of the more innovative techniques in harvesting spices with cassia.
According to him, workmen trimmed the ends of branches and sewed them within fresh skins
of cattle. As the skin putrefies, maggots eat away the woody parts of the plant, leaving the
desired bark.

8. Pliny, Natural History, 12.30, 32.
9. Pliny, Natural History, 12.14.7, xii.32, xii.35.

10. See Jack Turner’s argument in Spice: The History of a Temptation (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 2004). Turner identifies various uses for scents throughout the ancient and medieval
worlds.

11. See Marcus Milwright’s discussion in “The Balsam of Maṭariyya: An Exploration of a
Medieval Panacea,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 66.2 (2003):
199–200.

12. Milwright, 200.
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Chapter One

Scent in Civic and Domestic Space

Throughout the Roman and Arab worlds, most people encountered perfumes
and aromatics on a fairly regular basis either at civic events or within their
own homes. Sweet scents certainly bestowed personal pleasure but they also
served a more common public purpose as they communicated the body’s
social status, gender, and morality. Cultural ideals celebrated “clean” men
and women because only the morally bankrupt, lower classes and “others”
threatened society with their filth and stench. Romans encouraged men and
women to avoid offensive personal odor by bathing, freshening their breath,
and trimming their nails.1 Yet, to display too much care for the body, espe-
cially for women, indicated dubious character and sexual promiscuity. Ro-
mans should groom themselves—but not too much.

Roman personal hygiene habits indeed indicate basic concerns for the
body and its smell. Because they linked excessive body hair with odor,
Roman men and women often practiced some form of shaving, depilation, or
plucking both the underarm and genitalia.2 Pliny described underarm deodor-
ant made of iris, alum, or rose petals.3 Both males and females perfumed
their bodies with little mention of gender specific scents. Instead, scent
marked the cultivated, urban dweller (a bit like today’s metrosexuals?)
against the uncivilized rustic.4 Too much scent cast suspicion upon the wear-
er’s character: usually women’s chastity and men’s virility.

Romans of both genders and all social classes encountered scent at the
public baths, one of classical culture’s most important staples. Bathing cul-
ture allowed Romans both urban and rural, rich and poor, male and female to
participate in complex physical and social interactions; by the fourth century,
Rome alone boasted 856 baths.5 The baths usually included exercise areas,
hot baths, and cold baths; many even had a special room called the unctorium
where servants rubbed men and women with scented oils handily stored in
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Figure 1.1. Roman lady going to baths accompanied by servants, mosaic, vesti-
bule of Roman palaestra, Casale, late 3rd–early 4th century, Piazza Armerina,
Sicily, Italy. Source: Gianni Dagli Orti/The Art Archive at Art Resource, NY.

bottles located on niches fixed in the walls.6 The baths’ standard aromatic
offerings failed to meet wealthier Romans’ expectations, however; they regu-
larly brought their own, more luxurious oils and perfumes with them. One
mosaic, shown in figure 1.1, depicts a wealthy woman approaching the baths
with various servants; one attendant carries a chest, which would have held
her toiletry items including strigel (used to scrape oil and dirt from the body),
oils, and perfumes.7

Some of the baths’ waters (especially in hot rooms) and lamps infused the
space with sweet smells; flowers and herbs could be added to the water and
fragrant oils to lamps to counteract the fuel’s acrid odor, a technique also
used in homes.

Jews frequented the public baths as well; indeed, many homogenous Jew-
ish communities constructed their own bathing centers across Palestine. 8

Pagans, Jews, and Christians all agreed that bathing brought health benefits,
with many baths located at natural springs known for their healing proper-
ties.9 Rabbis did have to address several issues particular to the Jews: first,
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Romans adorned their baths with gods and goddesses, problematic for Juda-
ism’s prohibition against idols; second, mixed-gender nude bathing often
occurred, impinging upon women’s modesty expectations; and, finally, rab-
bis struggled with whether Jews could bathe on the Sabbath.

One tradition from the Talmud addresses the first issue:

Rabbi Gamiliel distinguishes form from intent: even though the baths held
idolatrous forms (statues), as long as Jews did not worship them (intent), they
were allowed to attend the baths.10

Archaeological evidence suggests that some Jewish communities adorned
their own bathhouses with three-dimensional statues for aesthetic purpose,
though others included only mosaic embellishment with fewer figural repre-
sentations.11 Ornamentation, even when connected to active pagan worship,
did not stop Jews from attending the baths.

This holds true for the final two concerns, modesty and Sabbath regula-
tions. Jewish bathhouses offered alternatives to mixed bathing that threat-
ened traditional notions of modesty. While Roman baths accommodated sex-
ual segregation in the earlier period—i.e., the second half of the second
century BCE—mixed bathing became more popular from the first century
CE onward.12 Traditional Jewish expectations of modesty prohibited nudity
in mixed groups. Several halakhot (Jewish legal statements) required separ-
ate baths for men and women even as they lost favor among gentiles. Jewish
(and some Roman) baths included special rooms for menstruating women in
deference to purity taboos.13 A form of bathing towel or suit also protected
bathers’ modesty. With the covering, women and men could avoid complete
nudity at the baths altogether.14 Regarding the final issue of the Sabbath,
Jewish communities would extinguish their furnaces for heating water on
their holy day or plan their visits to coincide with the Sabbath’s end.15 With
these adaptations, Jews effectively incorporated the Roman bathing culture
into their own routines.

Attending the baths, for both Jews and gentiles alike, allowed for a funda-
mentally social experience: people frequented the baths for social interaction
as well as personal hygiene and healing.16 These social interactions included
a wide array of services including minor surgery from physicians or dentists;
receiving spa services such as depilatories, massages, and dry/wet steam
rooms; soliciting prostitutes; and simply having servants cleanse the body. 17

While Jewish rabbis debated mostly the issues listed above, Roman moralists
warned against bath attendance because, as a luxurious distraction, it threat-
ened one’s virtue and honor. Perfume and scent applied at the baths particu-
larly led to scandalous rumors.

During the era of the Roman Republic, Cicero (d. 43 CE) had criticized
men appearing at the Senate redolent with fragrance.18 Stoic philosopher
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Seneca (d. 65 CE) later heralded the “old ways” of heroes such as Scipio,
general and statesman of the Republic, against the softer traditions of his own
time. He explained that in the more virtuous past, men smelled of “the camp,
the farm, and heroism”; men of his own time smelled foul in comparison.
“Now that spick-and-span bathing establishments have been devised, men
are really fouler than of yore.”19 Pliny complained about the decadence of
women bathing nude with men.20 For such moralists, the clean and sweet-
smelling people of the baths, made “soft” by the luxury of bathing, signaled a
culture in decline. In contrast, the “natural” smell of virtuous labor—agricul-
ture and politics—recalled a pristine past, a sacrosanct era of Republican
morality.

Early Christian writers also expressed concerns about the Roman baths.
Clement of Alexandria (d. c. 215 CE) allowed that bathing contributed to
good health and hygiene; he did not forbid his followers from attending the
baths.21 He did warn against the lust oftentimes aroused from such pleasur-
able activities, especially in mixed-baths where men and women gazed upon
each other’s naked bodies. He repeated the admonition of Matthew 5:28, that
looking at the body lustfully equals adultery.22 Even Augustine (d. 430)
discouraged Christians from attending the famed baths at Baiae (south of
Naples) because of their “worldly vanities.”23 John Chrysostom (d. 407)
lamented that baths made peasants more effeminate. 24 Jerome (d. 420)
voiced the most concern about the baths, enjoining women (especially) to
avoid them altogether, along with other Roman frivolities such as pastries,
wine, and silks. With prolific rebukes throughout his letters to virgins and
ascetics, Jerome rated the life of chastity and self-denial as supreme within
Christianity.25 Christian skeptics could not easily dissuade the baths’ practi-
cal popularity, however; popes continued to build baths situated within
church basilicas and monasteries throughout the early medieval period.26

Roman, Jewish, and Christian moralists critiqued not only the baths but
also other cultural trends deemed both pleasurable and dangerous. While
Jews might have accommodated Greco-Roman culture by integrating the
baths into their daily lives, rabbis warned against other public activities,
including the theaters and arena.27 These spaces—argued Jewish scholar
Josephus, various rabbis, and Christian theologians such as Tertullian—pro-
moted violence, gambling, and other spectacles that threatened Jewish and
early Christian morality.28 Roman gentiles nonetheless frequented these pub-
lic events with gusto. Roman authorities used scents and aromatics in
crowded spaces, which might first suggest an attempt to counteract the over-
powering stench of blood, dirt, and sweat in the coliseum. To “refresh” those
in attendance, slaves circulated bowls of perfumed oils or scented waters. At
theater events attendants sprinkled fragrant water over both the audience and
performers.29 Romans thus employed fragrance within groups, certainly to
mask offensive smells, but also, perhaps, to promote a sense of solidarity or
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unity, functioning beyond individual pleasure or purity. A shared sensory
experience unites a group more powerfully than any other while also reveal-
ing important power hierarchies.

During the Roman Empire, emperors as well as elite Romans lavishly
displayed their power and authority in public venues. Incense burned on
ceremonial fires always accompanied the emperor and his insignia to distin-
guish his position of (sometimes divine) authority.30 At public spectacles
subsidized by emperors and the wealthy donors, crowds (particularly at the
Coliseum) entered a type of “social contract” with the ruling elite—the do-
nors provided entertaining shows and the people responded with applause
and support, if pleased; or shouts, malicious humor, and even riots, if not.
The arena established a vertical social hierarchy by segregating the elite from
the nonelite by space and visual cues. Wealthy citizens and their sons sat
apart from freedmen, slaves, and women; the citizens wore togas and their
sons donned apotropaic phallic amulets (bullae) to protect them from the evil
eye.31 Even though this separation existed, the arena also appealed to the
body’s complete sensorium, which all attendees shared.

One can imagine the cheering crowd’s roars and various food venders
hawking their goods; the smells of bodies pressed together only slightly
masked by perfumed sprays of water mingled with the stench of recreational
death; and the visual action of the fights ringed by the emperor, vestal vir-
gins, and senators—Roman society’s most powerful members. The sounds,
smells, tastes, and visual stimuli bound the group together while always
drawing attention to who provided the entertainment and who received it.32

While elite Romans denigrated the poor for becoming slaves to the body and
its delights, there existed a fine line between disciplined pleasure and being
ensnared by irrational lusts.

Many early Christian leaders criticized the Roman spectacles’ sensory
indulgence as they warned their audiences to avoid such physical gratifica-
tions. By the fifth century, public games and theaters had long been aban-
doned by the Merovingians in Gaul.33 In North Africa, Augustine described
his friend’s moral destruction as he became enslaved to the displays of the
arena—he first heard, then saw, and then became intoxicated with savagery
that wounded his soul.34 Lactanius (d. c. 320 CE) insisted that the Roman
public delights threatened the believer’s purity and offered nothing virtuous
in return. He cautioned that the arena’s pleasure, or voluptas, polluted the
viewers’ conscience just as if they had participated in the killing itself. 35

Clement of Alexandria also criticized the luxurious Roman habits and cau-
tioned that sensory fulfillment could threaten salvation.36

Because the body’s sensorium provided various opportunities for the
soul’s damnation, many early Christians juxtaposed their own self-control
and abstention against the pagan body’s revelry and passions. Some hagiog-
raphers even inverted Roman somatic ideals and developed a new sensory
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discourse extolling (semi)nakedness, stench, and fasting. S. Symeon Stylites
(d. c. 459 CE) for example, refused to bathe and denied his flesh to the point
of physical decay.37 Holy men and women also deserted the cities, and all of
their public pleasures, dedicating themselves instead to solitary existence.
Such sacred rhetoric completely upended Roman authority’s vertical hierar-
chy and socially “pure” body.

Paradoxically, Christian teachers also offered Christian martyrs as substi-
tutions for pagan spectacles. The apostle Paul himself had declared that God
made followers of Christ “as though sentenced to death . . . a spectacle to the
world, to angels and to mortals” (1 Corinthians 4:9). Recounting in impres-
sive detail martyrs’ tortures and sufferings became part of Christian liturgy
by the fourth century. It might at first seem odd to parallel Christian “sacred”
sufferings with the “secular” gladiatorial combats; however, the two share
many properties.38 First, both appealed to voyeuristic passions by focusing
on the body, its humiliation (and conquests), and its mutilation. Spectators
and listeners alike experienced various deaths in oftentimes erotic detail.
Second, even though professional gladiators existed at the bottom of Rome’s
social ladder, Romans esteemed them for their bravery, virility, and noble
deaths. When becoming a fighter, gladiators swore oaths to allow their bod-
ies to be beaten, penetrated, and bound.39 This voluntary act earned the
respect of Romans from all social strata. In similar ways, most Christians
also voluntarily offered their bodies for sufferings, not only in imitation of
Christ but also mimicking Imperial forms of noble death and suicide. 40 The
humble Christian modeled submission to Roman administrators’ tragic rul-
ings, merging images of humiliation with victory and glory.

Augustine, for example, who had virulently denounced the games, di-
rected Christians to examine the martyrs’ sufferings instead of pagan enter-
tainment; he even heralded God for providing “superior spectacles.” In ex-
changing the arena for the martyrs’ suffering, martyrologies’ authors strove
to reenact the drama for the listener as completely as possible. Just as the
Roman public spectacle appealed to the entire sensorium, with arousing
sights, scents, sounds, tastes, and touches, so too did the martyrs’ deaths.
According to her hagiography, Christ Himself proffered Perpetua, a second-
century Christian martyr, a tasty treat in a vision preceding her death; then,
back in prison, she joined a more substantive “Love Feast” typically pro-
vided for the condemned.41 She also experienced a vision of her brother,
Dinocrates, dirty, smelly, and trapped in dark surroundings, ravaged by
thirst. After her intercessory prayers, Dinocrates emerged, clean and healthy,
with thirst quenched.42 Perpetua’s Christian colleague, Saturus dreamed of a
paradisiacal abode awaiting them after death which resembled a rose gar-
den.43 Martyr texts certainly revealed the body’s final sufferings and death,
but they also appealed to the listener’s sensory imagination throughout the
entire narrative. Polycarp (d. 167), for example, suffered first from fire and
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then by a dagger to his side. When set aflame, the fire vaulted around his
body, revealing a form like bread baking in an oven, redolent with sweet
smells of frankincense and other spices.44 Christian spectacles, much like
their Roman counterparts, presented the observer (and listener) with visually
stunning exhibitions appealing to all of his or her senses.

Roman authority and its publication in the body’s sensorium appeared not
only in civic venues such as theater and games. Formal banquets afforded
another semipublic space for encountering a variety of aromatics, resulting in
a more intimate yet equally effective hierarchical display. Roman banquets
often included the host (patron) with his dependent clients seated (or, reclin-
ing) around him in a carefully orchestrated seating order.45 Wealthier hosts
frequently furnished their guests a bath, complete with fragrant oil rubs be-
fore the meal. If unavailable hosts supplied water or oil to anoint the body,
hair, or feet.46 Patrons greeted their guests with incense and flower garlands
to wear around their necks or head; reclining couches received a sprinkling
of aromatic water; servants spread saffron over floors; and, at the end of the
meal, attendants again burned incense or herbs to freshen the air. In one
extreme example, Emperor Nero installed shifting panels and water pipes so
that garlands and fragrant water sprinkled his guests after their meal. 47 Per-
haps mimicking this, satirist (and Nero’s courtier) Petronius (d. 66 CE) de-
scribes fictional character Trimalchio’s dining room, complete with a shift-
ing ceiling that allowed a frame to descend among the diners while support-
ing perfume containers as party favors.48 Roman hosts, whether freedmen,
citizens, or emperors, flaunted their social status not only by the space pro-
vided—furniture, serving ware, adornments, and even shifting ceiling pan-
els—but also the quality of perfumes anointing that space.

At home most Romans likened fresh air with good health, thus they
scattered living areas with flowers (especially lilies, narcissus, and roses) and
sprinkled furniture with fragrant water (scented with lemon verbena, for
example).49 Pious families offered garlands and incense at the lares altars
(or, domestic gods).50 Entryways into the home also could be anointed with
perfumed oil, powerfully marking the transition from the public to private.51

Bedroom doors could be adorned with garlands and walls anointed with
fragrant oils. Clothing chests included dried herbs, and scented water and
flowers infused beds.

Many Romans spent time ensuring sweet scents in the bedroom because
they promoted good health as well as aided in sexual stimulation and concep-
tion. Attendants regularly festooned marriage beds with fresh flowers and
perfumes just as the lover in Proverbs described to his beloved: “I have
perfumed my bed with myrrh, aloes and cinnamon. Come let us take our fill
of love till morning.”52 Romans linked the fragrant myrtle particularly with
sexual desire; women (of even the lower classes) offered myrtle garlands to
the erotic goddess, Venus.53
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Scent also aroused sexual excitement when directly applied to the body.
At the baths and at home, daily hygiene included perfuming the hair, beard,
feet, neck, and breasts (or any combination thereof), oftentimes with several
different scents. The Hebrew Bible describes one extreme beauty regimen as
Esther prepares to meet the Persian King: for six months attendants anointed
her with oil of myrrh, and six months with “sweet odours” (Esther 2:12). The
Song of Solomon celebrates scent throughout the text, describing the Lover’s
hands dripping with myrrh and the Bride smelling of nard, saffron, calamus,
cinnamon, frankincense, and aloes.54 Because of this sexual association
throughout the Roman world, authors encouraged young unmarried persons
to avoid scent and use plain olive oil to anoint their bodies.55 Rabbis too
worried that Jewish males wearing scent, especially when traveling in an area
known for homoerotic activity, would be tempted into sexual sin. The Tal-
mud even stressed that males should not venture into the public markets with
fragrance on their clothes, hair, or body in case they become engaged in
pathic intercourse.56

Sweet scents suffused marriage rituals, perhaps because Romans linked
fragrance with sexuality, but also because they simply provided pleasure.
Romans marked various holidays, festive celebrations, and vigils with allur-
ing aromas that distinguished time and space. At weddings, the bride’s kin (if
financially able) showered friends and family with flowers and perfumes at
their house—the primary rituals of Roman marriage included leading the
veiled bride to her new home, accompanied with torches and, sometimes,
bawdy songs. Before departing the natal home, guests feasted among censers
burning incense and fragrant torches. Brides received unguents to anoint
their face and hearts as well as woven myrtle garlands for their hair.57

Jewish marriage rites also incorporate fragrance in various ways. One
early practice explained in the Geonic law code Halakhot Gedolot (c.
589–1038 CE) describes the presentation of the blood-stained sheet after the
marriage night.58 In a public ceremony, a special blessing called birkat betu-
lim is recited over wine and spices with the proof of bridal virginity. The
consecration first acknowledges He “who creates the fruit of the vine” and
“who creates fragrant trees” as well as “placed the walnut in the Garden of
Eden, the lily of the valley, so that no stranger shall have dominion over the
sealed spring; thus the loving doe preserved her purity and did not break the
law.”59 In this ritual performance, wine and spices commemorate God’s
creation as well as the bride’s purity, recognizing the transformation between
virgin and bride, the “walnut” now promising fertility and growth.

Other Talmudic associations between bride and scent are far less poetic.
According to tradition, wives wear perfume so they will not repulse their
husbands. Beginning with the marriage ceremony, a woman’s appearance
becomes central to her role in pleasing her groom. The bride should be
perfumed, decorated, and laden with fine jewelry. The Talmud teaches that
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throughout the marriage, “A wife is only for beauty, a wife is only for
children; and Rabbi Hiyya further taught: A wife is only for [the wearing of]
a woman’s finery.”60

In all these encounters with aromatics, as with other sensual pleasures,
ancient authors warned against excess. Because smell ranked as one of the
“lower” senses, associated more with base impulses, it proved particularly
dangerous. Enjoying or donning too much scent signaled a weak mind and
dubious morals. Political critics often labeled their opponents as corrupt,
irrational, vain, and effeminate because they wore an excessive amount of
perfumes. Many authors blamed the decay of Roman culture on excess in
general. Epicurean teacher Lucretius (d. 55 BCE) warned Roman males
against lust and desire, which inevitably led to a family fortune squandered
on perfumes, fine foods, jewelry, and a life ill spent in luxury and debauch-
ery.61 Pliny includes perfumes and unguents as pure extravagance because,
unlike land and movable wealth, they could not be inherited. This made them
a temporary distraction, quick to fade away.62 Christian polemicists contin-
ued in much the same vein, condemning the Roman’s attention to the body as
they linked sensual pleasures with religious depravity. Tertullian (d. 240), for
example, associates physical adornment, including perfumes, make-up, and
fine dress, with deception and evil.63

Scent signaled female morality in particular. The Babylonian Talmud
criticized women who

put myrrh and balsam in their shoes and walk through the marketplaces of
Jerusalem, and on coming near to the young men of Israel . . . kicked their feet
and spurted it on them, thus instilling them with passionate desire like the
serpent’s poison.64

Women wearing too much scent posed a serious threat; they compromised
their own virtue while at the same time, they menaced innocent men who
passed within smelling distance.65 Pliny clearly identifies women, decadent
by nature, as the origin of the spice trade and perfume industry. Because of
their degenerate fashions, men squandered their time, talent, and treasure on
such meaningless acquisitions.66

Despite the various critiques, perfume and aromatics permeated life’s
daily routine. Perhaps more importantly, they also marked the final rituals
performed by Romans, Jews, and Christians at death. Romans and Christians
(for a time) practiced both cremation and inhumation, although burial be-
came almost exclusive by the fourth century; Jews only buried their dead. 67

Perfumes, flowers, and fragrant ointments pervaded funeral preparation, with
cinnamon especially prominent.68 Indeed Pliny notes that Romans employed
so much of southern Arabia’s aromatic exports in death rituals that they
called the region “Happy Arabia” (Arabia Felix) not because it was blessed
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by gods above but by gods below.69 Christian poet Prudentius (d. c. 413)
noted that Christian mourners wrapped their dead in violets before burial and
then sprinkled perfume on the funerary stones.70

Most basically, funerary attendants or family members washed the body
in fragrant water; this constituted the most fundamental ritual completed
even for the poor. Women often prepared the corpse, at once associating
them with the most polluting task imaginable as well as the most important
role in the death drama. Assuming some level of wealth or status, families
then anointed the body with spices and oils. During this process, sweet-
smelling smoke fumigated the entire space, symbolically purifying it of both
disease and evil. For Jews the body should be prepared at home.71 For non-
Jews, cremation pyres included flowers and herbs. Bodies readied for both
burial and cremation could be embalmed either internally (most commonly
observed in Egypt and considered in Rome as overly ostentatious) or exter-
nally (which included the body’s anointing).72 According to John 19:38–42,
Jews applied a mixture of aloe and myrrh over the body and then also
wrapped it in a linen shroud.

Roman bodies sometimes would be displayed for several days before
inhumation or cremation so, practically, aromatics masked the stench of
decay.73 Perfume jars and aromatics in censers, lamps, and incense burners
usually appear with bodies placed in tombs or caves. These items might have
been used by whomever prepared the body for burial, suggesting disposable
perfuming implements; or, they might be funerary gifts.74 Perfume bottles
represented in memorial mosaics suggest the latter.75 Funerary scents also
advertised the family’s wealth, status, and reverence for the dead, just as
large funeral wreaths do today, while freshening the air. Mourners consid-
ered bad smells not only as unpleasant but also as harbingers of disease
(according to contemporary theories of contagion) and beacons for demons
and other malevolent spirits. Perfumes and incense thus lent powerful protec-
tion against physical sickness and spiritual contamination. Symbolically, the
aromatics sustained the deceased’s soul and thus needed continuous mainte-
nance along with food and libations.76 Many Romans’ wills subsidized food,
incense, and floral libations (especially roses) at their burial sites. 77 Chris-
tians interpreted the scent offerings not as items the soul might use in the
afterlife but as evocative of Heaven, where the soul would (hopefully) arrive.

Before the final cremation or burial, mourning women again became a
focal point of funerary spectacles. Female family members and hired mourn-
ers often wailed and ululated, scratched their faces, and dirtied their hair and
clothes.78 Funerals evolved into lavish and ostentatious displays of wealth,
including the most expensive perfumes available; the Romans even tried to
legislate against such costly display.79

In Jewish death rituals, the ritual use of aromatics especially in the post-
Temple period, signaled a shift in theologies about resurrection and afterlife.
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Even though eschatological teachings are not consistent in ancient Judaism,
Diaspora Jews especially displayed an evolving interest in resurrection after
death.80 Those living outside Judea, for example, could disinter their dead,
strip the bones of remaining flesh, sprinkle the bones with herbs and incense,
and return the remains to their Holy Land for second burial.81 Even if lost in
transit, the bones qualified as a sweet odor to God, assuring their final re-
trieval from a liminal existence after death to an eschatological reconstitution
in the restored Israel.82

Rabbis do provide instruction for the body’s preparation and burial.
Anointment with oils and spices occurred first and then the general washing,
which is quite curious; this indicates that Jews included scent for symbolic
purpose because certainly if they intended unguents to conceal the smell of
death, the corpse should have been thoroughly washed first. After anointing
and rinsing, attendants shrouded the body and prepared it for procession.
Passages from the Mishnah indicate that incense and spice also could be
brought before the procession, especially when a “surplus” of funds was
available.83 Thus scent seems to play no apotropaic role; instead, it becomes
part of the sensual display along with the wailing women and clappers.
Finally, a larger number of unguentaria have been found at burial sites
throughout Palestine with relative silence about the practice in rabbinic liter-
ature.84 Perhaps this indicates that, like their Greco-Roman neighbors, Jews
simply desired burial with their personal belongings, particularly their per-
fumed ointments.

Christians, on the whole, continued the rituals concerned for preparing
the dead—bathing and anointing the body—although many Church leaders
argued against excessively expensive funerals.85 The Biblical disciples re-
buked Mary for the costly ointments she applied to Jesus foreshadowing His
imminent death.86 Likewise, after Peter’s martyrdom in the apocryphal Acts
of Peter, the apostle appears to his follower Marcellus and criticizes him for
the extravagant burial he commissioned.87

The most egregious funeral displays belonged to the Roman emperors
and later, Christian leaders and saints. Emperors’ bodies often required em-
balming when they died outside of Rome or Constantinople. While alive,
emperors entered into their capitals among their adorers with a formal ritual
called the adventus which incorporated elaborate incense and aromatic diffu-
sion.88 At death, Romans welcomed their emperor in similar fashion, with
the carefully preserved body on display for all to see.89 Before Christianity,
some bodies then underwent apotheosis, or divinization. During one bizarre
ritual, the Imperial form’s wax replica, filled with frankincense and spices,
replaced the corporal form, signifying that the body itself had risen to heaven
among the gods.90 A more standard option included a funeral pyre, covered
with aromatic incense, with a trap door located beneath it. As the pyre
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burned, the door opened and an eagle—representing the emperor’s soul—
flew to the heavens in symbolic apotheosis.

Christianity assimilated many of these death rituals to their own purpose.
Recently dead Christian emperors and Church leaders such as bishops and
saints received similar reverential displays with incense marking not the
adventus into an earthly city but the transitus (or, transition) to Heaven.
Romans embalmed on site the emperors that died away from the capital to
preserve the body during the trip back to Constantinople.91 S. John Chrysos-
tom, Archbishop of Constantinople, died in exile and received the same
tribute.92 After S. Symeon the Elder’s death, monks continuously burned
incense; visitors at Emperor Justinian’s funeral noted the dizzyingly strong
scents present in the room.93 As the incense burning displayed honor and
reverence for beloved saints and Christian emperors, it also dramatized the
theological principle that they ascended to Paradise to rest in God’s presence.

During the Merovingian period, Church leaders also gradually assumed
primary roles in the funerary drama traditionally assigned to kin groups.
With Christianity’s proliferation, dealing with the dead now included a con-
cern for corporeal preservation for a very real, very physical resurrection. As
several burial inscriptions attest, Merovingians consigned the dead to sepul-
chers and coffins where the physical body would remain until Judgment
Day.94 The death drama also included handling dead body parts as saint
veneration spread; holy relics became an indicator of power throughout Gaul.
This physical contact with the dead contradicted established Roman and
Jewish traditions relating death with impurity. Perhaps ameliorating such
concerns for pollution, Church leaders and hagiographers renovated disgust-
ing corporeal remains into fragrant tokens of salvation and piety. The Church
identified holy individuals by their uncorrupted and fragrant forms when
disinterred. Church authorities recognized these occasions as miraculous,
even if bodies had originally been wrapped in various spices. Gregory of
Tours, for example, noted that attendants anointed Radegund’s body with
aromatics at death, even though he did not name which ones—this did not
interfere with her sweet-smelling sanctification later.95

Many Christian families who had the requisite means for various levels of
embalming modeled the burial of their own dead on the exempla set forth by
the saints.96 At one end of the spectrum, the body could be laid on a bed of
herbs with flower garlands around the head. At the other end, the dead could
be washed in and injected with various preservatives. A skeleton dating to
the fifth century found at Saint-Victor in Marseilles was covered in spices
and herbs, including incense and thyme.97 A grave at Saint-Denis held a
body identified as Queen Aregund that had been partially embalmed with a
solution that covered her corpse and filled her mouth.98 The presence of
spices and sweet smells did not always indicate sanctity. Gregory of Tours,
for example, described the body of a young girl he observed in a damaged
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sarcophagus as sweet-smelling; he also noted that this was a successful at-
tempt at preservation instead of any miracle.99

The use of fragrance in Merovingian burial rituals in some ways resem-
bles their use during the Roman Imperial era; here, too, wealthy families
provided for the most exotic scents at death as displays of piety but also
status. In other ways, however, early medieval burial rituals function very
differently, especially regarding the afterlife. Whether families were con-
cerned for corporeal resurrection or desired to imitate the scents of the saints
in heaven, many Christians devoted their wealth to funerary scents. In the
process, the Church hierarchy became increasingly responsible throughout
the Merovingian and early Carolingian period for legitimate burial as they
provided sanctified soil and, eventually, commemorative masses that also
included lavish displays of incense.100

The relative value of the spices and incense employed by the Merovin-
gians was also much greater than those of the Roman Empire. The decline of
Roman authority and the proliferation of Christianity in the west had
heralded shifts in both use and availability of aromatics in general. Demand
particularly for incense waned as Christian leaders at first forbade its use in
religious ceremonies as pagan practice not to be copied. Christians only
allowed the ritual use of incense within sacred ritual after Constantine’s
Edict of Milan in 313 CE which legitimized the religion. Until that time
Christian liturgists associated fragrance with polytheistic rituals, particularly
emperor worship, and condemned its use. Only as Christianity evolved into a
state cult did it integrate incense into the liturgy perhaps as a way to compete
with its various pagan counterparts; and as the urban areas of the Empire
transformed into more rural enclaves, the Church and new aristocracy pro-
vided the primary market for aromatics. Ironically, as the Church warned
against the lewd Roman baths and terminated theatrical performances, the
circus and other public spectacles, the mass and Church ritual provided the
primary public occasions for sweet smells.

Unfortunately for the Christians’ renewed interest in incense, east-west
trade definitely declined by the late fourth century. Without the annual jour-
neys of Roman fleets brought about by the disintegration of empire, Arab
middlemen controlled most of the spice trade, and prices soared. Aromatics
were certainly present, only more restricted to the new ruling elite—royal
families from emerging “barbarian” kingdoms and the Church hierarchy (of-
tentimes the same family lines). The most prominent presence—and
power—of smell resided first and foremost in the ecclesiastical sphere in-
stead of the earlier Roman Imperial hierarchy. Bishops traveling to Church
councils such as the one at Nicaea in 325 CE, for example, were guaranteed
lodging and provisions including meat and vegetables with spices.101 By the
eighth century, monasteries such as the one at Corbie (in Gaul) received
annual taxes that included oil, olives, and various spices such as pepper and
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cinnamon.102 The same could not be said for the laity: domestic access to
spices and aromatics in general grew increasingly out of reach.

SCENT IN THE ARABIAN MILIEU

Like the Romans before the economic and cultural upheavals of the fourth
century, Arabs also employed perfumes and other aromatics throughout their
routine domestic lives; however, their domestic milieu differed much from
(especially) the Roman Empire’s urban areas. In pre-Islamic northern and
central Arabia, life was mostly nomadic: independent tribes traveled in sea-
sonal rhythms throughout a largely desert terrain. No public baths, arenas, or
gymnasia defined public space. Southern Arabia, more centralized political-
ly, did boast ruling kingdoms and more agriculturally sustainable lands; yet,
a fundamentally tribal culture united most of Arabia. The southern region
supported the ancient forests of incense and myrrh trees, today greatly dimin-
ished both in size and variety. These forests’ desiccation resulted from a
combination of forces: first, during the incense trade’s heyday, many land-
owners probably over-cropped their trees, forcing numerous harvests for
greater profit; second, when trade declined by the late fourth century, plant-
ers might have turned their incense and myrrh crops, more like shrubs than
trees, over to grazing land for camels and goats; and third, unpredictable
droughts and climate changes might have contributed to the withering away
of arable soil.103

Historians have generally assumed that because European markets prized
incense, particularly, in east-west trade, Arabia’s economic and cultural
foundations must have also revolved around it. It seems, however, that in-
cense crops—and their diminishment—directly affected only a few landown-
ing families while most “ordinary” Arabians occupied their time with agri-
culture or animal husbandry. Yet, Arabs across economic and social divi-
sions enjoyed a variety of aromatics within both domestic and public life.

Unique forms of social rankings existed in pre-Islamic Arabian society.
Individuals identified with their immediate kin, their clan (qawm), and finally
their tribe (qabila), with various levels of wealth and prestige appointed to
each. One could be born into a poor family within a relatively powerful clan,
just as the Prophet Muhammad; this meant a modest material existence, but
one comparatively secure because of your clan’s protection. As with the
Roman Empire, high-quality spices and aromatics distinguished the wealthi-
er and more powerful families within clans and tribes; yet, cheaper items
such as incense played a part in almost everyone’s life.

Arabians employed scent domestically in much the same ways as Ro-
mans. They regularly fumigated their homes (a common mixture being
frankincense and thyme) as well as their bodies.104 Ninth-century Islamic
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scholar `Ali b. Sahl Rabban al-Tabari even referred to a common practice of
crushing musk and ambergris, then dusting it inside pockets and sleeves for a
pleasant personal odor.105 We have a good idea of the types of aromatics
used by south Arabians in particular because of a number of small incense
altars, usually between 5 and 10 cm high, with letters (from early S. Arabian
alphabet) designating the incense burned in each.

Surprisingly, altars with the letters LBNY—related to the Arabic luban,
meaning frankincense—seldom appear, suggesting domestic rituals included
it less frequently. Archeologists have found other types of incense more
often, such as LDAN (ladanum, an oleoresin extracted from the rock rose);
QLM (calmus, a scented reed, perhaps lemongrass); KAMKAM and DARW
(cancanum and tarum, probably the gum and wood of the mastic tree); and
QUST (costus, extracted from a North Indian herb).106 South Arabians also
reportedly used storax, a fragrant gum imported from Syria and Asia Minor,
to fumigate their clothes and homes as well as expel snakes from frankin-
cense groves.107 Arabs often sprinkled aromatics around their homes, espe-
cially on cushions and beddings, to enhance the space. Wealthy Arabs even
used bits of musk, by far the most expensive and valued scent.108

Most Arabs’ daily toilet included fragrance. Muhammad stressed the im-
portance of sweet-smelling breath and encouraged the use of aloeswood in
toothbrushes—even better if soaked in rosewater.109 He also recommended
freshening the mouth (even licking a perfumed cooking dish) after eating
onion and garlic; even angels avoided people with bad breath.110 Early Islam-
ic sources describe the various perfumes available for the clothing and body;
we find much more information about scent and perfume relating to men
than we do to women. Extant perfume manuals, for example, provide more
recipes for men’s perfume compounds than women’s. Women certainly wore
perfume, but its appreciation should be primarily from the husband. Men, on
the other hand, sported a larger variety of complex recipes in multiple public
venues.

It seems ironic then that a female’s fragrance appears as one of the most
important tropes in Arabic poetry; scent effectively signals a woman’s sensu-
ality. Pre-Islamic poets link women with fragrant musk more than just about
any other sense, including vision. With Islamic expectations of modesty and
sexuality, however, came a critique of women who smelled sweet to others
than her husband. A woman’s fragrance should be reserved for her spouse;
when a woman’s scent could be detected by other men, it called into question
her chastity. A perfume mixing vessel (madaf) was a regular part of the
wife’s possessions; she used it to mix scents that would please her husband.

Men’s scent, on the other hand, could be appreciated more publicly and
marked social and economic status, especially among the Umayyad and `Ab-
basid courts and aristocracy. Their public venue required more varieties of
complex recipes as discussed in perfume manuals. Men regularly anointed
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their beards and mustaches as well as their bodies and garments. This anoint-
ing could occur in private or at the end of a meal. Some scents were decided-
ly “masculine,” including musk; aristocratic men might dissolve musk in
rosewater and sprinkle it on their bodies.111 Other scents were associated
only with females, although women wore musk and other “masculine” scents
as part of their perfume compounds (or, ghaliyah). Distinctly feminine scents
included cloves, camphor, and violet and jasmine oils.112

According to the early histories, then, women might wear more “mascu-
line” scents; for women, the strength of scent and venue led to scandal. Too
much scent—or too public—indicated sexual immorality. Men, however,
should never wear feminine scent, or too much. This might lead to gender
ambiguity, which proved especially dangerous for men. In the Umayyad
period, for example, as the center of Islamic rule solidified in Damascus, a
privileged class emerged in Mecca and Medina—made wealthy by the pil-
grimage trade—that supported an artistic culture. Two of the most important
expressions—poetry and song—not only transformed pre-Islamic styles but
also concerned religious leaders because they suggested luxury and moral
decay. Critics labeled one important group of Medinan entertainers mukhan-
nathun, or effeminates.

We know about the mukhannathun from several prophetic hadith; therein,
they serve primarily as intermediaries between women and men, facilitating
in marriage contracts. The Prophet never supported this lifestyle as, accord-
ing to several hadith collections, he “cursed effeminate men (al-mukhanna-
thin) and mannish women.”113 Identified by their languid style, feminine
dress (such as saffron-colored robes), colored hands and feet (with henna),
and scent, early Umayyads classified the effeminates as neither eunuchs nor
homosexuals. Many sang and performed in Medina, at least until a particu-
larly harsh reprisal by (perhaps) Caliph Sulayman (r. 715–17).114 According
to some reports, the Caliph had several (or all) of the Medinese transvestite
musicians castrated because of the threat they posed to women’s morality—
not only did they have regular access to female quarters but their music also
roused feminine desire, threatening society’s very moral fabric.115

Sources remain relatively silent about the mukhannathun until they reap-
pear in Baghdad at the `Abbasid court, where aristocrats generally demoral-
ized them as profligate entertainers and shamed them as passive homosexu-
als. Both female performers (qiyan, generally slave girls) and male singers
(generally freemen) often cross-dressed for their royal audience. The women
(ghulamiyat) cut their hair and wore boy’s clothing; many even painted side
curls and mustaches with perfume compounds in their transvestitism.116 The
males shaved their beards and donned feminine attire, scent, and other accou-
trements.117

Unlike the Umayyad entertainers of Arabia, the `Abbasids viewed muk-
hannathun as passive recipients in homosexual intercourse (the active partic-
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ipant was known as the luti). Indeed homosexual identity appears in public
discourse quite frequently throughout `Abbasid literature. Contemporaries
even noted the semantic shift, including Basran literary author al-Jahiz (d. c.
868). Al-Jahiz suggests that as `Abbasid armies of eastern Iran ventured out
on long campaigns, they turned to male subordinates for sexual gratification.
This predilection became more mainstream as it spread westward into
Iraq.118 Whatever the cause, the `Abbasid literary revival celebrated homo-
erotic poetry and prose; and, notably, it did not garner the religious contempt
that might be expected from conservative Muslim leaders. Instead, critics
grouped homosexual intercourse among the general sins of promiscuity and
sexual licentiousness—for both the effeminates (the penetrated, distin-
guished by their dress, scent, and carriage) and their lovers (the penetra-
tors).119

Literary and religious leaders alike had no qualms celebrating sexuality
within religiously sanctioned unions; and Arabs understood that sweet smells
on the body and within sleeping quarters enhanced sexual pleasure. Much
earlier, Herodotus, a fifth-century BCE Greek historian, had noted that
wealthy Babylonians sat over burning incense to scent their bodies before
sex.120 Umayyad poet Kuthayyir suggests that women continued the tradition
by allowing the sweet smells under their gowns.121 When Caliph `Umar (r.
717–720 CE) consummated his marriage with Fatima (a cousin), he mixed a
costly compound scent (al-ghaliya) in his bed chamber’s oil lamps on his
wedding night.122 Sweet smells infused the room and stimulated desire for
sexual intercourse. According to Abu Yasir al-Baghdadi, cited in a sixteenth
century literary work on scent, “Perfume is one of the greatest pleasure of
mankind and one of the strongest incentives to copulation and the gratifica-
tion of one’s desire.”123

Even though there remains few sources that speak to the routines of pre-
Islamic life and gender expectations, we know significantly more about the
early Umayyad period, particularly its bathing and hygiene habits. As the
Islamic Empire expanded after the Prophet’s death, urban and dynastic cultu-
ral patterns replaced the desert nomadic tribal systems as the dominant Impe-
rial realities. Muslims conquered the lands of Syria and Palestine, for exam-
ple, and they inherited the bath culture left by the Romans. Even though
baths had been on the decline in the western Empire, such as in Gaul, the
Eastern world continued to support them well into the Islamic era. Although
the Byzantine world suffered under plague and population decline during the
sixth and early seventh centuries, bath culture remained vital, only scaled
down with more private and monastic patrons (verses Imperial) paying the
bills.124

Public baths appealed to the Arabs, thus they continued using them but in
a slightly different form: the large complexes were replaced by smaller, more
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Figure 1.2. Harun al-Rashid and the barber. Source: Ascribed in notes to Bihzad
and to Mirak. Public domain. Made available courtesy of the British Library.

modest baths containing (in most cases) hot waters, steam rooms, massage
rooms, and lounging areas where servants provided cool drinks and fans.125

The public bath, or hammam thus emphasized the pleasures of hot water
and massage only (without the cold waters of the traditional Roman baths),
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as do traditional Turkish hammams today. Semitic custom also did not allow
for mixed-bathing, strictly segregating the sexes. Men and women either
frequented completely different structures, or they alternated days.

Early Islamic hammams offered a variety of services including (with the
earliest) blood-letting, massages, and hair care. The duties of the “barber”
(muzayyin) included depilatory use, removing the body hair from underarm
and pubic area, in accordance with Islamic tradition.126 Men and women (and
often servants) would have brought their own toiletries, including any per-
fumes, massage oils, and henna for dying the hair.127 By the early `Abbasid
period, a common way that women cleansed their hair included a type of clay
infused with rosewater or orange flower water. Owners of the bath also
fumigated the bath with scent at least twice a day.128 Some Islamic scholars
criticized the baths because they saw them as innovative trappings from a
foreign culture, and others saw public nudity as an affront to Islamic expecta-
tions of modesty. Soon, however, scholars (generally) accepted the baths as
an Arab practice, solved the nudity problem by requiring loincloths for all
attendees, and discouraged excessive attendance, especially for women (see
figure 1.2).129

Certain controversies surrounding the baths did evolve among Islamic
teachers and particularly legal theorists. Although present, the vigorous mo-
ral suspicion presented by some Jewish, Christian, and Roman authors did
not abound, perhaps because Muslims never completely separated the baths
from religious ritual. Indeed, baths stood adjacent to mosques and incorporat-
ed Islamic codes of conduct. Worshippers completed the ablutions required
in Islamic law that returns the body to a pure state (or, wudu’). Minor impur-
ities—such as urination and defection—call for limited ablutions of the arms,
lower legs, and orifices of the face; major impurities, however—such as sex
and menstruation—require full immersion (or ghusl), practically met at the
hammam. Purity regulations required full immersion particularly for women
ending their menstrual cycle; the Prophet also directed women to purify their
genitalia with musk.130 In addition to these circumstances, Islamic law rec-
ommended ritual baths for Friday prayers, special celebrations such as Ram-
adan’s end, and pilgrimage.131

One important point of controversy concerned the water’s purity at the
baths. Legal scholars disagreed as to whether waters defiled by physical
detritus or even morally polluted persons negated the immersion ritual. Some
hadith suggested that the hammam might offer health benefits, but not ritual
purity. According to one tradition attributed to Ibn Abbas (d. 692), believers
should cleanse again outside the hammam to qualify for ritual purity.132

Scholars also prohibited the sacred rituals at the baths because believers
should neither repeat the name of Allah nor read from the Qur’an in such
unclean space; they even likened the hammam to cemeteries.133 Others ma-
ligned the baths as the house (bayt) of Satan and the jinn (especially at
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night).134 By the tenth century or so, these juridical concerns had been mostly
quieted and bath attendance for ritual cleansing and physical pleasure no
longer posed a legal quandary. Like the Rabbinic Jews, Muslims assimilated
many aspects of classical bath culture while fitting them uniquely to their
own social and sacred purpose. The hammam thus afforded social interac-
tion, especially a relatively “public” feminine space, and pleasant sensual
experience while at the same time conferring religious purity.

As in Rome, scent played an important role in everyday life, not only at
the baths but also festivals and life rituals, especially those surrounding
death. What we know about pre-Islamic funerary rituals comes mostly from
archaeology. In south Arabia (around the region of Yemen today), unique
funereal rites suggest there may have been a belief in an afterlife. Various
grave offerings proliferate throughout the sites, including amphorae and per-
sonal items (such as jewelry); by the sixth century BCE, rudimentary em-
balming even appears.135

South Arabians also practiced two distinct forms of burial—multiple and
individual—with the latter giving way to the former by the fourth century
BCE. Multiple burials include the turret tombs, located some distance from
any settlement, along the major trade routes. These tombs might have be-
longed to organizers of caravan trade.136 Other multiple graves were located
in rock and cave tombs. Here, archaeologists have found abundant examples
of miniature versions of real-life artifacts including tables, altars, weapons,
and incense burners. Some burials, especially individual, contain residue of
sacrificed meat (of sheep or goat) and camels (buried within or near the
grave). Whether this designates belief in an afterlife or not, mourners placed
items both familiar and customary within the burial space, with incense
burners prominent among them.

Here again, we know much more about funerary practices in the early
Islamic era, especially from hadith collections and legal texts. As Islam
spread out of the Arabian Peninsula and encountered various cultural sys-
tems, death rituals assimilated local practices. Some general patterns do
emerge, however, especially by the ninth and tenth centuries. It is clear that
aromatics infused both public and private funerary rituals. Same-sex family
members and sometimes funereal professionals prepared bodies for burial.
They routinely burned candles and incense in the washing rooms neutralizing
death’s stench. Some standard cleansing methods included washing the body
three, five, or seven times with water containing ground leaves from the
Lote-tree.137 Attendants then anointed the body with camphor. These particu-
lar traditions relate back to prophetic hadith; according to legal scholar Malik
(d. c. 795), the Prophet gave these instructions to women on how to prepare
his daughter Zaynab’s body after her death.138 Generations of Muslims later
imitated the Prophet’s injunction, including camphor whenever possible in
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preparing bodies for burial.139 This was not always available, however, as
camphor originated from resinous East Asian and Indian trees.

Washers also applied camphor, a quite pungent scent, to cotton and then
patted the corpse’s mouth, nostrils, and deep wounds. They placed remnants
of the scented cotton between the buttocks to contain any effluvia that
drained from the body on the way to burial. Some jurists stressed that the
main corporeal areas of filth, including the groin, armpits, and fold of knees,
be cleansed and scented. Most importantly, musk should be applied to the
forehead, palms, and knees, the human body’s most dignified parts, the areas
of prayer prostration.140 Muslim men and women generally took the respon-
sibility of providing for their own burial expenses very seriously; they
deemed the burial shroud as the most important item which could also be
perfumed or imbued with incense.141

As Islamic traditions concerning death rituals evolved, they effectively
differentiated Muslims from their Jewish, Christian, and Zoroastrian counter-
parts in important ways. Unlike the Jews (and the Romans), for example,
Islamic tradition transformed the handling of dead bodies into a pious deed
instead of an act of pollution. Those Muslims who prepared the dead incurred
no ritual impurity and, indeed, were not even required to perform ablutions
after their service.142 As within Christianity, Islamic tradition virtually re-
versed the general sense of ritual disgust associated with death. Islamic burial
rituals also emphasized beautifying the dead, perhaps preparing the body for
resurrection. To these ends some jurists allowed for the postmortem removal
of pubic hairs and even circumcision, both customary in many Islamic cul-
tures.143

Unlike Christian tradition, however, Islam emphasized the body’s full
dignity and integrity. Even though Muslims associated holy men and women
with sweet smells even after death, they never allowed for the division and
distribution of dead body parts among the pious. Ibn Ishaq (d. 767), for
example, reports in his Sira that, according to the Prophet’s cousin and son-
in-law Ali ibn Abi-Thalib, Muhammad’s body still smelled sweet after
death.144 However, it would have been unthinkable to promote his corporeal
relics’ adoration. Notions of sanctity certainly existed in Islam as well as the
veneration of holy men and holy women, although the ritual adoration and
cultic proliferation of dead body parts never flourished as within Christian-
ity.145

The expansion of the Christian cult of the saints in the West signaled the
Church’s burgeoning power; the locus of religious authority became increas-
ingly identified with the prevailing ecclesial hierarchy. For the history of
scent, this means that the Church displayed that authority by appealing to the
worshipper’s full sensorium in mass, holy day festivities, and rituals relating
to saint venerations—including the use of incense and perfume no longer
widely available to “average” Greco-Romans and Merovingians. In the Is-
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lamic world, however, we do not find a parallel decline in the availability of
scent and spices among lower classes and their centralization among a cler-
gy. Instead, we find ever more conspicuous—and extravagant—displays of
scent among religious leaders as well as the Umayyad and early `Abbasid
courts.

While scent certainly played an essential role in domestic and civic per-
formances, Arabian literary culture also relied upon it for symbolic purpose.
From pre-Islamic classical poetry to Umayyad and `Abbasid court propagan-
da, authors employed the sensual in portraying love, peace, as well as power.
Compared with value placed on incense in the Roman world, we might
expect to find it referenced often in literature; on the contrary, Arabs never
esteemed incense (even the highest quality) so highly above other aromatics.
Tenth-century poet al-Sari al-Raffa’ compiled an anthology of popular poetic
references to lovers and beloveds, scents, and drinking (al-Muhibb wa al-
mahbub wa al-mashmum wa al-mashrub); he discusses musk, ambergris,
camphor, and aloeswood, but does not even mention frankincense or myrrh.

By the fifth and sixth centuries, a type of aromatic canon had appeared in
Arab literature, boasting five central fragrances that demonstrated wealth,
power, and status. This canon included musk, extracted from the male musk
deer in central and eastern Asia; ambergris, harvested from the intestinal tract
or the sputa of sperm whales; aloeswood imported from India and Southeast
Asia; camphor, a resin from camphor trees found in Asia; and saffron, used
as an aromatic or a dye, imported from Fars, Syria, and Spain.146 A some-
what later source, al-Suyuti’s (d. 1505) al-Maqama al-miskiyya, a clever
literary form that described four embodied perfumes contending for first
place among the scents, declares musk as the winner because of its various
religious and medical purposes.147 Most of these scents, introduced into the
Arabian Empire through Sasanian Persia, remained unknown in the classical
Roman world.148 The procurement and distribution of these relatively new
and exotic scents signaled the Arabian owners’ status and lavish lifestyle.

Classical poetry, spanning the pre-Islamic period into the Umayyad era,
details this “aromatic canon” most poignantly. Arabian culture has always
esteemed poetry and venerated poets; some traditions even suggest that di-
vine beings inspired the best poets, bestowing upon them a sublime skill
unmatched by human effort. Patrons employed poets and paid them for poet-
ry fit for various occasions. Several authors compared themselves to the
pestle and stone that grinds perfume. The poet “grinds the musk” by creating
verses which waft the patron’s sweet smell and honor.149 Within the thou-
sands of extant verses, cultural historians glean information about religion,
gender, tribal law, and nature through set meter, rich in symbolism and
metaphor; social historians also uncover clues about tribal identity, social
rank, and daily life (primarily of the aristocrats). Scent encodes all of these
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categories—usually connected with a high-ranking and sexually provocative
female.

Poetic master Imru al-Qays (d. c. 544 CE), for example, uses spices and
perfumes to summon ancient odes’ (or qasida) most important themes: na-
ture and women. In his Mu`allaqa he stares across a deserted settlement and
compares the gazelles’ dung with peppercorns, an imported and expensive
commodity.150 When recalling his past lovers, he describes their strong,
musk scent that “wafted from them like breath of the east wind bearing the
fragrance of cloves.”151 Poet `Antara also compares his lover’s breath to a
merchant’s musk bag.152 These images present striking metaphors because of
musk’s exotic nature and elevated rank among the perfumes. By engaging
the world through these most glamorous scents, the poet boasts of his status
and sexual prowess.

In al-Muraqqish al-Asghar’s ode, Qasida mimiyya, censers burning sweet
aloeswood greet the beloved Bint `Ajlan each evening in her tent. 153 Fumi-
gating domestic space in this way appears popular throughout Arabia. Even
though both men and women perfumed their bodies and rooms, the poets
more often associate sweet smells with women, usually their past lovers.
This might simply be because of perfume’s symbolic qualities—sweet and
ephemeral—like the lovers’ memories themselves.

Poets generally describe women and perfume in their poem’s beginning,
called the nasib, which offers a sentimental remembrance of the poet’s be-
loved. Islamicist and literary scholar Michael Sells has pointed out that the
poet relies upon the full sensorium to generate a subjective image of the
beloved (often described as a lush garden), including sight (water, clouds),
taste (wine, fruit), touch (wet, warm), and smell (musk, spices).154 Seventh-
century poet Duh al-Rummah, in “To the Encampments of Mayyah” (a man-
zilatay mayyin), describes his beloved:

She reveals/Petals of chamomile/cooled by the night/to which the dew has
risen at evening/from Rama oasis,/Wafting in from all sides with the earth
scent of the garden, redolent as a musk pod falling open.155

Throughout the poem, Duh al-Rummah relies mostly upon smell, touch, and
vision to recall for the hearer his beloved’s nature. Aromatic imagery, along
with other sensuous allusions, thus function as a literary strategy, building
into an orgasmic crescendo of remembered pleasures, ending finally in a
language of ablution and purification (usually, with images of water).156 The
final images of water (here the oasis) after a series of sensual allusions, might
also insinuate Semitic purity practices after sex.

Literary scholar Suzanne Stetkevych has suggested another reading of
both classical odes and a second classical literary genre—female-authored
elegies (or, marathi)—by equating perfume with blood.157 Stetkevych argues
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that both poetic forms embed a ritual structure of sacrifice and redemption.
The ode usually begins with the nasib, where the poet grieves over a deserted
settlement while musing over his lost love(s); an arduous journey then fol-
lows, culminating in his boastful tribute to himself and his tribe, usually with
an animal sacrifice and celebration. The elegy parallels this structure of
departure and sacrifice, leading to rejoicing and redemption, by opening with
a lamentation of a beloved kinsman’s death (sacrifice) followed by the call-
ing for blood vengeance (redemption). Linguistically, the root of battlefield
(عرك) relates to menstruation ,(عركت) linking the two forms of blood loss.
Within the elegy, the poetess decries a particular kind of blood loss—her
kinsmen’s unavenged death—as an impurity that requires ritual action. Meta-
phorically, retribution on the battlefield returns the tribe to a pure state, just
as water and perfume return a menstruating woman to purity.158 Indeed, the
root of perfume (tib) can also denote purification, gladness, or sweetness. As
Stetkevych points out, poets often shamed men who failed to avenge their
kinsmen’s death by comparing them with women who had not purified after
menses.159

In one short elegy attributed to al-Khirniq bint Badr ibn Hiffan, for exam-
ple, the poetess says:

Let my kinsmen not be distant! / Men who are the enemy’s poison, / The
slaughter camels’ bane, / The attackers on every battleground, / The perfumers
of / Their loincloths’ knots.160

In classic elegiac form, al-Khirniq calls on men of her tribe, men deadly to
their enemies, to avenge her fallen kinsmen which include her husband, son,
and two brothers.161 Stetkevych also reads “perfumers [al-tayyibuna] of their
loincloths’ knots” to signify men who perfume or purify themselves with the
blood of vengeance. In this case, men enact ritual purity by steeping their
loincloths—tied at the actual point of their manhood—in their enemy’s blood
just as women bathe the genitalia in water and perfume after menstruation.

Classical authors also associated perfume with pacts and covenants of
peace as well as warfare. Ibn Ishaq (d. 767) relates perhaps the most famous
example of this in his Life of Muhammad (Sirat rasul allah), as transmitted
by Ibn Hisham (d. 833), when he describes the truce achieved between two
Qurayshi families (the Prophet’s own tribe) in pre-Islamic Mecca. According
to Ibn Ishaq, various families quarreled over land and responsibilities within
Mecca, the center of Qurayshi control. Two strong families emerged, those
related to and allied with the Banu `Abd al-Manaf (the precursors to the
Prophet’s clan) and the Banu `Abd al-Dar. The Banu `Abd al-Manaf ritually
enacted the loyalty with their allies by sending for a bowl full of perfume and
reciting an oath as they and their supporters stirred their hands within the
bowl.162 Family leaders then spread their perfumed hands over the ka`ba (or,
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great house)163 to further seal the pact; they became known as the “scented
ones” (al-mutayyibun).164

Pre-Islamic poet Zuhayr’s famous ode (qasida) also evokes this meaning
as he describes tortures of war and promises of peace. In his Mu`allaqa, he
commends tribal mediators’ efforts at ending a long-standing feud when he
writes:

You alone mended the rift between Abs and Dhubyan / after long slaughter,
and much grinding of the perfume of Manshim, / and you declared, “If we
achieve peace broad and sure / by ample giving and fair speaking, we shall live
secure.”165

The “perfume of Manshim” might refer to the pacts concluded, establishing
peace instead of war. The sweet smells of conciliation replace the blood loss
of constant warfare.

With this reading in mind, we recognize perfume’s multivalent imagery
within Arabian poetry and culture in general; poetry provides more than just
an historical laundry list of scents available in pre-Islamic Arabia. At a
symbolic level, poets discuss perfume and sweet smells most prolifically at
the beginning of the ode/elegy, thus associating it with departure and death
within the ritual structure. According to ritual theory, this is a liminal phase,
a transition from one state (absence/death) into another (redemption/celebra-
tion), impurity into purity. Sweet smells signal such transitional moments in
most rites of passage—such as death and marriage—so it follows that poets
would here employ their most fragrant imagery. The poetic presence of per-
fume announces the transition from purity to impurity, loneliness to love,
death to redemption, war to peace.

Classical poetry continued as an important literary artifact throughout
early Islamic history, but an urban court culture replaced the Arabian Penin-
sula’s nomadic tribal system that produced a plethora of literary genres and
histories. The powerful Umayyad family established a ruling dynasty (or
caliphate) centered in Damascus, poised at the center of a new and expanding
world empire; as such, they acquired incredible wealth and prestige. Ostenta-
tious displays of riches, which included expensive scents and perfumes, oc-
curred on scales well beyond the means of any pre-Islamic tribe.

Gift exchange among and between rulers certainly had been practiced in
the pre-Islamic Middle East. One eleventh-century text, surviving through a
fifteenth-century edition, recounted some of the most opulent displays of
royal and dynastic wealth. The Book of Gifts and Rarities (Kitab al-hadaya
wa al-tuhaf), for example, describes the lavish gifts from India and China to
Sassanid (Persian) emperors in the late sixth century, just before the advent
of Islam.166 These treasures included ornate silks, gems, and scent—most
often musk and camphor. Both rulers introduced themselves to the Persian
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emperors by describing their vast lands and possessions; their homes and
palaces, they claimed, fragranced vast distances.167

After Islam proliferated throughout the Middle East, Indian and Chinese
rulers transferred their conversations, negotiations, and grand displays of
friendship to the Caliphs and their administrators. One of Caliph Hisham’s (r.
724–743 CE) governors received an extravagant gift from an Indian king
which would probably strike a modern viewer as garish instead of particular-
ly royal. The king sent a she-camel figurine, studded with precious stones,
mounted on wheels that rolled. When the governor later forwarded it to the
caliph, Hisham pierced its udders, from which flowed pearls “like milk,” and
its neck, from which fell blood-red rubies.168

Not only do these Indian gifts appear brash to modern sensibilities, how-
ever. In the ninth century, Caliph al-Ma’mun married his daughter Umm al-
Fadl to Abu Ja`far Muhammad b. `Ali al-Rida (considered the ninth Imam by
many Shi`ite Muslims). At the wedding feast’s start, servants pulled in, by
silk ropes, a large silver boat filled with various expensive perfumes. They
then anointed all esteemed guests’ beards, and then perfumed the “common-
ers.”169 And when a respected general and ambassador invited Caliph al-
Muqtadir (r. 908–932) to his farm, he reportedly sealed the water’s flow into
a local stream, packed it with ice, and then “made water and drinks flow into
them.” He prepared a picnic by lining the stream’s banks with adorned bas-
kets, hanging various roasted meats from trees, and surrounding the seating
areas with musk, camphor, ambergris, and saffron.170

The reports of such gifts, of course, might be exaggerated, but the empha-
sis and care directed to gift-giving is not. Islamic tradition distinguishes
between two different types of gifts—first, hadiyya, usually requires a mutu-
al exchange of gifts. This implies the participants’ relative equality in status;
indeed, the gift exchanges recorded in the Books of Gifts and Rarities oc-
curred between rulers, administrators, or royal families. The Prophet enjoyed
hadiyya, encouraging his followers to engage in mutual gift-giving, compar-
ing it (symbolically) to the sharing of love and friendship.171

Gift exchange, especially between rulers, often appears as a display of
one-upmanship instead of affection. When the Byzantine emperor sent Ca-
liph al-Ma’mun an elaborate gift, the Caliph instructed his courtiers to: “Send
him a gift a hundred times greater than his, so that he realizes the glory of
Islam and the grace that Allah bestowed on us through it.” The caliph then
insured its grandeur by adding a large quantity of musk and 200 sable
pelts.172 With these exotic exchanges, the caliph advertised both his power
and wealth—the musk, indeed an expensive gift, and the sable, originating
probably from Russia or China.173

Gift-giving that distinguished asymmetrical power relationships exists in
most political systems—including early medieval Gaul; it is not unique to
early Islamic dynasties. Early Christian texts referred to gifts as munus or
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donum; the munus in particular signaled the gift giving practice among un-
equal partners. For example, S. Augustine explained that the Holy Spirit’s
presence in a Christian’s heart as a munus from God; likewise, pious Chris-
tians made their gifts or offerings to God as tribute.174 Such gift-giving,
effectively forging an intricate web of loyalty and obligation, filled early
medieval Gaul’s political machinations. Scent or perfume rarely appears
among the gifts given, however. When it does, it certainly indicates wealth
and status; but, in early medieval Gaul, gift exchange more likely included
horses, weapons, precious metals, gems, or even precious books.175 Scent
and perfume, more often associated with ecclesiastical power, slipped in both
supply and relative symbolic value among the Franks.

A second type of gift-giving in Islamic tradition, called hiba, emphasizes
such hierarchical status; it is voluntary and without expectation of reciproca-
tion. This type of gift-giving occurs between a subordinate and a ruler, in
order to display one’s allegiance or good wishes. An Iraqi administrator, for
example, sent Caliph Hisham (r. 724–743) a collection of clothes and per-
fumes for his household as a display of allegiance and, perhaps, gratitude for
political favor.176 Some actions of hiba did not end well, however. In one
case, Caliph al-Mutawakkil’s (d. 847–861) concubines presented him elab-
orate gifts at a public festival. His beloved (and favored) Shajar, a slave girl,
included twenty tamed gazelles wearing saddlebags filled with musk, amber-
gris, and fine scents. The caliph clearly prized this gift among the others,
which led to the jealous concubines to plot Shajar’s murder.177

Acts of public hiba can be the reverse, however (i.e., rulers and the
wealthy presenting gifts to favored individuals, guests, or the public in gener-
al). This resembles early medieval Gaul’s gift-exchange practices between
Frankish royalty and ecclesial authorities and their clients. When Harun al-
Rashid (r. 786–809 CE) married Zubaydah, he arranged a display of wealth,
generosity, and charity as then unmatched in the Islamic era. He of course
presented her with costly personal gifts including precious stones, scents,
servants, and maids; but his generosity extended “to the people” as he distrib-
uted dinars and dirhams from silver bowls, containers of ambergris and ex-
pensive mixed scents (ghaliyah), and robes of fine fabric.178

Scent and aromatics thus functioned in several important ways in Roman and
Arab public/private lives at the time of nascent Christianity and Islam. Daily
routines and popular bath culture reveal standards of personal hygiene which
were far from private affairs. Indeed, the baths provided opportunities for
social interaction as well as sexual scandal. Public baths in Islam linked also
with religious purification, shielding them (for the most part) from critiques
similar to those advanced by Christian moralists. Most rites of passage incor-
porated scent, including both marriage and death rituals. Christianity and
Islam associated dead, holy bodies with sweet scent (discussed more in Part
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II) and looked forward to a fragrant Paradise. Attendants anointed Christian
corpses with flowers or unguents anticipating their resurrection; Muslims
scented their dead as well, paying special attention to the five points of
prostration (knees, palms, forehead). Public gatherings, festivals, and com-
memorations—and the recognition of heroes and holiness—relied upon scent
to bind the audience in a shared sensory experience. Yet, men and women
remained vulnerable to public criticism if they wore “too much” scent or the
wrong kind; indeed, outward aroma reflected inner virtue.

Ecclesial and dynastic courts demonstrated their emerging power and
status with fragrant spectacles and gift-exchange. Gift-giving publicly fea-
tured the hierarchical patron/client relationship that effectively formed social
bonds. In Europe, the Church evolved as the primary storehouse for aromat-
ics and scent, distributed as they intended. In the Islamic world, dynastic
courts reveled in their expanding power with ostentatious displays of sensory
indulgence. Sumptuous meals and banquets often stood at the center of these
occasions, and food rituals included their own fragrant etiquette. We now
turn to Roman and Arab gustatory habits that further demonstrate their
unique sensory worlds.
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Chapter Two

Fragrant Food

Classical and early medieval cuisine usually provided a full olfactory feast:
aromatic spices might add flavor, but sometimes scent was added only for
scent’s sake. Many Arab cookbooks described fragrant waters that could be
sprinkled upon completed dishes simply for the diner’s pleasure. Both Ro-
mans and Arabs also believed that smell stimulated taste, thus adding spices
and perfumes aroused one’s appetites. The Roman elite class, who had ready
access to a plethora of spices and scents, delighted in flavorful combinations.
They served both vegetable and meat dishes with fragrant sauces, some
containing eight or nine distinct spices and herbs. In the Middle East, recipes
described how to scent pots and other cooking utensils as well as perfume
foods before presentation. One medieval cookbook includes a list of “basic”
spices every kitchen needed—all nine of them (separate from essential
herbs).1

Extant culinary manuals also resemble nutrition guides, medical manuals,
and philosophical (or theological) treaties more than what we today identify
as cookbooks. The author of a Roman cookery book, for example, explained
that aromatic salts can aid in digestion, serve as a laxative, and prevent all
diseases (including colds and the plague).2 While such salts might cure
everything that ails the body, unfortunately the author did not express how
much salt might be needed; ancient cookbooks thus included a simple ingre-
dient list with no exact measurements.

In early Christian manuals, authors defended their elaborate recipes and
ingredients by emphasizing their health benefits—certain food combinations
can heal the body, the temple of God. With that function stressed, concerns
for gluttony virtually disappear; although, Christian authors also warned that
without sufficient care, good food could lead to sexual licentiousness, a
grave sin indeed. In a tenth-century Arab cookbook, the author devotes six-
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teen precise chapters to various foods’ distinctive humoral qualities allowing
the cook to provide a “balanced” diet for his (and her) guests.3 With proper
knowledge, a good diet could restore harmony and health to the body.

Romans’ basic diet included several essential staples: cereals (such as
barley and wheat); legumes (such as beans, chickpeas, and lentils); vegeta-
bles and fruits; and, less present, meat and fish.4 Bread probably provided for
at least 50 percent of the general caloric intake.5 These foods cut across
socioeconomic lines; how the food was prepared, where it was prepared, and
with whom it was eaten distinguished one class from another, and sometimes
one ethnicity from another.

This proves particularly true for the Jews living in Roman Palestine. On
the whole, Jewish communities shared the same basic dietary staples as their
gentile counterparts. The Jewish diet’s biblical taboos encompassed most
importantly pork and camel; restrictions against pigs distinguished Jews
more so because Romans consumed more pork than any other meat.6 Begin-
ning in the Hasmonean Period (167–142 BCE), Jewish dietary proscriptions
evolved stressing, for example, commensality instead of just consumption.
The book of Jubilees requires Abraham’s children to separate themselves
from, and “do not eat with,” the gentiles.7 Although some Jews certainly
dined with non-Jews, the requirement for social segregation appears more
often. Early Rabbinic texts even correlate Jews who eat at gentile banquets
with idolaters and assign kosher (allowed) food preparation to Jewish cooks
only.8 Another prohibition required the complete separation of dairy and
meat (even at the table).9 Thus even though Palestinian Jews participated in
the general Roman commercial system (e.g., Jews purchased food items at
markets), food preparation rituals and commensality effectively defined Jew-
ish identity against their gentile counterparts.

Apicius’ Art of Cooking provides the best source for understanding Ro-
man culinary practices. The named author, Apicius (if such an individual
actually existed), lived in the first century; however, most scholars agree that
the extant text dates to the late fourth century and probably contains some of
Apicius’ original recipes. Cooks and gourmands added to the core collection
as time passed.10 This text continued to play an important role in early
medieval kitchens; emended copies survive through a sixth-century cleric
named Vinidarius (this version exists in an eighth-century manuscript) and
ninth-century monasteries at Tours and Fulda.

Apicius’ culinary manual contains some recipes that might fit humble
household budgets, probably urban, with access to the diverse ingredients;
most, however, describe extravagant dishes that appealed to aristocrats (or, at
least, their cooks). The ten chapters present directions for the preparation of
vegetables, meats, grains, and various sauces. The recipes required a plethora
of herbs and spices that would have been too expensive for most Romans.
Among the most commonly mentioned herbs we find mint, oregano, rue, and
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lovage; popular imported spices include white and black pepper, ginger,
cinnamon (or cassia), asafoetida,11 cardamom, and cloves. The manual listed
more customary (and affordable) items such as fish sauce (called garum and/
or liquamen),12 wine (either straight or boiled down to various consisten-
cies), and olive oil.

Sally Grainger provides modern adaptations of Apicius’ recipes in
Cooking Apicius: Roman Recipes for Today (London: Prospect Books,
2006). These include, most importantly, measurements and contempo-
rary substitutes. In the following salad recipe, for example, she replaces
“chicken and goat sweetbreads” with chicken livers.

Salad:
3 1/2 ounces chicken livers, 2 to 3 large livers
1 tablespoon olive oil
half a cucumber
2 tablespoons capers, chopped
1 ounce pine nuts, a generous 1/4 cup
1 to 2 large ciabatta loaves
1/2 cup each: water, white wine vinegar
1 3/4 cups grated Parmesan cheese, about 2 ounces

Dressing:
freshly ground black pepper
1 level teaspoon celery seeds, toasted, see note
3 heaping teaspoons fresh chopped mint
1 ounce pine nuts, a generous 1/4 cup
1 1/2 ounces full-fat cream cheese, softened
2 egg yolks
1 tablespoon each: honey, vinegar, fish sauce
5 tablespoons water

1. Prepare the salad ingredients: Cook chicken livers by frying in a little
olive oil, then cool and chop them into small pieces; peel and slice the
cucumber thinly; drain and chop the capers finely. Cut the ciabatta into
thin slices and lay them out on a large tray. Combine water and vinegar;
dribble over the bread slices and allow the fluid to be absorbed. Repeat
occasionally while you prepare the dressing.
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2. For the dressing, grind the pepper and roasted celery seeds in a
mortar or spice grinder. Add the mint and the pine nuts; grind to a fine
paste. Add the cream cheese, egg yolks, and the honey; blend again.
Then dilute the paste with the vinegar and the fish sauce. Gradually add
the water and blend.

3. Take a 2-pint pudding bowl (4-cup mixing bowl); lay a piece of
bread, gently squeezed and cut to fit, in the bottom. Sprinkle a little of
the liver, capers, pine nuts, and Parmesan over the bread; press down
gently. Finish with the cucumber, but do not let the slices overlay each
other. Add layer of bread and repeat until all the ingredients have been
used up. Always finish with a layer of bread. (Alternatively, you can
line the inside of the bowl with bread slices, then proceed.) Pour the
dressing over the salad; press down gently. Cover with plastic wrap;
chill for 2 hours. Turn out onto a plate; decorate with more cucumber
slices.

Overall, the culinary spectrum presented in the Roman cookbook as well
as other texts appears extravagant to most modern sensibilities for a number
of reasons. First, most foods (especially sauces) contained a wide variety of
spices, although spicy flavors might have been ameliorated by quantity. For
the majority of these recipes, we just do not know how much cinnamon,
pepper, cumin, and saffron went into a dish. We might also imagine that with
so many spices and herbs present, it might be difficult for a “general” consu-
mer to distinguish subtle flavors. Perhaps even the smallest inclusion of such
varied spices indicated more about accessibility and status instead of gastro-
nomic preference.

Second, cooks often presented food in elaborate ways, hiding one food
inside of another (imagine biting into chicken and finding ham and prawn)
and even returning feathers to fowl after they had been cooked. Petronius’
Satyricon mocks these practices as he describes peacock eggs prefilled with
fowl prepared in peppered yolk, and hare cooked and then “fitted with wings
to make it look like a tiny, furry Pegasus.”13

Finally, many recipes called for a lavish amount of meat in what might be
considered today very odd combinations. Roman cooks layered and stuffed
one meat with various other kinds: one of Apicius’ patinas (soufflés) in-
cludes bits of sow’s udder (a particular delicacy), fillets of fish, chicken,
turtledove, and “whatever good things there may be.”14 Another recipe called
for a pig to be stuffed with chicken, thrushes, sausage, and snails (along with
many vegetables and herbs).

Roman mealtime extravagance prompted great controversy, especially
during the social and political upheaval between the Republic and Empire.
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Moralists romanticized the simpler “early days” of self-reliant farmers, en-
joying simple foods, with concomitant moral restraint. For such critics, not
only did virtuous Romans smell less like the baths and more like the soil,
they also enjoyed a simple diet devoid of gastronomic extravagance. States-
men such as Cato, Varro, and Columella linked Roman identity with agricul-
tural origins. Pliny even exaggerated the virtues of simple, basic foods such
as wheat (not barley, which was associated with the Greeks), chickpeas and
beans. These foods symbolized an idealized past and purity, not status and
wealth flaunted by expensive, foreign items.15

Concerned senatorial authorities indeed tried to regulate extravagant and
costly food displays with sumptuary laws; one of the earliest that involves
food is the Lex Fannia, 161 BCE. The law limited the amount of money
spent on any banquet, forbade foreign wine, and stipulated that any dinner
should be limited to only a single winged creature not “fattened” just for that
meal.16 The law also restricted the number of guests present at banquets,
suggesting a concern for the power relations proliferating between patrons
and clients versus the senatorial elite. The law did not succeed; elites and
later emperors regularly ignored the sumptuary regulations, evidenced by the
various laws that followed, also aimed at curbing private expenditures on
meals, also ineffective. The law reminds us that food involves more than a
material required to sustain the body but also a symbol of power and status.

This appears most clearly in the disconnect between the textual descrip-
tions of extravagant food consumption and artistic portrayals. When survey-
ing extant mosaics and paintings, between c. 200 BCE and 300 CE, we find
that banquet scenes generally focus on the social drama played out in the
dining space, including banqueters’ seating arrangements, elaborate drinking
vessels and serving dishes, and attendant slaves. They do not portray the
garishly prepared dishes in exotic poses or adornments we read about. In-
stead, we find the first depictions of elaborate dishes—including sows’ ud-
ders—in funerary monuments, featuring nonaristocrats at lavish banquet ta-
bles. Within this context, food represented the afterlife’s satiety and happi-
ness instead of picturing the deceased’s daily routines. Only in the fourth
century do house paintings of the elite feature elaborate banquet foods.17

What this shift in food’s visual representation means is open to interpreta-
tion. We do know that dining space changed at this time as well: by the
fourth century, the stibadia (dining couches and tables) had superseded the
triclinium (couches where diners reclined) in many elite homes.18 Instead of
portraying power through physical location amongst the reclining banquet
and opulent serving vessels, perhaps the artist indicated status and wealth
with exotic foods, especially as Roman access to spices grew increasingly
out of reach in the later Empire.

No matter how difficult Eastern aromatics were to acquire for the elite,
however, spices and sweet smells never fully disappeared from Western
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culinary guides and they continued to distinguish elite class and status. One
particularly important manual survives from the early sixth century that re-
veals how many Roman cookery traditions persisted into the Merovingian
era. The letter On the Observance of Food, authored by one Anthimus,
ambassador of the Ostrogoths, provides a glimpse into the fusion of Roman,
Frankish, and (some) Gothic culture and cuisine. Anthimus probably wrote
his letter for Merovingian King Theuderic (d. c. 533 CE) while living in
northeastern Gaul because he reports many Gallic dietary and social cus-
toms.19 His articulates his noble goal: to provide advice on good nutrition
and health, even though that requires him to sometimes criticize the strange
(for him) palate of the Gauls.

Anthimus had obviously received some medical training, and he provides
more practical advice than philosophical context. Anthimus does not, for
example, focus on the body’s humoral vicissitudes as outlined by Roman
physician Galen (d. c. 217, as discussed in more detail below). He only
occasionally refers to the benefit of wet versus dry foods for unbalanced bile
or phlegm; however, he repeats the ancient adage in his introduction, “every-
thing in excess is harmful.”20 Anthimus probably did not expect his audi-
ence, the Gallic court, to have a background in medical theory; or, perhaps he
intended his work to function only as an accessible guidebook.

Some recipes resemble those in Apicius’ own cookbook. Wine and honey
are often used in various reductions. Cooked fowl appears, although Anthi-
mus does not describe the Roman’s elaborate and creative ways of stuffing
and presenting it. In fact, Anthimus’ tastes seem rather bland in comparison.
He favors simple boiling over other cooking means such as roasting, frying,
and grilling; for him, boiling insures that meat will be cooked fully and
thoroughly.21 He does include recipes for Roman delicacies such as sow’s
womb and udder, yet simply boiled or fried.22 He occasionally mentions
spices such as ginger and cloves, but he explains that pepper and wine serve
as the best flavorings.23

The manual also reveals some new Western gastronomic trends. The
Franks’ butter and lard replaced the Romans’ olive oil; beer replaced wine;
and meat became more of a staple. Anthimus assures his readers that “beer is
good for anyone” and promises that when “well brewed [it] possesses good-
ness and surpasses expectation,” as if some of his aristocratic readers might
need convincing.24 While he does mention some fish dishes, more of his
recipes include meat: beef, mutton, venison, goat, and ox. Even though he
stresses the importance of cooking meat, he nonetheless acknowledges the
Franks’ predilection for eating raw bacon.25 He offers advice about using
milk, much more popular among Franks than their Roman counterparts, in
recipes and as a beverage. Anthimus remained a little suspicious of it, warn-
ing not to drink it uncooked without some honey, wine, or mead.26 He also
cautions against all but the freshest (and sweetest) cheese.27
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Anthimus wrote this manual at the Ostrogoth king’s behest. That Gaul’s
neighboring king sent a manual on food as a token of diplomatic relations
suggests one of the most important aspects of food: sharing food—even
recipes—binds people together. When people eat together, they certainly
fulfill a basic need, an obligation that every human being must attend. Yet
the rituals associated with food consumption function in various ways: com-
mon meals provide an opportunity to rehearse collective memory; display
one’s power and status; and forge relationships with visible (as well as invis-
ible) others.28 By delivering a food manual to Theuderic, Anthimus develops
a “soft” negotiation among disparate voices. The Ostrogoths and Franks
differed on just about every other issue, most importantly Christology: the
Ostrogoths adhered to Arian Christianity which the Church had labeled as
heresy. By entering a conversation on food, rulers (one viewed by the Church
as orthodox and the other a heretic) laid a foundation for more difficult
political mediations.

Food rituals—especially among aristocrats and royalty—are charged with
symbolic meaning. Like the Romans before them, the Frankish kings (as well
as other “barbarian” leaders) often communicated their wealth and authority
by hosting grand banquets and feasts; presence at such events dramatized
both loyalty and (often unspoken) submission. With Anthimus we do not see
feasting between the kings, but we do see an exchange of knowledge about
food, drink, and health. In Anthimus’ manual, for example, he includes medi-
cal advice relating to a healthy diet otherwise unavailable to the Merovin-
gians. While perhaps meant to flatter the king, the manual also features the
Ostrogoth’s civilitas and sophistication compared to the Gaul’s less refined
habits.29 After all, they did prefer raw bacon.

Other Christian authors, when writing about food and diet, did not focus
on individual recipes or dishes; instead, they warned against becoming too
ostentatious. Just as Roman moralists criticized males for esteeming scent,
perfumes, and exotic foods too highly, so did Christian censors.30 These
religious authors emphasized the link between lust and food, however. In-
deed, Christian theologians identified eating as humanity’s original sin; and,
that was just the beginning of the problem. According to Clement of Alexan-
dria, women’s behavior at public banquets usually led to illicit sex. Jerome
advised women in particular to avoid fine food (such as pastries) and wine
because it increased their heat and inflamed their genitals.31 Such calls for
asceticism led many Christians to deny themselves rich, spiced food (at
minimum) or adopt extremely austere food regimens (e.g., only water, bread,
and raw vegetables).

Generally, theologians discouraged severe acts of self-denial—such as
excessive fasting—even in monastic communities. Early medieval authors
attempted to tame the late antique desert ascetics by bringing them safely
within monastery walls; wandering, half-starved hermits needed to be ruled
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by an order. Many monastic leaders even recognized the importance of food
rituals in socializing their orders’ members. John Cassian’s fifth-century mo-
nastic rule, one of the most important in Western monasticism, encouraged
communal meals as part of the monks’ daily duties.32 The sixth-century Rule
of S. Benedict also required monastic houses to extend hospitality—includ-
ing meals and shelter—to travelers and guests.33 Royal monasteries, of
course, could afford the best food items both for themselves as well as their
elite visitors. According to one eighth-century register, for example, the
monastery at Corbie received an allowance of various spices including pep-
per and cinnamon from King Chilperic II.34

Along with royal courts, monasteries provided the primary market for the
dwindling spice trade in the West. Ecclesiastic authorities relied upon food
and feasts to demonstrate their charity, thereby gaining popular support, and
solidifying their relationships with both elite and royalty.35 Even with access
to various spices, however, the palette of early medieval Christians certainly
differed from the spice-rich cuisine of the Middle East. Medieval Europeans
did not display an interest in most exotic flavorings again until after the
Crusades, when pilgrims made their way back from the Holy Land with new
recipes and culinary anecdotes.36

CUISINE IN THE ARABIAN MILIEU

Food and especially spices signify power in much the same ways in the
Arabian context. Scant information about diet and cuisine survives from the
pre-Islamic world, but we do have some general understandings. Most Arabs
at the beginning of the Islamic era enjoyed common staples. Cereals and
grains, on the whole, proved much less important than in Roman culture
because of the climate and the terrain. For most, dates and camel’s milk rated
high above cereals. The Arabian Peninsula hosted the Bedouin, who usually
traded with oasis communities for cereals; areas able to sustain farming in
the Hijaz (western central Arabia) and Yemen cultivated barley along with
some wheat, sorghum, millet, and sometimes rice.37 Townspeople thus had
the best access to bread; the Bedouin used grains more in gruel or stews than
actually baking it. Most importantly, Arabs shared bread in customary hospi-
tality displays: it demonstrated the giver’s generosity and welcomed the
guest.

As little class stratification existed in tribal groups, social status did not
link necessarily with breads and grains. Women usually ground the grain,
kneaded the dough, and cooked it communally; independent bakeries would
have been rare.38 Hadith traditions mention grinding grains and preparing
bread in connection to the Prophet’s own family. Styling the Prophet as a
humble servant of God who would gain riches only in Paradise, reporters
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described how he mortgaged his armor to buy barley, a basic provision for
his family. His followers also presented him with bread on occasions, recog-
nizing that his household lacked even the basic staple.39 One Shi`ite tradition
even described Fatima, grinding barley for her family so diligently that it
caused her hand to tear and bleed. God sent an angel to turn the wheel so the
Prophet’s daughter could rest.40 The Shi`ite transmission, of course, not only
highlighted the relative poverty of the Prophet’s family but also his daugh-
ter’s extraordinary piety.

With the Islamic Empire’s rise and expansion, cereals and grains became
more readily available as agricultural production grew and trade increased.
Many Arabs attempted to incorporate exotic cuisines and imitate the caliphal
court’s high culture. This completely transformed the presence of and taste
for bread (one example among many others). Those who could afford it
sought out the best flour, utilized several different utensils in preparation,
and then brushed the finest oils (or rosewater) on the tops. Laborers accessed
the heartier (and cheaper) bread made from coarse ground wheat flour. This
Arabian culture—one recently stratified socially, economically, and politi-
cally as compared to earlier Arab tribal society—evidenced a much more
complex diet than what existed at Muhammad’s birth in the sixth-century.
Extant cooking manuals, the oldest from the tenth century, reveal much
about this new, more varied Arabian palette.

Early Islamic communities (centered especially around the caliph’s court)
created a plethora of cookbooks, more than survive from Rome and early
Christianity. Many focused on particular food types, circulated and emended
over time. For example, compilations devoted only to sweets and aromatics
proliferated alongside the more complete cooking guides.41

Three of particular interest include Ibn Sayyar al-Warraq’s tenth-century
Cookery Book (Kitab al-tabikh); Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Baghdadi’s
thirteenth-century Cookery Book (Kitab al-tabikh); and an anonymous (and
encyclopedic) thirteenth-century Egyptian text The Treasure of Useful Ad-
vice for the Composition of a Varied Table (Kanz al-fawa’id fi tanwi` al-
mawa’id). All three texts emphasize the aesthetics of eating—food prepara-
tion should include appealing presentation and color as well as scent. The
later texts, while they encouraged cooks to arrange and even dye food for
visual appeal, stress aroma above everything else.42 Apicius’ guide to Roman
cuisine certainly encouraged dramatic presentation; Apicius delights in his
guests’ surprise in biting into one food and finding quite another. The Arabic
cooking manuals, however, respect food for pleasure’s sake only.

Al-Baghdadi begins his tome by dividing pleasures into six classes: food,
drink, clothes, sex, scent, and sound.43 He then ranks food as the most plea-
surable of all these. Eating wholesome food—that is, food allowed by God—
could be as enjoyable and sensual as wearing fine silks, having sex, and
hearing beautiful music. The Arabic guides did not aim to shock their diners
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but gratify them, satisfying all their senses. Thus a truly pleasurable meal
depended upon the foods’ arrangement, color, and scent. For color, cooks
dyed foods with additives such as saffron or arranged vivid garnishes such as
eggs or parsley. Aromas were the most rapturous: coated on cooking dishes,
added for flavor, and sprinkled at the end. Both al-Baghdadi and the author
of The Treasure rely most heavily upon rosewater as a final ingredient:
sprayed onto food after cooking.

Arabic cookbooks emphasize more than just the food’s pleasure, of
course. As their Latin counterparts, they contain information about health
and dietetics, especially The Treasure. Borrowing from Galen’s medical the-
ory that required balance for optimum fitness, recipes often listed ingredients
and their effects on the four humors—blood (hot/moist), black (cold/dry),
yellow (hot/dry) bile, and phlegm (cold/wet). Unlike their Roman counter-
parts, cookbooks from the early Islamic Empire explain the foods’ prepara-
tion in much greater detail as well as provide more variations on each dish.
These versions allowed for disparate budgets (especially among cuts of meat
and quantity of spices) but also for the diners’ specific needs. The gifted cook
met guests’ specific requirements depending upon their health, mood, age,
and even the season. According to the anonymous Treasure, for example,
camphor should be added to food and drinks in hot weather and musk in
cold.44 Chefs also matched the dish’s temperature to the diner’s tempera-
ments. The humoral theory ranked spices along a four point scale, with most
spices listed as hot and mostly dry. Some distinctions existed, of course;
pepper ranked 4 and 4 (most hot and most dry) while cinnamon ranked 2
(hot) and 1 (dry).45

Al-Warraq also catalogs the different humoral and medicinal qualities of
spices and seasonings (abazir). He designated salt as hot and dry, and ex-
plained that if eaten in excess, decreased sperm. Cassia is hot and dry; it also
aids in digestion and decreases gas.46 One of the final chapters describe tasty
electuaries that offer healing properties; these formulas promised to alleviate
gas, stimulate coitus (warning, “not to be given to women”), and remedy
colds and body aches.47 Notably, al-Warraq explained how to make wine
even though Islam forbids it; some spiced wines, he rationalized, limit the
alcohol’s intoxicating effects.

Arab cooking manuals had a slightly different audience than Roman
guides; foods popular for elite diners served a larger percentage of the popu-
lation than Apicius’ Cookery Book. Early medieval Islam proliferated
through large urban areas while early Christianity’s Roman West gradually
transitioned to a more rural landscape. After the Empire’s dissolution, urban
elites and a burgeoning court culture certainly retained some access to luxury
food items and spices; however, this constituted a comparatively small
group.48 A cooking manual from Baghdad even explains that the most impor-
tant difference between the Caliph’s kitchens and “everyone else’s” was
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basically cleanliness—cooks should properly clean the food and all cooking
implements (and, here, cleaning cooking implements meant scenting
them).49 The manual assumes that most readers had access to the same range
of ingredients as the elite.

Al-Warraq provides a list of basic ingredients for every cook’s kitchen
that would seem profoundly flamboyant in early medieval Gaul. He breaks
down his grocery list into categories such as fresh fruits, condiments, and
vegetables. Spices that should be used to scent cooking utensils form the first
(and separate) group; these include musk, ambergris, rosewater, saffron, cas-
sia, spinkenard, cloves, nutmeg, cardamom, and mastic. Essential cooking
spices are peppercorns, coriander, cumin, caraway, ginger, resin (and leaves)
of asafoetida, and salt.50

Unlike “everyone else’s” kitchen art, court cooks devoted a great deal of
time to food preparation. In both al-Warraq and al-Baghdadi’s manuals, most
of the recipes required complex practices that did not significantly alter the
dishes’ taste, including spicing at separate times between boils. The ability to
devote both time and resources in dramatic food performances separated the
caliphal court’s grandeur from more mundane kitchens.

Because of well-maintained urban centers and trade routes, food crops
(and their preparation styles) from India, Persia, and Africa also diffused
readily.51 This contributed to a more varied Islamic cuisine than that avail-
able in the Christian West. Eggplant, for example, originated in India yet
quickly became a favorite throughout the Islamic Empire (even into Spain).
Cooking manuals credit Ibn al-Madhi, the `Abbasid Caliph Harun al-Rash-
id’s half-brother, with several recipes for dressed eggplant.52 Its popularity
clearly flourishes between the time of al-Warraq’s cookbook—relatively si-
lent about eggplant—and the anonymous Treasure some three hundred years
later. As might be expected, accessibility to a highly differentiated cuisine
signaled caliphal power and status (in this case, the `Abbasids).

Food preparation and consumption also did not occur privately; thus al-
Warraq provides diners with etiquette guides and recipes for appropriate
hand soaps and toothpastes. Hosts expected their guests to display a level of
cleanliness and good hygiene before and after eating.53 Mealtimes effectively
displayed power and loyalty networks; guests exhibited their hosts proper
courtesy. Here, al-Warraq makes clear that the boon companion (nadim) as
well as anyone “who attends assemblies of noblemen and dignitaries” is
responsible for proper manners and attire.54 Scent plays an important role not
only in preparing and presenting the food but also guest decorum. According
to chapter 130, the guest’s skin should radiate fragrance, and he should:

perfume himself with incense, musk, compound perfumes, and all kinds of
perfumed powders sprinkled on hair and clothes. Incense is used to fumigate
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the clothes, musk and camphor are for the hair, and perfumed powders are for
the body.55

Diners should also be meticulous in washing their hands before meals, taking
care not to touch their hair or beards before attendants serve their food.
Finally, after the meal, al-Warraq directs guests to thoroughly wash their
hands and mouths— away from any powerful patron’s sight—and then rinse
their faces and hands with rosewater. When dining with relative equals or
friends, however, hand washing can be done together, with the patron wash-
ing last.

While certainly describing the latest exotic haute cuisine and table eti-
quette, Al-Warraq also details in his manual traditional Arab dishes which
memorialize the foundations of Islamic identity while still transforming them
into proper displays of culinary fashion and elite taste. One example, tharid,
is a simple dish made from meat (probably lamb) and crumbled bread. The
Prophet Muhammad compares the dish to his beloved wife `A’isha; it is the
chief among foods as she is the chief among women.56 Al-Warraq includes
several variations of the dish, embellishing it by adding poultry and an elab-
orate mixture of herbs and spices. In this way, the cook commemorates past
virtues and the Prophet Muhammad himself by imitating a basic culinary
creation. As Roman moralists praised Rome’s agricultural roots and its sim-
ple staples, al-Warraq celebrates Islam’s “golden age” along with revisions
that fit the tastes of the caliphal court.

Variations of tharid exist throughout the Islamic world, all contain-
ing the meat-bread base. Blogger “Fearless Kitchen” provides a simple
version below, adapted from al-Warraq’s Cookery Book, without a lot
of herbs/spices. She includes helpful measurements and contemporary
substitutions. (www.fearlesskitchen.com)

Lamb and Bread Stew:
1 pound fatty lamb, cut into pieces
1 15-ounce can chickpeas, drained
1 whole onion, peeled
1 red onion, peeled
kosher salt to taste
water to cover the meat
1 stick butter, melted
1 teaspoon sugar (approx.)
8 slices whole wheat bread—a day old or so is fine (although

al-Warraq provides an easy “water bread” recipe)
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1. Combine the meat, onions, and chickpeas in the saucepan. Add water
and kosher salt to taste.

2. Bring to a boil, then reduce heat and cook until the meat is done.

3. Lay the bread out in your serving bowl.

4. Pour the butter over the bread. The original says to do this while the
bread is still piping hot, so if you do not have fresh hot bread toast it
first.

5. Sprinkle the sugar over the bread.

6. Ladle the hot stew over the bread, broth and all.

7. Serve.

Al-Warraq’s table descriptions also construct elite/Muslim identity
against the “other.” He includes various narratives where Bedouin (Arabi
badawi)—Arabian nomadic peoples—dine with Caliphs and other important
`Abbasids, displaying their lack of civility through their poor table manners.
Unlike their urban counterparts, the Bedouin failed to clean their hands,
disregarded appropriate eating utensils, and were prone to gluttony.57 Over-
indulgence, like dirty hands, signaled a questionable character. Bedouin as
well as other “commoners” often mistakenly ate too much, too quickly, and
without concern for cleanliness. This tension contrasts earlier texts where
Arabs openly ridiculed nontraditional (especially Persian) foods; and,
Arabian tribal “strongmen” scoffed at the luxurious ways of the Persian
table. Al-Warraq’s cookbook displays just how varied (and elitist) Islamic
cuisine—and identity—had become. The Treasure, compiled much later, in-
cludes the most wide-ranging recipe collection, linked to Damascus, Bagh-
dad, Spain, the Yemen, and Egypt.

Food rituals throughout the Roman and Arabian worlds incorporated pleas-
ures beyond taste to include sight (beautiful presentation) and smell (from
both ingredients and added fragrance). Arabic food manuals provide an im-
portant glimpse into early Islam’s social, political, and cultural diversifica-
tion, especially during the caliphates. The recipes drew upon ingredients
from across the growing empire, signaling its power and its ethnic diversity
(as compared especially to its Arabian roots). Within the empire, most cooks
regardless of status could still acquire several spice varieties. Once again we
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see a stark contrast with the Roman world as access to spices and perfumes
became increasingly confined to the Church and ruling elite.

Cooking manuals also suggest something more basic about Islamic cul-
ture—its early obsession with physical purity. All three compilations dis-
cussed here demonstrate a profound emphasis on cleanliness and scent; for
example, cooks should use fragrance on meat and their body; carefully trim
their nails; and closely examine pots and pans for dirt or contagion. Al-
Baghdadi’s high expectations for food preparation complement Islam’s gen-
eral standards of ritual purity.58

According to Islam, Allah requires physical purification before various
ritual actions (such as prayer), obligating Muslims to be aware of their physi-
cal state throughout the day and night. Just as Jewish culinary rituals required
separating themselves from “impure” Gentiles, the Islamic inclusion of phys-
ical purity before, during, and after meals (and their preparation) confirms
their own distinctiveness. Such food rituals thus successfully constructed
religious and ethnic identity—with concomitant displays of status and pow-
er—against the outside “other.” Food protocols, especially those in Islam,
idealized physical purity and even equated it with spiritual health. Yet, Arabs
and Romans alike entwined physical well-being with God’s grace; disease
with God’s judgment or personal fault. Disease threatened the individual
body as well as the body social; it could attack when least expected from a
variety of forces. We now turn to this topic, focusing on scent, healthcare,
and disease.
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Chapter Three

The Smell of Health and Disease

Both Romans and Arabs associated disease and death with physical and
spiritual impurity, an impurity that threatened social boundaries as well as
the eternal soul. This worldview likened sickness to foul smells and health
with pleasing fragrance.1 Several hadith, for example, explained that musk
rectified “bad air” and protected against disease.2 Sweet aromas, either
burned as fumigants or worn as pomanders, often presented the only recourse
against the spread of sickness and plague. Fragrance—guarding against im-
purity and bad smells—thus functioned as an apotropaic defense against
illness as well as a curative agent that could replace the decay of infection
with the scent of wellbeing. Extant medical manuals include various pre-
scriptions that promote sweet smelling spices and perfumes’ healing proper-
ties.

The Romans absorbed much of their medical knowledge from the Greeks,
based mainly on the Hippocratic corpus, even though this caused some con-
troversy during the late Republic.3 For statesmen like Cato, the Roman pa-
terfamilias should be ultimately responsible for his estate’s health, including
his family, slaves, and even animals. He decried foreign, exotic influences on
Roman identity, including the Hellenization of healing. Family leaders
should be acquainted with proven folk remedies and rituals that secure health
and healing; for example, Cato includes one prescription for intestinal and
stomach worms comprised of pomegranate blossoms, frankincense, wine,
honey, and jumping from a square pillar ten times.4 By the mid-first-century
BCE, health professionals and Greek medical practices proliferated widely
even though they had been stigmatized as “foreign” or non-Roman. Celsus,
too, commented on healing practices in On Medicine, at once congratulating
the medicinal prowess learned from the Greeks but labeling its professional-
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ization as “foreign,” threatening Roman cultural superiority. For him, cures
could be learned by anyone and should never be dispensed for profit.5

Among these late Republican and early Imperial suspicions, a vigorous
Roman medical tradition developed nonetheless, built both in-line-with and
in-opposition-to its Hippocratic ancestors. Romans themselves boasted sev-
eral important physicians including Asclepiades, Scribonius Largus, and
Dioscorides; yet, the most important figure is Galen (d. c. 217), recognized
as one of the most pivotal figures in Western medicine.6 One of Galen’s
basic approaches to the body and health included dietetics—regulating food
and drink to both cure and maintain good health. All foods and spices, as
mentioned in the previous chapter, could be categorized along a spectrum of
the four humors and their qualities. If dietetics failed, only then should medi-
cine be prescribed, also according to humoral theory.

Galen viewed a healthy diet as one filled with diverse foods, complement-
ing each other in their humoral qualities; yet, ultimately, a diet’s restorative
effect depended on the individual’s own nature. Galen surveys most Mediter-
ranean staples in his text, On the Powers of Food (De alimentorum facultati-
bus). He divides the work into three sections focusing on cereals, grains,
plants, and animals. He notes, for example, that lentils can be prepared in
numerous ways that serves as a laxative and, in contrast, “dry fluxes in the
stomach.” The laxative effect would benefit an individual of “watery disposi-
tion” yet detrimental for those already “too dry.”7 Various spices and fra-
grance could also enhance humoral qualities in most recipes. Thus food—
and their seasonings—should be chosen carefully; a physician operated as
much as a cook as anything else.

Galen discusses his views on food and health in “Thinning Diet” (Subtili-
ante diaeta); herein, he notes that most chronic diseases can be treated
through diet instead of pharmaceuticals.8 The most effective regimen “thins”
the humors; the senses of smell and taste indicate what food types lead to
thinning. Most importantly, foods that smell irritating, striking, even unpleas-
ant, suggest they will provide a cutting or thinning process in the body.
Garlic, onion, and leeks function in this way. He then goes on to list basic
vegetables, herbs, fruits, meats, and drinks that combat thick, sticky, and
phlegmatic humors related to illness. Wine vinegar mixed with honey im-
parts the greatest healing qualities and even serves as a base for many other
medicines. For Galen, everyone has access to remedial foods, yet only the
skilled healer fully appreciates their qualities and understands how to diag-
nose illness properly. The best among physicians can indeed take one cura-
tive, one ingredient, and use it to treat multiple disease; and, only the elite
can know that when mixed with different media, such as vinegar, oil, or
rosewater, medicines act differently. Only those dedicated to the medical arts
fully discern food’s subtle properties and how to apply them in healing.9
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This basic premise that a “balanced diet” leads to good health related to
more than just the physical body. From a more philosophical perspective,
akin to Stoic teachings, good health and dietary habits reveal much about a
person’s character. Most individuals can control their dietary intake; to make
poor, unhealthy, or ill-informed choices betrays moral deficiencies. For Gal-
en and other like-minded physicians, moderate and balanced food choices
signaled wisdom and self-discipline; anything less led to one’s enslavement
to gluttony and desire.10 Roman moralists criticized these entrapments and
viewed them as a threat to the body social: who could trust political leaders
and citizens who lacked the basic virtues of self-control?

In the ancient world, good health and happiness indicated not only moral
character but also divine favor. Healers never divided their art between “sec-
ular” and “religious”; instead, the ancient world observed multiple etiologies
of disease. Even physicians dedicated to empirical observations of nature
often noted that god(s) created the material world and thus they could confi-
dently trace disease to material causes. This approach did not rule out the
possibility of sickness as a form of divine punishment or demonic possession
(daimones) and healing as the manifestation of divine intervention. In classi-
cal Rome, the cults of Asclepius, Isis, and Serapis, in particular, addressed
concerns for health and healing.

Most ancients saw no problem in praying and making propitiations to the
god(s) when ill, while at the same time consulting a physician for remedies.
The god(s) could miraculously cure as they willed or imbue holy men and
women with healing charisma; they could just as easily direct the patient to a
healer, potion, or exercise regimen. Asclepius often divulged plant and
mineral-based curatives or various other ways of manipulating the physical
body though physical means. Within the same worldview, then, healing
could be traced to natural means or miraculous intervention, or both at the
same time.

These complementary etiologies continue in early Christianity, just as it
had in Rabbinic Judaism. According to the Hebrew Bible, disease could be
interpreted as God’s punishment (Exodus 12:12; 1 Samuel 5:6; 2 Chronicles
26:20); yet this did not negate physicians’ skill or the medical arts (2 Kings
20:7). Hellenized Judaism assimilated many of the Greco-Roman medical
traditions, including the healer’s professional status. According to the Apoc-
ryphal Book of Sirach:

Honor physicians for their services, for the Lord created them; for their gift of
healing comes from the Most High, and they are rewarded by the king. The
skill of physicians makes them distinguished, and in the presence of the great
they are admired. The Lord created medicines out of the earth, and the sensible
will not despise them. And he gave skill to human beings that he might be
glorified in his marvelous works. By them the physician heals and takes away
pain; the pharmacist makes a mixture from them. God’s works will never be
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finished; and from him health spreads over all the earth. My child, when you
are ill, do not delay, but pray to the Lord, and he will heal you. Give up your
faults and direct your hands rightly, and cleanse your heart from all sin. Offer a
sweet-smelling sacrifice, and a memorial portion of choice flour, and pour oil
on your offering, as much as you can afford. Then give the physician his place,
for the Lord created him; do not let him leave you, for you need him. There
may come a time when recovery lies in the hands of physicians, for they too
pray to the Lord that he will grant them success in diagnosis and in healing, for
the sake of preserving life. He who sins against his Maker will be defiant
towards the physician. (38:1–4, 6–15)

For Jesus ben Sira, healers gain their gifts from God and should be con-
sulted—after the sick first pray to God and make sweet-smelling offerings
for their sins.

Natural and miraculous medicine occur in the New Testament as well.
Demons cause both mental and physical anguish, and Jesus casts them out
(Mark 1:23–26; Luke 4:33–35). Jesus also corrects various congenital ill-
nesses including deafness, blindness, leprosy, and paralysis (see Mark
7:31–37, 8:22–26; Luke 17:11–19; Matthew 9:28). Confronting traditional
Jewish purity rituals, He heals a woman’s issue of blood after she touches
His robes “with faith.” (Mark 5:25–35) And in his epistle, Paul directs Timo-
thy to “take a little wine” for his stomach ailment, a cure Galen would have
approved (1 Timothy 5:23).

Early Christians identified Jesus as the Great Physician, the healer of
sinners (Mark 2:17; Matthew 9:12; Luke 5:31), which suggests a cure of soul
as well as body. Church historian Eusebius (d. c. 340 CE) even quotes from
the Hippocratic work On Breaths in describing Jesus: “A devoted physi-
cian . . . in treating another man’s troubles brings suffering on himself.”11

The Gospels even credit Jesus’ apostles with miraculous healings which
prove the truth they preach. The presence of charismatic cures, however, did
not necessitate the denial or avoidance of natural remedies.

Early Church Father Origen (d. 254 CE) recognized God as the supreme
healer who mercifully provides medical knowledge to human beings. God
thus gifts medicine and physicians to humanity who may then righteously
consult them.12 Origen introduced a dichotomy that continued into the early
Middle Ages—very pious Christians, such as later ascetics, relied upon only
God as Healer while quite rightly interpreting their illness as a punishment or
simply God’s will.13 But those folks formed the minority; the majority of
Christians saw no problem with consulting physicians, as long as they under-
stood that medical intervention worked only if God willed it. Translations of
important medical guides such as Dioscorides’ Materials of Medicine contin-
ued into the early medieval period; and most early medieval courts and
monasteries maintained a staff of doctors.14 Gregory of Tours recognized
that although seeking physicians’ care sometime demonstrated a Christian’s
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lack of faith, it was also wise and appropriate because God had allowed them
their skills in the first place.15 Indeed, Gregory probably read some medical
works as he includes at least twenty-eight technical medical terms, mostly
from Greek, throughout his works.16

While various etiologies and remedies might have existed in early medie-
val Gaul, the most celebrated form of healing remained the Church and its
saints.17 They offered healing that was more than just skin deep; it remedied
the soul as well. Gregory of Tours called S. Martin the “Great Doctor” as he
encouraged his veneration. He compared the saint’s healing with that of a
regular doctor:

Oh indescribable antidote! O unspeakable balm! O praiseworthy remedy! O
heavenly purgative, if I may say so! This dust [of S. Martin] overwhelms the
subtleties of doctors, surpasses sweet scents, and is more powerful than all
strong ointments. . . . Not only does it strengthen disabled limbs but—some-
thing that is more important than all these—it removes and lightens those very
blemishes of conscience.18

Gregory does not herein dismiss the efficacy of physicians and medication;
he only praises the superiority of saintly remedies.

Early medieval hagiography listed precise recipes for healing unguents
obtained usually at cultic sites. Instead of relying upon only herbs and phar-
maceuticals, the pious could also resort to the saints’ physical remains in
various forms. Gregory of Tours’ hagiographies are replete with recipes for
mixing ash and water, oil, and even candle wax to bring about miraculous
cures. For example, candle wax taken from S. Martin’s tomb cured a “deaf
and dumb” woman believed to be possessed by a demon after she placed it in
her ear.19

Late antique and early Christians’ varied etiologies contextualized illness
and suffering in slightly different ways than their pagan and Jewish counter-
parts. Physical suffering certainly could be punishment from God—as most
ancients also accepted—but it also extended a unique path to salvation itself.
Suffering was redemptive; it linked the Christian to the body of Christ, which
had suffered unimaginable pains and torments (discussed more fully in the
next chapter). In this scenario, the disease, the sickness, the physical ailment
became sweet; it purged the body of sin and transformed the suffering into
salvation. The disease was more aromatic than the cure.

MEDICINE IN THE ARABIAN MILIEU

Arab medical knowledge also addressed health and healing with various
etiologies; however, the Muslim world never relied so heavily upon the
miraculous, saintly paradigms when confronting disease. Galen’s humoral
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theory reigned supreme in most physicians’ guidebooks; yet, Muslim authors
always recognized divine will or to the (at times malevolent) jinn, supernatu-
ral creatures that often taunt or trick humans. The varied etiologies available
to early Muslims appear in collections of medical advice attributed to the
Prophet Muhammad.20 Scholars such as Shams al-Din al-Dhahabi (d. 1348)
and Jalal al-Din Suyuti (d. 1505) arranged prophetic hadith relating to heal-
ing and medicine with their own commentary, philosophy, and legal spins
(al-Dhahabi, for example, followed the Hanbali legal school). Other collec-
tions of Tibb al-nabi (or, Medicine of the Prophet) probably date back to the
ninth-century.21

Prophetic hadith and their commentaries provide a glimpse into the early
negotiation that occurred between Arabian folk custom, Islam’s new teach-
ings, and the medical traditions assimilated into Islamic culture largely
through Greek, Persian, and Indian texts. The prophet, for example, acknowl-
edged that both disease and healing come only from God; unbelievers see
plague as Divine punishment while Muslims rejoice in it as God’s will.22

According to Islamic tradition, the prophets themselves—God’s chosen and
beloved—experienced illness thus it should not be interpreted as God’s
wrath.23 One tradition noted that “there is no disease that Allah has created,
except that He also has created its treatment.”24 Physicians used such hadith
to argue for medical sciences which depended heavily upon Greek and Per-
sian “foreign influence”: if God provided cures, then physicians should set
their mind to understanding them. This did not preclude Allah’s direct inter-
vention; sometimes miraculous healing occurred. The Prophet Muhammad
occasionally affects God’s healing, but the miracles are much less spectacu-
lar than those of Jesus reported in the New Testament. One remedy, for
example, required rubbing a wound with a believer’s saliva mixed with soil
while reciting Qur’an passages (especially the opening chapter, Surat al-
fatiha).25

More than anything else, the Prophet offered healing advice. He empha-
sized two particular cures: drinking honey for various conditions and under-
going cupping (a procedure which attracts blood to the surface).26 Some of
his medicinal suggestions coincided with curatives described in other medi-
cal manuals that drew upon local aromatics. Incense, ground and sniffed,
cures pleurisy; black cumin, crushed and inserted in the nostrils, relieves “all
diseases except death.”27 Other advice resembled local folklore and Arab
custom, attributing some maladies to jinn, the presence of the evil eye, or
magic. The Prophet proposed cures for these disorders as well. Eating several
dates each morning protected against poison or magic; wearing certain amu-
lets deflects the evil eye.28

The Prophet himself once realized that he suffered from false memories
because of an enemy’s spell; his adversary had conjured a spell by placing
his comb and hair within a date skin by a well. He located the charm but
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noted that Allah had eradicated its power.29 In this instance, Muhammad
denounced the enchantment as evil paganism. Yet, the Prophet reportedly
approved of amulets for believers’ protection against disease and curses;
such amulets should include the words of the Qu’ran, recognized for their
healing qualities.30 Al-Suyuti rehearses various scholars’ arguments that as
long as believers understood the amulet’s words and source of healing (i.e.,
God), they were permissible.31 That is the compromise: Arab customs relat-
ing to causes and cures of disease (as well as bad luck) continue only within
the larger paradigm of God’s omniscience and omnipotence.

The paradigm of spiritual healing, either directly through Allah or more
“magical” forms, did not proliferate as aggressively as it did in early Chris-
tianity. This may be because, in the West, medical knowledge and (eventual-
ly) hospital care came to reside in monasteries, churches, or ecclesiastical
schools. Christian theology largely directed medical theory and practices.
Physicians in the Islamic world—certainly working within a religious con-
text, ultimately attributing all healing to Allah—experienced a more secular
divide. Governmental and private endowments supported medical training
based in Greco-Roman tradition as well as the establishment of hospitals
where non-Muslims often operated alongside Muslim colleagues. In such a
context also without a centralized, charismatic clergy empowered with heal-
ing miracles, suffering, and disease did not become associated with sin and
redemption. In the Islamic world, most physicians continued to gauge disease
according to Galenic models in addition to Indian and Persian techniques
while the Christian West turned increasingly to a more spiritual pathology. 32

There is indeed a surfeit of medical manuals and guides that survive from
the early Islamic world before the rise of great physicians and intellectuals
such as Ibn Sina/Avicenna (d. 1037) and Ibn Rush/Averroes (d. 1198). For
our purposes, we will examine three of these. Perhaps the earliest extant
Arabic pharmacology is Sabur ibn Sahl’s dispensatory guide. Ibn Sahl (d.
869 CE), a Nestorian Christian from Persia, served as a medical adviser in
Baghdad for `Abbasid caliph al-Mutawakkil (r. 847–861 CE). Second, al-
Kindi (d. 865) wrote a medical formulary (or, Aqrabadhin). He has a notable
interest in aromatics; he (or one of his students) also compiled the Book on
the Chemistry of Perfume and Distillation (or, Kitab fi-kimiya’ al-`itr wa l-
tas`idat). This handbook contained several recipes for sukk (medical com-
pounds of various aromatics). Finally, an extant anonymous Syriac Book of
Medicines, part of it written in the early-Christian era in Greek and then
translated into Syriac, influenced the Arab medical world. The first section is
based on “science”; the second on astrology; and the third consists of “native
medicines.” This final section includes various folkloric recipes, popular
practices that rely upon magic and animal products along with various aro-
matics.
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Ibn Sahl’s text, which existed in various editions, provides multiple cura-
tives for a plethora of symptoms, drawing upon both Greek and Persian
customs.33 The recipes usually contain the ailment’s description and then a
list of ingredients—including measurements—and preparation guide. Almost
all formulae reference the body’s humors or humoral qualities in some way;
the author also mentions Galen and (probably) Dioscorides.34

All three ancient texts have a few things in common. First, all three rely
heavily upon aromatics in their curatives. Ibn Sahl’s first chapter lists a
variety of pastilles; most contain multiple ingredients including musk, myrrh,
saffron, cassia, clove, and roses. Several of the pastilles have rose-water as
their base; liquid medicines include spiced wines, milk, and various fruit
juices.35 Ibn Sahl employs sukk in several recipes, as do other physicians in
medieval Islam, such as al-Kindi. Their sukk recipes include (among other
items) dates, mace, clove, cardamom, sandalwood, aloeswood, and musk.
Ibn Sahl recommends medicines with sukk to combat hot humors; al-Kindi
includes them in recipes for sore throats and “sexual overindulgence.”36

The anonymous Book of Medicine also incorporates a variety of aromatic
remedies in its approach to the body and healing. In a section on “nervous
diseases”—which relate to the body’s nervous system and problems with
rigidity, paralysis, and spasms—the physician prescribes unguents to anoint
the head. If the patient is without fever or inflammation, oils of chamomile,
narcissus, and nard are used; if fever is present, substitute with oils of roses
or violets. The text offers an “Indian” and “Persian” version of the cure
which includes peppercorns and camphor oil respectively.37 The “native pre-
scriptions” also rely upon aromatics; the author prescribes a mixture of frank-
incense and crocus, mixed with egg white, for a head wound.38 Such recipes
would lie within reach of most household economies as they included few
and (fairly) easily accessible ingredients. As with medical guides for the
poor, the text also lists popular healing folklore accessible to everyone. Some
cures called for dried and powdered animal dung; one cure for poison re-
quires imbibing children’s urine mixed with wine.39

Second, the three authors include fairly conventional ailments and their
cures, but they do not stop there. Ibn Sahl’s pharmacology, for example,
addresses simple health concerns as well as prescriptions for alleviating pain
(what we might call today “over the counter” curatives?). He recommends
one poultice to relieve venomous stings: this includes castoreum, myrrh,
spikenard, cassia, saffron, and opium, soaked in a wine reduction.40 Al-Kindi
notes the use of ground myrrh as a general analgesic for toothaches.41 The
three authors even offer assistance with more aesthetic concerns: curatives
for freckles; concoctions to promote clear skin; a paste for ridding oneself of
lice; cures for the “hot-tempered”; dyes for the hair; and remedies that re-
move warts.42
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Finally, all three texts devote considerable space to concoctions con-
cerned for sexual pleasure and contraception.43 Ibn Sahl includes forms of
contraception for both men and women; one formula required a woman to
drink dyer’s indigo in water to prevent pregnancy for one month.44 Other
recipes list ingredients such as tar and sesame or olive oil that men might
swab over the penis before intercourse. Ibn Sahl includes a recipe that “nar-
rows the woman’s vagina and restores her virginity”—the intention here is
not to refurbish the hymen but to narrow the vagina for the male’s pleasure. It
calls for a cotton cloth to be soaked in iris essence, sprinkled with oak gall
powder, and inserted into the vagina before intercourse.45 Al-Kindi’s recipes
also address women’s sexual stimulation and pleasure. In one formula, he
recommends mixing oil of jasmine and asafoetida together, letting it steep,
and then applying to the penis before sex. He also proposes this as a remedy
for women “without desire” in general.46 These medical manuals thus con-
sidered women’s sexual stimulation and pleasure separate from procreation
expectations.

Another important medieval physician, Persian al-Razi (d. c. 925), com-
mented most extensively on contraception and abortifacients available to
Muslim men and women.47 Within Islamic tradition, sexual stimulation and
satisfaction factored as part of God’s gifts to humanity; sexual intercourse
may lead simply to pleasure instead of conception. Thus Arab physicians
discussed various methods of preventing or ending unwanted pregnancy.48

Al-Razi in particular drew upon a long medical tradition from Greco-Roman
authors including Hippocrates, Galen, and Dioscorides. Many of the recipes
mentioned in al-Razi were indeed available to women of classical Rome and
early Christianity.49 Some of the early Christian authors, perhaps avoiding
theological arguments that linked conception with original sin, referred to
abortifacients as methods to “induce” or “delay” menstruation.50

Some of the common ingredients contained in contraceptives and aborti-
facients across Roman, early Christian, and Islamic traditions include rue,
iris, Artemisia, saffron, and pepper. Pliny even warned his readers against
using rue in recipes because it could act as an abortifacient.51 Al-Razi and
others discuss different media for the medicines; some could be taken orally
by the female; inserted into the vagina as a suppository or tampon; fumiga-
tion of the vagina and womb; and (occasionally) applications for the penis.
One recipe for an oral abortifacient from an early Christian source requires
pepper, saffron, myrrh; al-Razi mentions some simple combinations of cin-
namon and myrrh or wild rue seeds.52 Suppositories could incorporate juice
of an onion; iris with honey; juice of peppermint before coitus and pepper
after coitus.53 Fumigation materials included cardamom and cyclamen. 54

Both Roman and Arab pharmacologies agreed that spices and other aro-
matics affect the body: they can provide birth control, curatives, and even
poisons. The same assumption held true for psychology; portending the con-
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cerns of aromatherapy, scent modulated the mind and the spirit. Certain
mixtures of scent such as aloeswood, myrtle, violet, jasmine, and marjoram
inspired pride, generosity, and nobility. Others promoted pleasure, yearning,
and desire; this recipe called for rose, narcissus, and wallflower. Not surpris-
ingly, perhaps, al-Kindi labeled the first combination masculine and the sec-
ond as feminine.55

Scents play such an important role in Arab medical manuals that physi-
cian Ibn Masawaih (d. 857) compiled a pharmacology devoted solely to their
healing properties. A Christian, Ibn Masawaih, served various caliphs as
personal physician, trained numerous young doctors, and wrote forty-four
books.56 One text, Simple Aromatic Substances (Kitab jawahir al-tib al-
mufrada), focuses first on the five “primary” scents: musk, ambergris, aloe,
camphor, and saffron. Ibn Musawaih then turns to twenty-four “secondary”
aromatics including nard, clove, nutmeg, pepper, cardamom, and nutmeg. Of
the main (and most expensive) scents, he distinguishes between lesser and
greater grades and even warns against falsified forms. Musk, he explains,
benefits the heart and stops bleeding;57 ambergris balances the humors of the
aged;58 aloe treats the nerves, liver, and stomach;59 camphor keeps wounds
from stretching;60 and saffron addresses all the humors.61 Along with healing
properties, Ibn Musawaih discusses popular cooking combinations (e.g.,
clove and nutmeg) as well as applications in perfume and incense.62 He
confirms for us that Arabs valued a large variety of scents for a large variety
of purposes.

CONCLUSION

In this Part I, we have reviewed some of the most important functions of
scent in the Roman and Arabian milieus at the time of early Christianity and
Islam. As we have seen, these religious traditions emerge in very distinct
cultural milieus, with accessibility to scent declining in the Roman world yet
proliferating throughout the Islamic lands. While the Church advertised its
power with fragrant ceremonies, scent and spice remained within reach of
most residents under the Umayyad and Abbasid caliphates. The Church also
administered scented healing within its sacred spaces; in the Islamic world,
hospitals flourished with governmental or private endowments.

Within both worlds, however, men and women enjoyed fragrance in
multiple ways: as part of their personal toilet; as aphrodisiac as well as
contraceptive; to flavor food; to soothe the sick and anoint the dead. Beyond
the physical body, however, scent coded the social body as virtuous or profli-
gate; as effeminate or virile; as pious spouse or wonton whore. The presence
of scent bound together the body social, delineating community boundaries
and cueing hierarchy. Spectacles in the arenas and theaters—and those re-
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hearsed in martyr narratives and poetry—united the audience (viewers and
hearers) by arousing corporal attentions and desires familiar to all. Within the
body social, scent effectively identified the “other,” whether that be uncivil-
ized Bedouin or subordinate ethnicity.

Within these sensory experiences, both individual and shared, fragrance
effectively marked important moments of transition in both time and space.
Romans and Arabs used scent in commemorating rites of passage such as
marriage and death while, at the same time, fumigating their homes and
altars in distinguishing private from public, health from sickness; and sacred
from profane. It is to this latter function that we now turn our attention—the
diverse ways both Christians and Muslims employed aromatics in construct-
ing and identifying the sacred.
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Part II

Sacred Scents

In late antiquity and the early Middle Ages, olfaction informed how individu-
als located themselves in society, usually signaling class status, morality, and
appropriate gender expectations. Beyond culture and class markers, however,
scent also mediated between human and Divine. Smells, both fragrant and
foul, permeated the environment, transgressing the margins of private/public
and transforming boundaries of secular/sacred. Religious ritual condensed
time into pungent moments of symbolic unity where celebrants and deities
alike received sustenance—and to deny one their scent offering was to deny
the other.

Odors are particularly potent within religious ritual and ceremony be-
cause they are at once radically individual (recalling personal memories and
emotions more powerfully than any other sensory stimulus) and communal
(binding a group together through a shared sensory experience). Distinctive
odors can indicate liminality, the transitional place betwixt and between so-
cial and theological constructs, such as sacred and profane space; salvation
and damnation; or historical time and eternity. When Christians and Muslims
encounter a Mass or Friday sermon, for example, smells transform space and
time: it sets apart the sacred from the outside world and ordinary time col-
lapses into a glimpse of eternity. Sweet fragrances of flowers evoke images
of paradise. The effusive smell of roses wafting from a Christian corpse
confirms the saint’s location between heaven and earth: the corporal form
still bound to this world while the spirit resides in Paradise. Both Christian
and Muslim audiences recognize the bodies of martyrs and saints—tied to
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both this world and the next—after smelling glorious odors symbolic of their
virtue and sanctity.

In Part II we will explore such connections between sacred and scent in
the historical and cultural contexts of early Christianity and Islam. Part II
consists of three chapters: the final two highlight specific Christian and Is-
lamic sensory encounters with the Divine concerned particularly with trans-
formation—the movement, or change, from one state to another. In Christian
tradition, we will focus first on the particular rituals of baptism and Euchar-
ist, primary conversion practices in the late antique and early medieval
Church marking the renovation from sinner to saved. We will also examine
how early Christian martyr texts employed the entire sensorium to reenact
the Eucharist in a liturgical drama—as “wicked men” tortured Polycarp (d. c.
155 CE), for example, his body looked like bread and smelled of spices and
frankincense.1 Finally, we will review how Christians celebrated the lives of
sweet-smelling martyrs and saints in rituals that prized their contact relics
and, after death, their dead body parts; these tangible items often conferred
healing and a wide array of charismatic miracles. Certainly, as we saw in Part
I, death rituals included anointing bodies with spices and aromatics; yet the
presence of sweet scent at death also signaled transformation and renewal—a
body transformed because the soul then dwelled with the Divine.

In Islamic texts, on the other hand, God does not require such a transfor-
mation through asceticism or belief in Christ’s salvific act because the body,
complete with all its senses, is not the locus of sin in need of spiritual
renovation. According to Muslim theology, human beings encounter Allah
and enjoy His creation through their senses. The flesh and sensual pleasures,
far from being associated with primeval sin or obligatory redemption, num-
ber among Allah’s creation and, therefore, His wondrous gifts. Instead of
focusing on the wretched sinful body transformed through Christ, Muslim
authors concentrate on humanity’s constant slippage from purity to impurity
and back again; throughout the day, legal pollution occurs via biological
functions of elimination, excretion, or emissions. After ritualized cleansing
(either wudu’, lesser ablutions, or ghusl, complete lustration), the body re-
turns to its pure state, again able to commune with God. Paradise promises an
existence filled with sensual pleasure without the constant threat of pollution.
Sacred scents do not signify a body’s spiritual transformation as in Christian-
ity but a body perfected in its purity. Thus, Islamic texts concerned for
sensory encounters with the Divine take a very different account of the body
and its constant movement between states of impurity and purity.

Before turning to Christian and Islamic sources, however, we will first
examine some Greco-Roman and Jewish religious traditions that provide a
context for later Christian and Islamic interpretations and cultic practice. We
will focus on the general cultural milieus and the communities’ religious
symbolism that provide insight into early Christianity and Islam. Here, too,
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we find that scent often signals movement or transition—such as space (e.g.,
public/private) or life cycle events (e.g., marriage).

NOTE

1. Martyrdom of Polycarp, XV.
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Chapter Four

God’s Nostrils:
Greco-Roman and Jewish Contexts

Multiple religious identities existed in Imperial Rome at the time of Chris-
tianity’s advent, none of which fit neatly into modern notions of religiosity.1

A plethora of Roman deities exhibited multiple qualities and personalities;
Romans, for example, could worship distinctively Venus Genetrix (Mother
Goddess), Venus Verticordia (the Changer of Hearts), or Venus Victrix (Vic-
tory Goddess). While conceptions of the divine were varied and multifaceted,
ritualistic practices were more standard. Sacrifices to the deities, in particu-
lar, might have signified different things to different supplicants, yet the
ceremonies themselves tended to follow a common procedure. Without prop-
er ritual performance, Romans knew that the god might or might not respond
to prayers.

Romans enacted religious rituals in a variety of venues. Seemingly pri-
vate rituals took place in the home, usually ordered by the paterfamilias, or
father of the family. These rites included sacrifice to various personal deities
as well as those of the household. Particularly in Italy, Romans worshipped
the lares, or domestic defender deities; penates, deities of the pantry or
ancestral cult; and the family’s genius, a divine spirit associated with family
members, especially the mother (f. juno) and father. Most often, sacrificial
offerings presented to the deities included flowers, incense, wine, or food
(meal, bread, etc.); they could be held at either wall shrines or rooms devoted
to cultic activity. The playwright Plautus (d. c. 184 BCE) gave voice to a
disgruntled lar under whose niche the householder buried a pot of treasure.
As the householders grew increasingly negligent of their deity, he too denied
them until a pious granddaughter began to “pray to me with incense, wine . . .
or makes me garlands.”2 For her sake, the lar once again blessed the paterfa-
milias.
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More public religious expressions included sacrifice to or celebration
with multiple civic deities, one’s preferred deity, the emperor, or even nature
itself. Fragrance and incense, as “bloodless” offerings, inundated most of
these experiences. The gods and goddesses, according to traditions, particu-
larly enjoyed sweet-smelling sacrifice because they themselves smelled
sweet. Their aroma, sometimes called ambrosia, marked their presence; the
divinities even fed upon such sweet fragrant offerings.3 Venus’ hair, for
example, smelled of ambrosia;4 and she used the divine unguent to revive
Aeneas (a founding hero of Rome).5 While wealthy families accessed an
array of sacrificial spices and perfumes, frankincense could be found fairly
cheaply because almost everyone used it in offerings. Romans even scented
the gods’ statues and temple walls for the divinities’ pleasure.6

Sacrifice to the divine required an altar but not necessarily a temple, and
many altars were even portable. Celebrants presented both bloodless offer-
ings, most commonly used for thanksgiving and supplication, and bloodied
(immolation), with a domestic animal’s sacrifice. For such formal offerings,
priests/priestesses approached an altar along with the victimarii (the one who
performed the slaughter): the tibicen (or musician); and usually camilli (at-
tendants). These assistants, usually children, carried the incense box and
sacred utensils.7

Displays of such reverence or piety generally included wine libations and
incense gifts along with the flesh. The sacrificial beast would be split open; if
the internal organs presented no blemish, they would be removed and burned
upon an altar, with the roasted meat divided among participants. Romans
recognized that, on occasion, the gods attended the rituals; other times, the
scent of sacrificed flesh and incense wafted heavenward to the gods’ nostrils,
ears, and mouth. Roman satirist Lucian (d. c. 200 CE) provides an important
allegory in understanding this transmission. He described the divine joy of
sacrificial scent in Icaromenippus, a dialogue depicting Menippus’ journey
into the heavens to meet the gods. He sees Zeus approach a line of holes with
lids on them; the god then inclines his ear to the first hole, listens to the
prayers of supplicants, and then responds to each. The third hole opened to
sacrificial smoke, revealing the name of each worshipper; Zeus then re-
sponds appropriately. Menippus joins various gods at the dinner table where
they enjoy ambrosia and nectar, and “particularly enjoy feeding on the sa-
voury smoke of sacrifices which comes up to them and on the blood of the
victims, which sacrificers pour around the altars.”8

Roman sacrificial rituals revealed a somewhat symbiotic relationship be-
tween the worshippers and the divine. This type of relationship extended
beyond what we might call the religious realm—a principle called pietas
bound Romans to each other, their families, their countrymen, and their
Rome. Roughly translated as piety, the term suggests humble veneration.
Pietas more broadly understood applied to the relationships between parents
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and children; gods and worshippers; Roman patrons and their clients. Pa-
trons, for example, expected their clients (such as poets) to worship their
genius especially at birthdays; and to display devotion with sweet cakes,
floral wreaths, incense and unguents.9 Such reciprocal responsibilities de-
fined social bonds, usually long-lasting and difficult to sever; and, they pro-
vided a sense of continuity to Roman existence. Many Romans, for example,
inherited the rights of pietas within their family as well as their ancestral
deities.

On one level, this relationship was pragmatic: humans, through their sac-
rifices, consecrated pleasing donations to their providers—both human and
divine—in return for favor and preservation. Yet no clear-cut division of
private/public emerges; an individual’s failure to properly venerate the divine
could result not only in personal injury but also public famines or military
failure. When Romans—each one individually responsible—failed to as-
suage the deities of Rome, divine retribution could occur. Roman leaders
essentially forbade their citizens to neglect the deities/patrons.

Emperor worship also allowed for relational exchange akin to divine
adoration. Throughout the Roman Empire, citizens venerated their leaders
after death as they joined their ancestors and famous heroes. The poet Ovid
(d. c. 18 CE) suggested that Augustus Caesar, if rightly worshipped after
death, could hear prayers and grant supplications.10 Should an emperor fail to
bless his supplicants, however, the state could withdraw his (and his fami-
ly’s) divination. Some emperors were also worshipped—as their genius—
while living, symbolically serving as the Roman peoples’ paterfamilias.11

The emperor’s genius received sacrificial offerings in public state cult as well
as private worship. Household emperor worship tended to focus on the cur-
rent ruler instead of past leaders.12 Pliny the Younger, for example, asked the
emperor’s permission—both Nerva and then Trajan—to add their statues to a
temple he planned to build.13 Ovid wrote that he offered incense and prayers
to various emperors’ portraits, updated with the latest ones, every morning.14

Such a relational exchange between human and Divine (deities and emperors
alike) features prominently in later Christian and Islamic cultic practice.

The question of scent in Jewish religious ritual is a bit more complex.
Ancient biblical texts certainly celebrate aromatic offerings, pleasing to God.
Jewish sacred texts described temple sacrifice replete with complicated for-
mulae for incense offerings. One incense—composed of myrrh, cinnamon,
cassia, and calamus—anointed sacred space, including the tent, ark, altars,
and even the officiating priests (Exodus 30:22–33). The scent secured the
priests a unique authority, the ability to mediate between the people and
YHWH. Another scent—used only for YHWH, a blend of fragrant spices
and frankincense—distinguished God from his priesthood (Exodus
30:34–38). Anyone who employed these particular formulae for another pur-
pose, even luxury, would face exile (Exodus 30:33, 38).
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An incense altar stood in front of the Holy of Holies, the most sacred area
of the Jewish tabernacle/temple, and priests burned the sacrifices twice a day
(morning and evening).15 God dwelled in the Holy of Holies, and His unique
scent effectively distinguished this space from others. Here, the scent radical-
ly marked the sacred from the profane, preserving an absolutely pure space—
and “soothing space”—for God to inhabit. This liminal area, between the
adytum (where YHWH dwelled) and court (general priests), represents the
in-between, the convergence point between humanity and Divinity. 16 As
with the unique priestly scent that signaled authority and access to the sacred,
here again scent intimates proximity to divine presence. The priests who
entered the space not only anointed themselves with their own unique fra-
grance but also followed strict routines of physical purity. Any smells—
sweat, menstruation (by contact), or sexual scent—would transgress sacred
boundaries. YHWH’s space perpetually smelled of potency, vitality, and joy
instead of the sickness, decay, and sin associated with everyday life.

The Jews’ God also delighted in animal sacrifice that He considered a
“pleasing odor,” which provides a glimpse into ritual process that delights
and affects both celebrants and deity. Leviticus provides detailed instruction
for the priests, requiring male offerings without blemish. Priests generally
accepted these animals from among the people’s livestock, including bulls,
sheep, goats, or fowl. The priests “turned [the animals] into smoke” upon the
altar; transformed into a fragrant offering, they wafted to God’s nostrils.17

They also provided grain offerings to God, including “choice grains,” un-
leavened or cooked cakes. Some could be mixed with oil and frankincense;
others, only with oil. This might be a concession for the poor, who could
afford neither animal sacrifice nor frankincense.18 Such practices comple-
mented other ancient Mesopotamian and Egyptian sacrificial systems requir-
ing material sacrifices (scent and animals) to material gods. As with Rome,
the sweet smells of incense and animal sacrifice pleased the Divine, earning
His pleasure, forgiveness, and gratitude. Even King David compared his
prayers to sacrificial aroma, hoping that they would rise to God’s presence
like incense (Psalm 141:1–2).

These texts suggest that the God of Israel required a sweet-smelling space
in which to dwell (the Holy of Holies) and enjoyed the aromatic offerings of
burnt sacrifice, grain, and incense. This seems paradoxical as Jews eventual-
ly distinguished themselves from their polytheistic neighbors by claiming
their God transcended material limits, thereby rejecting idolatry as fiendish
ceremony. Deuteronomy 4, for example, cautions the Jews against falling
into the error of idolatry, worshipping “man-made gods of wood and stone,
which cannot see or hear or eat or smell” (Deuteronomy 4:28). Even though
Biblical authorities warn against anthropomorphizing the divine, they none-
theless refer to their God’s body parts. In Genesis and Exodus, God speaks
existence into being; sees that His work is good; blasts the Red Sea’s waters
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apart with air from his nostrils; and extends His hand against His enemies.
Unlike those of false gods, however, YHWH’s sensory organs actually
worked; and, most particularly, He could smell His people’s sacrifices and
He delighted in sweet scents.19

Such texts, which inaugurate the proper rules of sacrifice and tabernacle/
temple worship, established the priestly cult’s central authority. The priestly
texts emphasized God’s pleasure in burnt sacrifice and strict purity regula-
tions surrounding sacred space as well as the body, particularly the priests’,
as they could only encounter YHWH in a pure state. The high priest per-
formed an annual sacrifice for the entire community within the Holy of
Holies (described in Leviticus 16) while other priests performed daily sacri-
fices on outlying altars.20 Thus many priestly texts emphasized purity of
body: for example, priests followed strict regulations relating to marriage,
bodily emissions, clothing, food, and contact with the dead. Their purity and
attention to detail affects the rituals they perform before God. The priests’
bure bodies insure, indeed even mandate, ritual efficacy through sacrifice
(both bloody and bloodless).

Prophetic texts such as Jeremiah and Isaiah, on the other hand, claim their
authority not only through priestly cult but also through personal inspiration
and response.21 Prophets, in contrast with priests, would require few rules for
inclusion and proofs of physical purity. In critiquing the priestly cosmology,
prophets also question (although do not completely discard) the efficacy of
temple ritual, replete with sacrifice and purity obligations. 22 They argued that
God no longer took joy in the sweet smells of sacrifice but found them
repugnant either because of the unrepentant Israelite or illicit cultic practices.
According to Isaiah, God had grown sick of sacrifice: “Trample my courts no
more; bringing offerings is futile; incense is an abomination to me” (Isaiah
1:13). Some prophetic texts emphasize the foreign, “otherness” of incense to
native Israel: “Of what use to me is frankincense that comes from Sheba, or
sweet cane from a distant land? Your burnt offerings are not acceptable, nor
are your sacrifices pleasing to me” (Jeremiah 6:20).23

The Prophet Amos proclaimed even more adamantly, as God said: “I
hate, I despise your festivals, and I take no delight in your assemblies. Even
though you offer me your burnt offerings and grain offerings, I will not
accept them: and the offerings of well-being of your fatted animals I will not
look upon” (5:21–22). Instead of burnt sacrifice, the prophets stressed that
God wanted a contrite heart and pure deeds. In Isaiah (1:16–20), for example,
God directed His people to

wash yourselves [from sacrificial blood]; make yourselves clean; remove the
evil of your doings from before my eyes; cease to do evil, learn to do good;
seek justice, rescue the oppressed, defend the orphan, plead for the widow.
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Isaiah 66 indeed places YHWH’s election and sublime presence not with His
priesthood but with those in distress, those who “trembled for God’s word,”
and the “poor and broken of spirit.”24 Thus prophetic texts reimagine the
hierarchical authority and access to power inherited in the priestly lineage.

Ezekiel 16 offers a sharp criticism of Israel—and her priesthood—as an
adulterous wife. Prophetic texts exhibit Israel as an economic, political, and
religious polity in their censures because all Israelites stood together before
YHWH as a “chosen people.” When unrepentant, Israel, instead of the loving
and faithful wife, became a harlot who lusted after other men, or foreign
cultures and their gods. As a whore, Israel profaned God’s victuals and
offered them to her foreign lovers (false gods) in an offensive feast:

You also took your beautiful jewels of my gold and my silver that I had given
you, and made for yourself male images, and with them played the whore; and
you took your embroidered garments to cover them, and set my oil and my
incense before them. Also my bread that I gave you—I fed you with choice
flour and oil and honey—you set it before them as a pleasing odour; and so it
was, says the Lord GOD. You took your sons and your daughters, whom you
had borne to me, and these you sacrificed to them to be devoured. As if your
whorings were not enough! You slaughtered my children and delivered them
up as an offering. (Ezekiel 16:17–21)

Ezekiel not only criticizes the efficacy of temple sacrifice itself but questions
Israelite fidelity in its cultic practice—including their most sacred rituals of
food and scent offerings ordained by YHWH.

Competing views of Jewish sanctity and ritual between priestly and pro-
phetic voices endured throughout the Second Temple Period (c. 536 BCE–70
CE) while priests continued to burn spices at the Holy of Holies’ Golden
Altar as well as make animal sacrifices. According to Josephus (d. 100 CE),
high priests were still anointed with cinnamon-scented oil in his own time.
After the Roman’s destruction of the temple in 70 CE, however, Jewish
authority fractured even more.

Jews in the Diaspora (post-70 CE) talked about sacred scents differently.
With the destruction of the temple cult and public aromatic rituals, fragrance
remained consigned mostly to private/domestic space. Even today, for exam-
ple, Jews mark the Sabbath’s end in the home with a ritual blessing over
wine, spices, and light called the Havdalah. The prayer, which encourages
Jews to engage all the senses, includes: “Blessed art thou, O Lord, our God,
creator of the universe, creator of all kinds of spices.” While the exact origin
of the prayer remains unknown, it might speak to the role aromatic offerings
once played in temple life.

Separate from the practical use of aromatics in domestic rituals, Jews
symbolically correlated their virtuous lives and even ascetic acts (e.g., chas-
tity and fasting) to incense offerings. This correlation between sweet scent
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and devotion was innovative yet also grounded in vital lessons from prophet-
ic texts. Living Jews, pure and pious, constituted sweet “sacred scents” in-
stead of the formerly required temple sacrifices. Rabbinic scholars appropri-
ated aromatic imagery in crafting their idealized models of virtue, almost
always complicated with varied gender expectations.25

In Pesiqta de Rab Kahana, a midrash that overlaps with Leviticus Rab-
bah, the rabbis poetically relate the importance of religious virtues, focusing
primarily on males. The rabbis rank pious males according to the flora in
Leviticus 23:40, a description of Sukkot (the Festival of Booths): “And you
will take for yourselves on the first day fruit of the Hadar tree, palms of date
palm tree, and boughs of leafy trees and willows of the stream.” The midrash
correlates “good” Jewish men with the Hadar tree’s fruit: “Just as the etrog
has scent and [it can be] eaten, so too Israel have men who are masters of
Torah and doers of good deeds.”26 The authors then correlate the palms and
boughs with men of middling virtues. The lowest ranking men, like the
willow branches, remain inedible and have no scent; i.e., they know no Torah
and perform no mitzvoth.

Many midrashim also draw upon the Song of Songs and expressively
describe the rabbis’ fragrant lives, plucked like flowers from the garden/
world.27 Rabbinic attitudes toward women contain more rebuke, however.
While midrash and Talmud suggest many positive feminine role models,
they are tempered by traditions that relate women with cosmological guilt
and a corrupt nature that distinguish them in a fundamental way from males.

We find one such critical complaint in Genesis Rabbah 17.8. The text
explores why women wear perfume more than males:28

They asked R. Joshua . . . “And why does a woman need to perfume herself,
but a man does not need to perfume himself?” He said to them, “Adam was
created from earth, and earth never decomposes. But Eve was created from
bone. For example, if you leave meat three days and it is not salted, it becomes
putrid.”

In this passage, the rabbinic author casts suspicion on women wearing per-
fume not because it distinguishes wanton whores. Eve is simply “other,”
secondary to God’s primary creation, Adam. The text associates Adam/male
with life; Eve/female with death/putrefaction. In doing so, rabbis remind
women of their existential difference as well as their foremother’s sin/guilt.

Of course other Jewish rituals concerned the relationship between human-
ity and the Divine that manifest on the male body. Genesis Rabbah 47.7
describes the first family circumcision, the deeply symbolic ritual connected
with covenant, collective guilt, and redemption.

R. Aibo said, “in the hour that Abraham circumcised the children of his house,
he erected a hill of foreskins. And the sun shone down, and they became
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worm-eaten. The smell of them went up before the Holy One, blessed be He,
and it was like the ingredients of the incense offering. The Holy One, blessed
be He, said, “In the hour that my sons come [to do] transgressions, I will
remember for them that smell, and I will be filled with mercy toward them.”

Herein the foreskin becomes the incense offering, one that effected YHWH’s
mood and evoked mercy. God also pledges “to remember for them that
smell,” a powerful image that realizes the connection between memory,
scent, and emotional response.29

Scent in the Greco-Roman and Jewish cultural contexts thus activates
religious ritual that bridges the chasm between celebrants and the Divine,
ruptured through sin and disobedience. In Roman and Jewish tradition, sweet
fragrance both soothes and satisfies celestial inhabitants. God/s’ “nostrils”
inhale the aromas of incense, grain, flowers, and immolated meat, prompting
benevolence. In addition to ritual time, aromatics sanctify sacred space by
marking transitions between private/public and holy/profane. Scent com-
memorates relational exchange by distinguishing “where” the Divine resides,
“who” has access, and “whom” shall be blessed; and these categories hardly
remain stable. Following the “scent,” and transitional moments it signals,
helps us understand early Christianity and Islam’s obsession with sacred
scents to which we now turn.
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Chapter Five

Transforming the Body:
Scent in Christianity

Scent marks important moments of transition and liminality in Christian
tradition, much like the Roman and Jewish practices discussed earlier; here,
we will turn our focus to a more careful review of what it signals, particularly
with the ritualized body. We will first examine the transformations that scent
indicates in two important Christian customs, baptism and the Eucharist, and
see how they connect with demonic possession and martyrdom. We will
consider the rituals’ gendered ideals so profoundly based in the body (both
human and Divine) and then finally look at early and medieval paradigms of
the perfected Christian form.

Scent indeed becomes one of the earliest symbols in distinguishing early
Christian identity against its Greco-Roman and Jewish counterparts. The
New Testament, especially in Hebrews, stressed that the temple cult perpe-
trated by Jewish priests supplied but “a shadow of the good things to come
and not the true form of these realities” (Hebrews 10:1–2). The offerings
made in the temple, both incense and blood, had once served to atone for the
sins of the people, but those offerings were imperfect and thus continuously
repeated. God required a perfect sacrifice; and, according to early Christian-
ity, had provided it in His son, Jesus. Jesus’ blood sacrifice afforded perfect
atonement, allowing human beings to be “sanctified through the offering of
the body of Jesus Christ once for all” (Hebrews 10:10). To explain how God
no longer took pleasure in temple cult, New Testament authors also drew
upon prophetic texts that described burnt sacrifices as abominable to God.
While other Jewish leaders had recognized these warnings as admonitions for
virtuous conduct, Jesus’ followers identified these teachings as indicators of
a New Covenant, one completed in the Messiah’s salvific death.
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In describing Jesus’ flawless sacrifice, Paul (or Pseudo-Paul) drew upon
temple imagery, equating His death to a “fragrant offering and sacrifice to
God” (Ephesians 5:1–2). Yet Jesus was not the only one likened to the
temple offering; Paul also encourages Jesus’ followers “to present your bod-
ies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God (Romans 12:1). In this
way Paul asserts himself as a new high priest, arbitrating between God’s
expectations of righteousness and the offerings’ suitability. This is even more
explicit in his letter to the Philippians, when he approves the gifts sent by
Epaphroditus as “a fragrant offering, a sacrifice acceptable and pleasing to
God” (4:18). Paul assures the congregation that God will thus reward their
sacrifice and “satisfy every need of yours according to his riches in glory in
Christ Jesus” (4:19).

Paul’s most poignant use of scent is found in 2 Corinthians. Here, he
employs fragrance as a symbol of the spiritual conversion so important
throughout his theology. In Romans, Paul introduces the notion of transfor-
mation and directs Jesus’ followers to “not be conformed to this world, but
transformed” into acceptable sacrifices to God (12:2). In 2 Corinthians, Paul
compares such rejuvenated creatures, triumphant through Christ, with sacrifi-
cial odors. He writes:

But thanks be to God, who in Christ always leads us in triumphal procession,
and through us spreads in every place the fragrance that comes from knowing
him. For we are the aroma of Christ to God among those who are being saved
and among those who are perishing; to the one a fragrance from death to death,
to the other a fragrance from life to life. Who is sufficient for these things? For
we are not, like so many, peddlers of God’s word; but as men of sincerity, as
commissioned by God, in the sight of God we speak in Christ. (2:14–17)

Paul’s correlation between triumphant Christians certainly alludes to temple
sacrifice but it also references Roman Imperial processions; as soldiers re-
turned home in triumph, fellow citizens almost always welcomed them with
incense.1 Both allusions praise victors who had struggled and won; in the
first, the battle is spiritual and in the other, physical. Both also present a sense
of sacred presence among the mundane—the body of the transformed Chris-
tian, aromatic to God, and the body of the soldier, vital and unbroken.2 In
Christian tradition, fragrance came to signify not only a suitable offering
made to the Divine but also the Divine presence among His worshippers.

Two rituals in particular marked the spiritual transmutation of early
Christians, Jew and Gentile alike: baptism and the Eucharist. This religious
renovation brought about a change particularly in the body’s senses. As
explained first by Origen, God created the “inner” man in His image: mean-
ing, the “outer” man consisted of matter, but the “inner” man was “immateri-
al and superior to all corporeal existence.”3 Origen instructs Christians to
obey Paul’s command in Romans 12:1—“be transformed”—and, for him,
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that required the recognition and purification of the “inner” man and its
senses. Indeed, he postulated that each of the five senses had an alternate and
more reliable counterpart. When properly developed they transmute the
physical sensorium into superhuman sin detectors. The outer man had a nose,
for example, but the “inner” man

with different nostrils perceives the good smell of righteousness and the bad
smell of sins. . . . We perceive with our nostrils good and bad smells in the
world of sense, so also for the inward man there is a perception of the good
smell of righteousness such as the apostle had, and an evil smell of sins, which
is possessed by the person whose divine senses are in good health.4

Origen continues to describe evil as a foul and rotten stench, one easily
exposed by the transformed, Christian “spiritual” nose.

Origen’s rhetoric introducing the outer/material and the inner/spiritual
body reveals a tension that becomes more pronounced in other texts. In late
antiquity and the early Middle Ages, Christian theologians viewed the body
with profound ambivalence and sometimes disgust. The body was at once the
temple of God and also the source of temptation; Galatians 5:17 declared that
“what the flesh desires is opposed to the Spirit, and what the Spirit desires is
opposed to the flesh.” Yet humanity encountered God through the body’s
senses, seeing and even smelling the fragrance of God. As S. Augustine
notes:

You called me; you cried aloud to me; you broke my barrier of deafness. You
shone upon me; your radiance enveloped me; you put my blindness to flight.
You shed your fragrance about me; I drew breath and now I gasp for your
sweet odour. I tasted you, and I hunger and thirst for you. You touched me,
and I am inflamed with love of your peace.5

Much like Origen’s “inner” sensorium, this encounter between the supplicant
and the fragrant God requires a salvific experience—initiated by God—that
successfully transforms the body, transmuting the sinful to the spiritual, in-
cluding the sensorium.

In ascetic discourse sensory inversion oftentimes accompanies this spiri-
tual transformation, making the foul fragrant and the fragrant foul. The fifth-
century Syriac saint Symeon Stylite’s harsh austerity left him with a worm-
infested waist decayed from a tightly wound rope, yet his body wafted the
“sweet smells of asceticism.” God transformed the body, reduced in various
states of decomposition, into a fragrant sacrifice, even though the viewer
might only outwardly perceive putrefaction and decay.6 The ascetics, in dis-
turbing acts of heroism, struggled to destroy their “outer” men so only the
spiritual might exist.
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When a group of Christian Syrian villagers converted to Islam in the
eighth century, their neighbors identified them by their odor as well:

But they [the converts] grew different from the faithful people in both person
and name; in person, because their once happy appearance became repugnant,
in such a way that they were recognized by the intelligent ones through their
persons, odor and the look of their eyes . . . instead of a sweet odor of the holy
myron a stinking and fetid smell emanated from them.7

Hagiographers related transformed Christian and ascetic bodies with sweet-
smelling aromas and the apostates, formerly fragrant believers, with stench.
This signaled the Christians’ status as heirs to eternal life in Paradise, and the
unbelievers as doomed to death and decay.

Church Fathers were eager to reveal this new sensorium available to their
novitiates beginning with their catechist training and initiatory rituals. Many
liturgical manuals and scriptural commentaries thus focus on the full sensory
experiences related to two of the most important rites: baptism and commun-
ion.

BAPTISM AND DEMONS

Early Church Fathers carefully described the new sensorium available to
the renovated Christians because it would require them to readjust their en-
tire beings.8 Priests, for example, generally kept the Eucharist hidden from
novitiates who would be dismissed before the central ritual activity. Begin-
ning with their baptism they would participate in sacraments that required
them to see with their “eyes of the heart” (oculos cordis). Baptismal waters
were not just water; they were made “sweet” after a ritual blessing. Fra-
granced oil anointing their bodies would provide protective armor. The Eu-
charistic host would taste like bread, even though it would be flesh; wine
would look like wine, even though it would be blood. Employing the sensory
organs—both physical and spiritual—helped Christians fathom the mystery
of Christ, the incarnate Divine. The Christian’s body became a vehicle for
approaching God-in-Body: hear Him, touch Him, taste Him, smell Him.

Before participating in the Eucharist, however, Christian initiates had to
be baptized; symbolically, they experienced death and spiritual rebirth into
the mystical body of Christ.9 Priests enjoined new Christians to receive bap-
tism not only to imitate Jesus, as he had received baptism from John (Mat-
thew 3:13–17), but also to mark their own spiritual transformation from sin
to righteousness, death to rebirth. Several Church Fathers even imagined the
initiates as children, or “little ones” (parvuli), emerging from the baptismal
font, regenerated from their sinful form in the likeness of Christ.10 Zeno of
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Verona (d. 371) likened the pool to a mother’s womb and the candidates to
infants, reformed as siblings regardless of age or race.11

The symbolic correlation between baptism and rebirth is reified even
more so in the initiates’ nudity. Just as we are born naked from the mother’s
womb in physical birth, Church Fathers interpreted baptism as a “second
birth” wherein naked initiates emerged from the baptismal font/womb re-
made.12 The Apostolic Traditions instructs candidates to “strip naked” and
then follow the Bishop or Presbyter for anointing and then water baptism.13

Early Christians performed baptism, preferably, in running water, but if
unavailable, any water would do.14 While many variances exist among bap-
tismal rites in differing locales, a general order does tend to appear.15 The
customary ritual included prebaptismal questioning and exorcism; anointing
with oil (probably unscented olive oil); stepping naked into the blessed wa-
ters; and a postbaptismal anointing (usually scented). Application of the (un-
scented) oil served several theological purposes including “putting the Devil
to flight” (as a tool of exorcism); “sealing up the breast” against sin; and
(scented) importing the “fragrant gifts of the Holy Spirit.”

The oil used in the final ritual anointing probably contained aromatics.
Ambrose explains that the baptismal initiates constituted a “sweet odor to
God.” This may indicate more than poetic allusion to Christian virtues and
instead describe the aroma of the ritual itself. Indeed, church manuals permit-
ted the addition of spices to the holy chrism even though they offered no
standard formula.16 Aromatic recipes today still include spices that resemble
biblical formulae with cinnamon, cassia, and balsam; some even add ginger,
cloves, and cardamom.17 Zeno of Verona compared the scent of the newly
baptized to freshly baked goods, immanently more sublime than the stench
and filth into which they were born.

Now our mother (the Church) adopts you so that she may give birth to you, but
not in the manner in which your mothers bore you when they brought you into
the worlds, themselves groaning with birth pains and you wailing, filthy, done
up in filthy swaddling clothes and surrendered to this world, but with joy and
gladness and freed from all your sins, and she feeds you not in a stinking
cradle but with delight from the sweet smelling rails of the holy altar. 18

After their baptism and anointing, Christians stood reborn from sin and
stench into righteous fragrance.

The pre- and postbaptismal anointing not only signified the newly regen-
erated Christian but also the Holy Spirit’s added layer of protection (or
“sealing”) against sin and temptation. Liturgical formulae required the in-
itiate to renounce Satan and his “pomps,” most likely referring to Roman
spectacles such as gladiatorial games, circuses, and amphitheaters. 19 Augus-
tine taught that Christians who continued to attend such displays after bap-
tism “offered incense to demons within their hearts.”20 Indeed, no charioteers
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or gladiators could bathe in baptismal waters until they renounced their occu-
pations.21 Some rites required the anointing of the entire body (also present
in gladiatorial combat, ironically) in provision against Satan’s wiles; others
singled out the breast, implying the heart, which dwells upon the pleasures of
sin. Still other rites mentioned the head and sensory organs such as the ears
and nostrils, orifices that allow for temptation to enter the body.22 Ambrose
suggests that priests anoint the ears in recognition of Christ’s miraculously
healing the deaf-mute (Mark 7:31–37); and the nostrils because the initiates
now provided a “good odor” to God.

Sealing sensory organs also relates to exorcism, an important aspect of
baptism. Baptismal ritual realized the salvific transformation with the waters’
purification and healing. In preparation priests exorcised novitiates daily and
then provided a final examination before the immersion; if found pure, ac-
cording to the Apostolic Traditions, the priests then “breathed on them” and
sealed them on the forehead, nose, heart, and ears.23 The breath, or exsuffla-
tion, might refer to Jesus’ own breath expressed upon the disciples, imparting
the power to forgive sins (John 20:22–23). It might also relate more directly
to the early Christian practice of hissing, spitting, or blowing on pagan altars
or “false idols,” thus resembling an act of exorcism.24 In Against Celsus,
Origen relates Celsus’ comparison of Christians to magicians who, “for a few
obols make their sacred lore in the middle of the marketplace and drive
demons out of people and blow away disease.”25 Regardless of interpreta-
tion, when Christians received baptism, they could expect all of its therapeu-
tic benefits including physical and spiritual cleansing as well as sealing from
future invasion.

The correlation of Christian baptism and healing (scents) should not be
underestimated here.26 As discussed in Part I, late antique and early medieval
etiologies included miraculous and celestial sources alongside more temporal
reasoning located in Galenic models (among others). Jesus demonstrated his
own charismatic authority in multiple healings from ailments such as blind-
ness, leprosy, paralysis, and demonic possession; and, He passed that author-
ity—and healing power—on to the apostolic hierarchy located within the
Church. According to Luke 9:1: “Then Jesus called the twelve together and
gave them power and authority over all demons and to cure diseases, and he
sent them out to proclaim the kingdom of God and to heal.” Indeed, early
Christians associated healing (of body and soul) with demonic expulsion in
general.

Holy men and women served the important function of exorcists—they
rid Christian individuals and communities of demons, usually identified
through their foul smell. Pope Gregory the Great alludes to the general asso-
ciation of evil with stench when he explains that holy men—with a “nose like
the tower of Lebanon”—can sense temptation by scent long before sight:27
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For the thing that we do not yet perceive with our eyes, we typically anticipate
by its smell. And through the nose, we distinguish between a sweet smell and a
stench. What, then, could be signified by the “nose of the Church” if not the
saints’ prescient discernment? It is also said to be like the tower of Lebanon
because the discerning foresight of the saints is so set on high that they are able
to see the attacks of temptations even before they come and to stand mightily
against them when they do arrive.28

Hagiographers and theologians such as Pope Gregory exploited a powerful
cultural fear that correlated stench with moral depravity and physical/spiritu-
al threat. Demons, as well as personal immorality, could be identified
through stench.

Early Christian texts often compared the most putrid scents with heretics
as well as demons because both threatened the believer’s pure soul. Augus-
tine refers to his student days, those of disbelief and vice, as those of “rolling
in [Babylon’s] dung as if it were spices and precious ointments.”29 Theodoret
of Cyrrus (northern Syria; d. 457) consigned the great Christian heretic Arius
to death in a latrine, while evacuating “the refuse from his gluttony.”30 Theo-
doret explains that he died a “noisome death” because of his “noisome blas-
phemy.”31 Heretical belief occasioned the same fear and disgust as demons.

Desert fathers and mothers inhabiting the Egyptian and Palestinian
deserts provide perhaps the most significant evidence for demonic stench. 32

Demons and monastics coexisted in the barren landscape with holy men and
women testing their virtue against their enemies’ onslaught. Putrid smells
signaled the arrival of demonic beings or exposed the “true nature” of their
fiendish plots. S. Anthony once boarded a ship to pray with its monks, and he
noticed a foul scent. The passengers explained it as the odor of fish and dried
meat, but Anthony perceived the “truth.” He beckoned a demon-possessed
young man and exorcised him. As Athanasius explains, “Then everyone
recognized that the stench was from the demon.”33 Another demon terrorized
and humiliated a nobleman so much that he “devoured his bodily excre-
ment.”34 S. Hilarion, a Palestinian hermit inspired to the ascetic life by An-
thony, also had the gift of demonic discernment according to scent. Accord-
ing to his hagiographer, S. Jerome, a greedy landowner once sent Hilarion his
crop’s firstfruits of chickpeas (which, indeed, are known to cause flatulence).
The hermit perceived such a rank smell that he recoiled from its presence and
sent the peas to feed the cattle, which then began to bellow and flee. Hilarion
was “enabled by grace to tell from the odour of bodies and garments, and the
things which any one had touched, by what demon or with what vice the
individual was distressed.”35 The presence of evil provoked disgust in pos-
sessed and audience alike.

This association continues in later Latin traditions, even in relatively
course activities that can be delightful for the modern reader (as well as the
ancient?).36 Gregory of Tours, for example, reports how one man procured a
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vial of oil from S. Martin’s tomb and applied it to healing the sick and
demoniacs in his hometown. The saintly relic caused one man’s “more hide-
ous demon” to be expelled through a “blast of air through his bowels.”37

After farting out his demon, the supplicant became whole. The flatulent
stench identified the demon, yet Augustine explains that flatulence itself
signifies humanity’s sinful nature. Because of the fall, humanity has lost
ultimate control over the body, thus experiencing genital arousal, farting, and
sweating not according to our “will.” Only rarely might one maintain domin-
ion over such physicality; this gives us a glimpse of the prelapsarian body yet
to be enslaved to its involuntary impulses.

Some have such command of their bowels, that they can break wind continu-
ously at pleasure, so as to produce the effect of singing. I myself have known a
man who was accustomed to sweat whenever he wished. It is well known that
some weep when they please, and shed a flood of tears.38

Augustine carefully explains that sex would have occurred in paradise, be-
fore the fall, according to the will, without “lust” or involuntary genital
stimulation. He does not consider, however, the presence—or quality—of
paradisiacal flatulence.

Demons associated with such stench often carefully discerned scent them-
selves: according to Justin Martyr, they taught pagans how to offer incense to
them (i.e., they themselves preferred sweet smells).39 In some Jewish tradi-
tions, putrid odors and certain plants even repulsed demons.40 In the book of
Tobit, Tobias cures his wife, a certain Sarah, possessed by the demon Asmo-
deus. Upon entering their bridal chamber, Tobias (having been instructed to
do so) takes a fish’s liver and heart and burns them upon embers of incense.
The demon smelled the fumes and fled to upper Egypt where an angel cap-
tured him (Tobit 3.8; 6.13, 17–18; 8.3). The demon, responsive to its malo-
dorous surroundings, responds to Tobias’ ritual act.

This particular method of demonic expulsion must have been well known
as Gregory of Tours later explains how he saw in a vision his father’s cure
for high fever, swollen feet, and severe nerve pain. A visionary character
instructed Gregory to do as described in Tobit; so, Gregory’s mother sent a
servant to catch a fish and then they burned the fish’s liver and heart. The
father immediately recovered, likening the miraculous healing to demonic
expulsion, which makes sense considering ancient etiologies. In a tradition
recorded in Josephus’ Antiquities (c. 94 CE) a Jewish man, Eleazar, exor-
cizes a demon by holding his ring filled with aromatic roots under the demo-
niac’s nose. Here, too, a demon falls prey to scent managed by a righteous
man. In these Jewish archetypes, demons respond to fragrance in certain
recipes or spells.
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According to other Christian traditions, in contrast, exorcism depended
more on personal charisma than amulets, charms, or spells. Jesus exorcised
demons throughout the synoptic gospels, sometimes by formulae or spoken
command (Mark 1:25; 5:8; 9:25). On one occasion, He transferred demons
from a person into an object, or a herd of pigs (Mark 5:12–14). Jesus made it
clear that he relied upon “the Spirit of God” for such power (Matthew 12:28;
Luke 11:20). In the Apostolic Tradition, bishops exorcised Christians prepar-
ing for baptism by laying hands on them. The bishop’s touch transmitted
Jesus’ authority over evil, perhaps also with spoken words.41

Indeed, the authority to expel demons widely identified the “friends of
God,” both living and dead; and, exorcisms occurred in a variety of ways.
Often the saint’s mere presence sent demons howling in pain. Once, Genove-
fa (b. 429), patroness of Paris, healed a throng of people with “prayers and
the sign of the cross,” while the demons complained that she burned them
with “celestial fire.”42 Frequently, in an act reminiscent of the baptismal
anointing, saints covered the possessed with oil, ritually cleansing them of
demonic impurity. Genovefa performed this miraculous act many times as
well; according to one narrative, she healed three wives with troublesome
spirits with holy oil after hearing their husbands’ complaints.43 The miracle
relates both to the oil and her personal charisma as she is the one who
smooths the oil onto the afflicted. It seems the actual healing oil required a
blessing by a male priest or bishop, however. On another occasion, Genovefa
found her oil bottle empty and the bishop far from home. After a troubled
prayer—she needed oil to cure a person possessed—she arose to find the
container miraculously filled.44

Gregory of Tours also relates S. Martin’s many miracles involving charis-
mation with oil from his tomb. Not only did some shrines provide oil that had
contacted the saints’ relics directly, but pilgrims also brought their own sup-
ply and then touched it to the tomb themselves. After one pilgrimage to S.
Martin’s tomb, a supplicant returned home with a vial of oil. Later he was
“struck by a piercing pain that he could scarcely draw a breath”; so he turned
and prayed in the direction of Martin’s shrine and rubbed his body with the
oil. He recovered immediately. His neighbors, including the sick and demo-
niacs, also found relief from S. Martin’s oil (although Gregory does not
describe any recompense gained by the pilgrim).45

The prolific use of oil associated with demonic exorcism and healing is
not surprising given what we know about ancient medical techniques.
Through the anointing, the saint conferred not only their personal salvific
charisma but also, in most cases, a healing, sweet scent. In one miracle,
Radegund (still living) appeared to a monacha in a dream, instructed her to
descend into a bath with no water, and then the saint poured oil directly onto
her head and clothed her with a new garment. When the woman awoke, she
was cured and still “smelled of oil in witness of the miracle.”46 According to
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another narrative, Radegund wore wormwood around her neck “for refresh-
ment.” A fellow nun suffering from an eye infection procured a piece that the
saint had worn and “the eye was suddenly clear and bright again.”47 Even
though no oil is present in this miracle, the saint’s charismatic contact with
the fragrant plant grants relief.

While saints and priests effectively wield the “power” of scent in their
charismatic gifts, the baptismal ritual associated all Christians with sweet
smells. According to Church Fathers, the new Christian dies to the old self
and begins life again, having joined in the death and resurrection of Christ in
a regenerated immortality. Sweet scents signal this liminal phase—between
death and new life: anointed with baptismal oils, healed of death, and exor-
cised of demons. The new Christian then rises from the baptismal womb to
begin life anew with the fragrant Bride/Church.

EUCHARIST AND AUTHORITY

After baptism, new Christians gained entrance into the mystical Bride of
Christ, the Church. Most significantly, they shared in the Eucharist; this
ritual, too, commemorated the transformation available through the Christian
narrative, the death and resurrection of Christ. While Christians gathered to
remember Jesus’ salvific act, they also sought to renew their own bodies as a
sacrifice pleasing to God. As time passed, and Eucharistic theology became
more complex, God—through the attendant priests—even replicated the sub-
lime transformation of death/resurrection in the element of the bread/flesh at
the altar. By partaking of Christ’s body as food, Christians joined themselves
with their fellow Christians, a new and vibrant communitas available to
converts.48

Evidence for the Eucharist reveals some early tensions between domestic/
personal performance and communal experience. As indicated in the writings
of Paul, especially Galatians and 1 Corinthians, Christians (Jews and Gentile
alike) would gather for communal meals and share in the Eucharist (or,
Lord’s Supper). It is probable that these gatherings consisted of a banquet, or
shared meal, and then ritual worship.49 It is likely that incense and aromatics
served a mundane function herein; either to create a pleasant atmosphere,
refresh guests, or flavor the food.50 There does not seem to be a ritualistic
function for incense or aromatics while early Christians still met in small
house meetings.51

In some instances, congregants saved some of their bread and took pieces
back home for consumption during the week.52 In these rituals, it is likely
that the paterfamilias distributed the bread. It is also plausible that the bread
conserved for such purpose might have been stored on a home altar or special
niche distinguished with incense, as were other Roman home altars. These
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practices would have faced increasing opposition as a more central authority
arose in the person of the priest and bishop. The ritualized, public perfor-
mance of the Eucharist only by clerical hands did not pose a problem until
after Christianity became a legitimate religious cult of the Empire.

Before Constantine’s fourth-century Edict of Milan and the legalization
of Christianity, theologians discouraged the use of incense in Christian pub-
lic ritual. They often associated fragrance with polytheistic rituals, particular-
ly emperor worship, and condemned its use as “polytheistic.” Indeed, one of
the tests put to Christians to confirm their identity required an incense offer-
ing to the emperor’s genius. Those who failed to make the offering could
face exile, corporal punishment, or martyrdom. Church leaders even im-
pugned Christians who made private incense offerings to God, labeling them
blunderers that might lead other Christians to falter. Lactantius criticized any
aromatic offering, whomever the intended recipient:

lest anyone should think that victims, or odours, or precious gifts, are desired
by God, who, if He is not subject to hunger, and thirst, and cold, and desire of
all earthly things, does not therefore make use of all these things which are
presented in temples and to gods of earth; but as corporeal offerings are neces-
sary for corporeal beings, so manifestly an incorporeal sacrifice is necessary
for an incorporeal being. But God has no need of those things which He has
given to man for his use, since all the earth is under His power. . . . What then
does God require from man but worship of the mind, which is pure and
holy?53

For Lactantius, the incorporeal Christian God had no use for material offer-
ings such as spice, perfume, or glorious temples; the Romans and Jews had
made those mistakes.

Despite Christians’ own conversations regarding use of fragrance during
worship, aroma swept through an equally central display of Christian iden-
tity, martyrdom. Those who endured official questioning and torture, refused
to make public offerings to the emperors’ genius, and even presented them-
selves voluntarily, all established a new form of public spectacle substituting
“pagan” bloodshed for the pious (as discussed above in Part I). However,
Christian martyrs also delivered a new form of public liturgy.54 They trans-
formed a public ritual of criminality into a ritual performance of triumphant
piety, countering the Roman’s social control by reinterpreting the drama
themselves.55

The notion of personal sacrifice—in this case, Christian death—would
have been meaningful at multiple levels. Greco-Romans, for example, vener-
ated ancient heroes who died for noble reasons; perhaps the most famous is
Socrates who accepted death instead of fleeing Athens. Roman soldiers also
sacrificed their lives for others’ benefit or at divine command.56 Certain acts
of suicide could also be venerated as pious sacrifice; Seneca, for example
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praised the deaths of Cato and Scipio as victories of the human will against
failure and Fortune.57

Judaism, too, exalted noble death most notably in the books of the Macca-
bees. The books explain the Jewish persecution under the Greek Seleucid
Antiochus IV and the Hasmonean family’s resistance. The Jewish revolution,
which secured Judea’s independence for about eighty years, was won only
with the noble deaths of several heroes. One elder Razi, for example, stabbed
himself with his own sword and plunged into a crowd, offering himself as a
sacrifice for his people (2 Maccabees 14). Another important story notes the
sacrifice of a mother of seven sons, all of whom were arrested and forced to
eat pork (forbidden under Jewish law). After refusing her tormenters, the
mother watched all seven children tortured and killed as they consistently
attested to their God and the hope of resurrection. The author then described
the mother as “exceedingly admirable” as she encouraged her sons to martyr-
dom by “arous[ing] her female way of reasoning with male courage” (2
Maccabees 7.1–42). Like later Christian martyrs, the heroes of Maccabees
also hoped for resurrection by God.58

For early Christians, however, martyrdom resonated with one of the most
central religious rites of their community, the Eucharist.59 The acts of the
martyrs, carefully described and relayed among the ecclesia, dramatized the
sacrificial corporal offering required for salvation in a vivid display, perhaps
even more compelling than the Eucharistic rite itself. While the Eucharist
reenacted Christ’s physical suffering by substituting bread and wine, martyrs
imitated the salvific act through their torments and death. The imitation of
their savior provided early Christians an intimate union with the Divine
inaccessible through many other sacrificial rites. Most Roman sacrifices, for
example, focused on the reciprocal responsibilities between citizens and their
deities not an ecstatic union with the Divine.

Christian martyrs routinely transformed into Christ crucified through their
sufferings and then resurrection into Paradise. Their mystical union with
Christ at their time of death, symbolized in their ecstatic release from pain,
modeled the mystical union available to all Christians as they tasted Christ’s
flesh in the Eucharist. Christian communities repeated these heroic acts in the
most sensual of terms, correlating the martyr’s body with Christ and the
hearer’s body with the martyr. This particular rhetorical tool, which provided
enargeia, or vivid description, aimed to engage the audience with the narra-
tive in emotional terms, causing them to feel rather than just picture events in
their minds. Used properly, words and language thus compelled certain vir-
tues and truths upon an audience.60 With their scrupulous accounts of death,
suffering, and reward, Christian leaders thus instructed Christians how to
imitate the martyrs’ virtues.

Ignatius of Antioch, killed sometime between 98 and 117 CE, wrote
several letters while on his way to die in Rome. Especially in his Letter to the
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Romans, he relied heavily upon Eucharistic language to describe his coming
ordeal. He prayed that he would be made “a libation poured out to God,
while there is still an altar ready for me”; and that his body be “ground fine
by the lions’ teeth to be made purest bread for Christ.”61 Ignatius also hoped
that Christians would gather round his slain body, singing in harmony, a
poetic allusion to the Church’s unity commemorated in the Eucharistic rites.

The Martyrdom of Polycarp (d. c. 155 CE), bishop of Smyrna, also
presents his sacrifice in Eucharistic terms; his body becomes the “bread” of
Christ. The local proconsul called Polycarp before him but he refused to
recant and sacrifice to Rome’s gods. The proconsul finally condemned the
old man to death by fire; in this scene the Eucharist reference is at its great-
est. Accord to eyewitnesses, the walls of fire formed around him like a “loaf
baking in the oven” that wafted a “delicious fragrance, like the odour of
incense or other precious gums.”62 This passage alludes, of course, first to
the temple cult practice of incense and burnt offerings; and, at the same time
conflated Polycarp’s body with Christ’s sweet flesh, offered for humanity.

Cyprian of Alexandria even suggests that memorials to the martyrs
should be included in the Eucharistic rites themselves. He directs presbyters
and deacons to note each martyr’s dies natalis (their date of martyrdom, also
their birth into Paradise).63 S. Augustine later notes that a church was built on
the site of Cyprian’s death, where his disciples gathered to celebrate the
Eucharist and commemorate his death.64 While Christians could not (or
would not) offer fragrant incense at public gatherings in Eucharistic celebra-
tion, their descriptions of the martyrs’ sufferings, employing such sensual
imagery, called to mind the smells of savory smoke and incense with each
retelling.

The concentration of sensory cues in the dramatic recitation of the mar-
tyrs’ sufferings calls particular attention to moments of transition and trans-
formation. The martyr’s body, often sweet-smelling even as it was trans-
muted under the tools of torture, signified the Eucharistic mystery, the bread
of sacrifice transformed into the body of Christ. The martyr was transmuted
in other ways, as well, specifically through gender imagery. Males manfully,
although passively, endured pain; Ignatius of Antioch even felt “birth pangs”
as he was reborn into Paradise.65 Females actively displayed their virile
strength and vigor. Hagiographers recast Blandina, a female martyr in Gaul,
as a victorious athlete who endured against her tormenters’ weakness after a
day of tortures and combat. All of that in spite of the fact that she was an
“insignificant, weak, and despised woman.”66 Recitation and commemora-
tion of the martyrs’ lives and gruesome deaths, so vibrant with sensual im-
agery and gender inversion, emboldened Christians to embrace the virtues
now required as members of the ecclesia.

Just as Church leaders required new Christians to learn certain teachings
before baptism, and baptism before the Eucharist, they also trained them as
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potential martyrs.67 This does not mean that Church leaders expected that all
Christians would be put to the test and literally face death in the arena. If
individuals were questioned, however, martyr stories certainly directed
Christians in how to respond, what gestures and facial impressions to em-
ploy, and how to embrace suffering.68 The martyrs themselves, while impris-
oned, even offered the Christian community access to spiritual charismatic
power. While held for trial, Roman prisoners depended upon their family or
friends for both physical and emotional sustenance.69 The Church itself thus
accepted the responsibility for feeding and caring for their persecuted mem-
bers. Tertullian, for example, refers to “Lady Mother Church” feeding the
prisoners “from her fruitful breasts, and each brother from his own means,
provid[ing] for your needs in prison.”70 Tertullian even warns that too much
care for the prisoners’ bodies leads to a luxurious abundance that dulls the
spiritual senses.71

Tertullian’s concern that excessive food, drink, and personal attention
might occur indicates that Christians considered potential martyrs as loci of
spiritual power. Tertullian comments that Christians sought them out for
“peace”; and martyrdom narratives display them as new authority figures.72

In the Martyrdom of Perpetua and Felicitas, for example, Perpetua’s inter-
cessory prayers free her brother from a purgatory-like state of temporary
suffering; on her way to the arena, a bishop and presbyter prostrate them-
selves before the martyrs for spiritual blessing.73 Caring for the martyrs’
bodies—alive yet destined for mutilation or destruction—provided proximity
to holiness that strengthened the Christian community.

Perhaps more importantly, however, the subversive rhetoric of martyr-
dom promised spiritual empowerment and victory instead of pity and humili-
ation. Christians, as did the martyrs, should exhibit self-control and freedom
from passions, virtues also extolled by Roman philosophers. The men and
women who died in the arenas denied Imperial authorities their ultimate
power by choosing death with dignity and honor; their trials transformed
victims into heroes and stripped persecutors and proconsuls of reason. Chris-
tians played the virtuous leads in public dramas designating Roman officials
and pagan spectators as bestial extras.

As Christians watched their martyrs die in the arenas, they also knew they
witnessed a cosmic struggle that each believer must face, the battle featuring
Christ, Satan, and the angels. With these as their models, living Christians
should fight with no less determination. Many Church leaders that later be-
came martyrs themselves wrote letters for their disciples, describing how to
prepare for heroic death. Such careful instruction can be found in the writings
of Ignatius, Polycarp, and Pionius. Other manuals, more cohesive in their
advice for sufferers, include Tertullian’s To the Martyrs, Origen’s Exhorta-
tion to Martyrdom, and Lactantius’ Divine Institutes (written during Diocle-
tian’s Great Persecution, 303–13).
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These “manuals for martyrs” were so important because apostasy posed
one of the greatest threats to the early community. Even though general and
consistent persecution rarely occurred, Church leaders worried that only ma-
ture Christians, those ready for “solid food rather than milk,” could withstand
the trials of persecution.74 If Christians came under question, or were forced
to offer sacrifice to Rome’s gods, they had to be rightly prepared for the
ordeal. If they failed their test, denying their Christianity and offering to
Rome’s gods, they might lose their own soul as well as dishearten the entire
Church. Not only this, but many Church Fathers understood the fragrant
sacrifices and burnt offerings by pagans as food, nourishment to demons.75

Christians must be prepared adequately for their tests for the Church’s
sake—its enemy must not be empowered. The lives of the martyrs who
successfully resisted Satan’s pleas to apostatize thus became liturgical icons,
processed through the church’s memories and imagination, providing models
for imitation as well as veneration.

The martyrs’ popularity and their symbolic connections with Eucharistic
offerings reveal a growing tension between domestic and public rituals cen-
tral to early Christian identity. With the fourth-century community legalized
and flourishing, rituals became increasingly standardized (although always
varied). Prayer, for example, represented an early Christian ritual increasing-
ly defined through a flurry of prayer manuals and guides as early as the third
century. Church Fathers such as Tertullian offered prayer advice including
proper times, styles, and formulae.76 This attests not only to the importance
of prayer itself but the impetus to systematize it. Early Christians had to fully
articulate the social and theological distinctions between public and private
rituals, an important feature in Roman practice and Jewish temple cult.

While many rituals could occur in the home, these competed with the rites
performed under a singular collective leader or authority. The rise of a cen-
tral specialist—who alone could present the Eucharist, for example—caused
considerable angst among theologians. One of the earliest struggles con-
cerned the confessors’ authority—those who maintained their Christianity
under threat of torture and survived. By the time of Gregory of Tours (d.
594), popular confessors, no longer living in an era of persecution, often
achieved their titles through ascetic self-discipline. 77 Indeed, according to the
Gothic Missal (c. 700), a separate mass existed to commemorate the confes-
sor (or groups thereof), independent of martyrs and local saints.78 Early
confessors arrogated to themselves the rights of priests, deacons, and pres-
byters without ordination or the laying-on of hands; their authority resided in
their suffering and imitation of Christ.79 A growing number of Church au-
thorities resisted this explanation, however, claiming that the confessor de-
nied Christ’s own ordering of the Church.80

Simultaneously, the divide between public/private cult came to differen-
tiate between orthodoxy/heresy. The emerging authority of (male) priestly
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specialists increasingly signified the “orthodox.” Their central authority was
hardly without controversy; not only did debate rage over the confessor’s
role but many Christians also venerated the rigors of asceticism and isolation
(eremitic charismatics or “holy hermits”). Priests and bishops, in effect, had
to tame the holy men and women that provided an alternative to episcopal
structure. And this they did.

Athanasius, Archbishop of Alexandria (d. 373), for example, constructed
the famous hagiography of S. Anthony, the charismatic recluse who fought
the devil in the desert. Although replete with miracles and exorcisms, the text
explains that Anthony displayed an appropriate humility for local episcopal
representatives. Athanasius wrote: “Though the sort of man he was, he hon-
ored the rule of the Church with extreme care, and he wanted every cleric to
be held in higher regard than himself.”81 Bishop Gregory of Tours devoted
four chapters of his epic History of the Franks to S. Martin of Tours, a
charismatic holy man who not only submitted to the Church but “reluctantly”
joined its ranks.

As Christianity became a state-sponsored cult in the fourth century,
Church leaders finally included incense in public space. Episcopal authority,
responsible for crafting orthodox theology and ritual acts, enthusiastically
integrated scent, multivalent in effect and meaning, as it solidified its power
and status. Scent, if one could afford it, signaled orthodoxy and authority;
and the Church could afford it. According to the Book of Pontiffs, Emperor
Constantine designated 150 lbs. of spices to adorn various Christian altars
under Pope Silvester (d. 335). Many basilica also received annual revenue in
the form of spices (such as cassia and saffron), nard-oil, and balsam.82 Fur-
ther depicting the episcopal access to authority, Pope Silvester mandated that
only Bishops could consecrate oil for chrismation; and, Pope Boniface (d.
422) later restricted women (even nuns) from touching either the consecrated
pall (ecclesiastical vestment) or incense.83

Church officials standardized incense in liturgical practice also as a way
to compete with its various Roman counterparts. Admittedly, the scented
mass resembled Jewish temple sacrifice: just as the Jewish priest yielded the
burnt offering upon the altar “by fire of pleasing odor to the Lord,” the
Christian priest recreated Christ’s sacrifice as he transformed the Eucharistic
bread into the mystical body.84 The ritual use of incense mimicked the sacri-
ficial victim’s “pleasing odor” rising to the heavens outlined in Jewish ritual.
Scent identified the moment of sublime transformation reminiscent of Jewish
animal sacrifice—and the martyrs’ self-sacrifice—providing again a sweet
odor to God’s nostrils. Early Church Father John Chrysostom (d. c. 407 CE)
once criticized the Jews in a scathing homily, comparing their practices to
demonic worship, and proclaiming that “God has no nostrils!” and is, indeed,
a bodiless spirit.85 Meanwhile, the Church still crafted rituals that appealed to
both human and Divine sensorium and articulated a theology of embodiment.
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In customs easily recognizable by most Roman pagans, however, incense
and spices came to signify the church as sacred space and the mass as a
sacred sacrifice. Sweet smells permeated the church through the use of
chained censers, often made of precious metals, wherein incense or resin
granules burned upon a small bed of hot coals.86 Lamps also burned fragrant
oil, suggesting a smokeless yet mysterious divine presence. At a more funda-
mental level, the recipes for incense and perfume included the same basic
components as those found in most medicines. Thus, the church’s sublime
smells probably held various positive associations for their ancient audience:
fragrances used to censor the mass and anoint priests, altars, and newly
baptized Christians resonated with healing scents, odors prescribed to cure
both mind and body.87

The use of incense amidst early Constantinian and Byzantine churches
also mimicked an Imperial dignity available to the cult, powerfully merging
sociopolitical and religious imagery.88 Christian liturgy borrowed many rep-
resentations of Imperial authority to substantiate episcopal power including
the processional entry into the Church; sacred vestments available to God’s
anointed; and the bowing/kissing of episcopal signia (such as rings). Just as
incense heralded the entry of an emperor, it also came to denote the presence
of God and His hierarchy. Scent conflated the majesty of state with Church.

After examining early Christian Eucharistic rituals, a theology of embodi-
ment—for both worshipper and Divine—appears most vividly. While the
priest recreated Christ’s corporal sacrifice in the Eucharistic elements, trans-
forming bread/wine to flesh/blood, the audience smelled the mysterious fra-
grances of healing and hope. Church leaders enjoined Christians to become a
living sacrifice in themselves, through either a glorious martyrdom or virtu-
ous struggle against evil and vice. As the episcopal hierarchy solidified and
crafted an ever-emerging orthodoxy, it provided the storehouse of precious
scent largely reserved for public cult practice. Through hagiographies and
sermons, they also provided corporal archetypes, perfected in Christ, for all
Christians to imitate (men and women). It is to these bodies that we now turn.

SAINTLY BODIES AND SCENT

Theologians and hagiographers in late antiquity and the early Middle Ages
relied upon fragrance in crafting an idealized Christian body in a variety of
ways. In defining sanctity, both masculine and feminine, scent betrayed more
than just outward aroma, revealing whether one had bathed; what one had
eaten; or whether one was ill. Fragrance indicated, instead, a moral topogra-
phy—virgin or whore? Saved or damned? Temporal or celestial? Also in
shaping ideals of holiness, we find that Christian writers relied disproportion-
ately on the female body in sacred discourse.
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Early Christian male authors indeed depended upon Biblical exempla,
martyrs, and saints when exploring what it meant to be holy. Within this
rhetoric, theologians and moral polemicists tended “to think” with women’s
bodies; i.e., female figures feature prominently as standards of what not to do
and virginity surfaces as the most significant purveyor of spiritual purity and
salvation.89 Certainly Church Fathers and hagiographers did not require
chastity from all their converts and hearers; yet, they quickly pointed out the
rigors of married and parental life compared to the joys of virginity. Am-
brose, for example, clarifies that brides and mothers must contend with
countless demands of husbands and children which brings much “weeping”
and much “pain before pleasure.”90 Virgins, on the other hand, happily strive
to please only God, find rest in virtue’s simple beauty, and remain fertile in
works of the Holy Spirit.91

Scent, already so meaningful in cultural context, occupies a prominent
position within this discourse. Many Church Fathers identified the spiritual
body—transformed through baptism and sustained through the Eucharist—
with sweet smells. First, however, they unanimously condemned secular uses
of perfumes among the holy (and here women receive particular rebuke). In
his Second Letter to Virgins, Athanasius writes:

consider other women how their senses have turned foolish so that they take
delight in myrrh and pleasant fragrances that certainly are not “the sweet
fragrance of Christ” (2 Cor. 2:15). It is more fitting for them to be in sackcloth
and ashes so that they might preserve their virginity without danger. 92

Ambrose of Milan boasts that while married women practice deception by
applying perfume and make-up to alter their true form, only to appease their
husbands and own vanity, virgins display authentic beauty through their
modesty and chastity.93 Jerome even directed holy women to avoid baths
altogether as they should be embarrassed by the sight of their own naked-
ness; indeed, as attending to such sensual pleasures could only lead to sin.94

Virgins, instead, should waft the naturally sweet scents of the Spirit.
Ambrose compares virginal bodies, transformed through asceticism, to the
Song of Songs’ “garden enclosed”:

A garden locked is my sister, my bride, a garden locked, a fountain sealed.
Your channel is an orchard of pomegranates with all choicest fruits, henna
with nard, nard and saffron, calamus and cinnamon, with all trees of frankin-
cense, myrrh and aloes, with all chief spices—a garden fountain, a well of
living water, and flowing streams from Lebanon.95

According to Ambrose, virginity blooms in the heart as a fragrant rose and
naturally seeks a life of quiet solitude within a garden, “fenced in by the wall
of the Spirit,” instead of trampling through the impure and violent world.
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The model of a “garden enclosed” effectively proscribed virgins to a
modest life spent within their homes, protected from secular sin. The trans-
formed virginal body then exudes the sweet garden smells:

See what progress thou settest forth, O Virgin. Thy first odor is above all
spices, which were used upon the burying of the Savior, and the fragrance
arises from the mortified motions of the body, and the perishing of the delights
of the members. The second odour, like the odour of Lebanon, exhales the
incorruption of the Lord’s body, the flower of virginal chastity.96

The physical body’s transformation and immortality, secured through virgi-
nal sanctity, results in fragrant odors, imitating Christ’s own burial ointment.
As Ambrose says, “blessed virgins emit a fragrance through divine grace as
gardens do through flowers, temples through religion, altars through the
priest.”97 The virgin’s dead, sinful flesh (after dying to self) resurrects to its
new, incorruptible and fragrant form.

According to Ambrose and others, even though virgins might be confined
within specific walls, their sanctity drifts abroad as the “perfume of holy
religion” and attracts potential converts.98 Like the blood of the martyrs,
virginity’s fragrance rewards not just individuals but the Church as a whole.
In this they also imitate Christ, whose name provides an “ointment poured
out,” attracting more virgins. Ambrose relates Jesus to Song of Songs: “Your
anointing oils are fragrant, your name is perfume poured out; therefore the
maidens love you!” (1:2)99

Texts and sermons glorified virginal bodies and the sanctity they repre-
sented, but the veneration of bodies transformed by faith also took place in
ritual and material culture. Expectedly, these embodied traditions reveal vari-
ous olfactory conventions as Christians experienced Divine presence with
their full sensorium. Described in both martyrologies and hagiographies,
fragrance (sometimes both fragrant and foul) signaled the holy throughout
sacred space and acts.

Beginning in the late fourth and early fifth centuries, Church authorities
translated bodies of martyrs and saints into city and Church walls. Ambrose
espoused the veneration of holy bodies within sacred space even though this
contradicted Roman (and Jewish) pollution concerns. He certainly was not
the first; the Apostolic Constitutions had even encouraged Christians to com-
memorate their dead in cemeteries “without taking precautions (for pollu-
tions).”100 Christian holy bodies effectively merged heaven and earth instead
of posing a threat of ritual contamination: they were “contagious” in spread-
ing saintly virtue not impurity. Because of their significance in bridging the
human and Divine, they usually featured prominently within sacred space.

Indeed, the Second Council of Nicaea in 787 mandated that all altars must
be sanctified by a relic, formally associating Christian identity to a loca
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sancta instead of just the Eucharistic action (as occurred earlier when Chris-
tians gathered in home-churches).101 The Liber Pontificalis relates Constan-
tine’s generous contribution of scent—including incense, perfumes, and
spices—to early Church monuments. We might assume from this that fra-
grance had appeared in earlier home gatherings; otherwise, Constantine’s gift
appears a novelty. Or, Constantine might have allocated Christian sacred
space the same aromatics that other Roman cults employed. Whatever the
case, after the fourth century, church leaders utilized saints’ relics as well as
scent in consecrations.102

Priests and church authorities generally placed corporal and other materi-
al relics throughout sacred space instead of just at the altar. In most churches,
the multiple locations of relics underscored a compelling kinetic aspect of
church attendance; visitors moved within Christian architecture and arrange-
ment. Saints’ relics might indicate an entrance or exit; or, they might collabo-
rate in relating a story or oral tradition to a main pilgrimage attraction as a
viewer progressed through the area.103 In any case, relics sanctified altars,
certainly, but their presence throughout churches indicated robust cultic ac-
tivities, increasingly popular throughout late antiquity and the early Middle
Ages. They also bestowed fame and prestige to the Church and local bishops/
priests who administrated them.

The various cultic stations throughout sacred space might also represent a
more symbolic aspect of saint veneration. Martyrs or saints were very seldom
celebrated independently within visual spectacle or liturgy, which proposes a
paradox of sorts. On one hand, dedication to a particular saint and prayers for
intercession could be very personal and intimate. On the other, the saints,
together, characterized the court of Heaven, a City of God, uniting all mem-
bers of Christ’s body, the Church. While a shrine might be dedicated to one
saint, it also celebrated the communion of saints with multiple relics and
images. At the West Church in Behyō (Syria), for example, three separate
reliquaries that dispensed holy oil (in the manner mentioned below) marked
the entrance/exit. The reliquaries consisted of six total openings, allowing
visitors to gather oil that had contacted at least six saints.104

Both archeological and textual evidence provide important clues into how
exactly communicants interacted with their saints. At many Syriac churches,
sarcophagus-shaped reliquaries stood by entrance/exits, usually in clusters of
three. These reliquaries, positioned in situ instead of movable, contained
various drainage conduits that brought oil (scented?) into contact with relics.
As the spiritually enhanced oil egressed the bottom holes, a valued secondary
relic became available to pilgrims.105 Less impressively, some Galic shrines
had holes drilled atop the tombs’ lids so that visitors whispered prayers or
lowered bits of cloth to produce their own contact relics.106

Fragrance usually inundated these spaces, not only through censored
mass and perfumed oil in lamps, but also through the saintly body’s imagined
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presence. Saints were most notably identified, either upon discovery or atten-
dance, by their sweet aroma. Paulinus, Bishop of Nola (d. c. 431), describes
the veneration of Felix, a bishop/confessor who died c. 250. He explains that
the saintly bones “breathe out the life-giving fragrance of his triumphant
soul.”107 Paulinus also joyfully notes that while the “dwellers of heaven
enjoy the mind of Felix, we enjoy his body.”108 Gregory of Tours includes
several examples of holy bodies wafting sweet smells. At the Church of S.
Venerandus, for example, one sarcophagus shattered and revealed an intact
female form, with long hair, smelling of spices.109 S. Pelagia of Limoges
wished her body be displayed for four days so that “all the servants might
come and see my body and none . . . might be excluded from my funeral.”
Before she was buried, after the requisite four days, “such a sweet fragrance
flowed from her body that everyone was surprised.”110

The saints’ glorious scents usually evoke an image of Paradise, thus pro-
viding a conduit to God via the saint (believed to be present in Heaven) as
well as granting a glimpse of Eternity promised to believers. Merovingian
Christians responded to this powerful association by anointing or embalming
their dead to reassure family and Church of the deceased’s orthodoxy and
virtue (as mentioned above in Part I).111 Just as cosmetic and embalming
ministrations today, these rituals probably served to alleviate grief and renew
faith in resurrection and immortality.

CONCLUSION

Early Christian theology and ritual stimulated the believer’s full sensor-
ium, one transformed and renewed. The central tenet of Jesus’ salvific death
and resurrection, located so fully in His body, also required His followers’
corporal transmutation. Through baptism, an (increasingly male) priesthood
exorcised demons and buried the novitiate in blessed waters to be reborn a
new creature. That creature, sealed and anointed in sweet spices, lived a new
life, accustomed to a new spiritual sensorium that remained ever vigilant
against the stench of immorality and sin. Renewed through the Eucharist,
Christians communally ate Jesus’ flesh and drank His blood in honor of His
sacrifice. Many of those Christians imitated even that sacrifice through mar-
tyrdom, offering the new ecclesia a dramatic performance of a new Euchar-
ist, their own bodies smelling sweet like bread and spices.

After Christianity became an established Roman cult, scent played a
greater role in public ritual even though Church Fathers had earlier worried
that smells such as incense would reduce Christian practice to a pagan
counterfeit. In a public venue, under the growing authority of the priesthood,
the correlation between Jesus’ sacrifice and Eucharistic incense would not be
ignored. Also, alongside tales of the martyrs’ sweet-smelling sacrifice that
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helped identify Christian sanctity, saints, and their relics established moral
exempla for believers and marked sacred space. Scent—primarily of flowers
and spice—revealed the saints and their charisma, usually venerated by their
bones. Priests and bishops moved these sacred remains to the center of their
sacred space, aligning the sweet scents of sanctity with access to God at His
(and their) altar. Churches also aligned fragrant relics along their boundaries,
urging worshippers to move among the stations, allowing for greater access
to the holy. Here again, as within Part I, we see space delineated by wafting
aromas and, in this case, increasingly controlled by a professional clergy. A
religious message that began by stressing the incorporeal nature of God as
compared to demonic Roman counterparts, and the efficacy of emotional
faith in a salvific Redeemer instead of the ritual fulfillment of covenant,
evolved into an embodied tradition, celebrated by sound, taste, touch and,
indeed, smell.
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Chapter Six

Purifying the Body:
Scent in Early Islam

Early Christians prominently included scent in their textual traditions and
ritual activities. Sweet smells generally signaled transformation and transi-
tion between various categories. Rites of baptism and the Eucharist, for ex-
ample, effectively transmuted the initiates into new spiritual creatures, at-
tuned to their world with a new sensorium. Through their identification with
Christ’s salvific act, new Christian bodies, freed from the stench of spiritual
death and decay, wafted sweet smells of sanctity often established through
ascetic feats, personal charisma, and miraculous intercession. When we con-
sider Islamic traditions, we find that early and medieval Muslims also feature
sweet scents in texts and religious rituals. Just as their Christian counterparts,
they utilized spices and perfumes to identify holiness and moral exempla.

Islamic views of sanctity, however, differ significantly from early Chris-
tian conversations about salvation and saints, or the amici Dei (friends of
God). Christian emphasis on original sin (thanks particularly to Augustine)
required a salvific transformation of the “old man.” The Apostle Paul ex-
plained that “if anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation; everything old
has been passed away; see, everything has become new!” (2 Corinthians
5:17). Muslim bodies needed no such salvific experience or ascetic heroism
to confer a corporal transformation. Instead, Muhammad and later theolo-
gians celebrated corporal pleasures as those created by Allah and imagined
an afterlife that included physical delights—only without threat of ritual
pollution. In Islamic discourse, scent indicates holiness and sanctity, yet with
more emphasis on the body’s constantly shifting state of purity. Islamic
tradition, based largely upon the reported actions of the Prophet himself,
carefully routinized the body’s faculties, often viewed with suspicion in
Christianity. Sweat, menstruation, flatulence, and various effluvia posed
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complications with tahara (cleanliness or purification) instead of signifying
demonic possession or a corrupt nature.

To understand early Islamic notions of sanctity, we must first examine not
only the Qur’an, accepted by Muslims as the inimitable Word of Allah, but
also the Prophet Muhammad. Muslims consider him the last and greatest
Prophet as well as an archetype for moral behavior; the Qur’an refers to him
as the uswa hasana, a “beautiful model” intended for pious imitation: “The
Messenger of God is a beautiful model for those of you who put your hope in
God and the Last Day and remember Him often” (Qur’an 33.21). Much like
Christians with imitatio Christi, Muslims endeavor to imitate their beloved
Prophet’s honorable and virtuous behaviors, ranging from his physical ap-
pearance (he wore a beard); to his marriage practices (arranged marriage with
a young virgin, `A’isha); to his prayer rhythms (times and number of prostra-
tions).1 Traditions about Muhammad’s actions and teachings afford theologi-
cal insight as well as standards for ritual performance. These are available
not only in canonical hadith literature but also extensive sira (biography)
compilations.2 Most sira texts include incredible details about the Prophet’s
body and mannerisms; and as with early Christianity, scent permeates both
text and practice, signifying purity, sanctity, and movement between various
categories.

Muhammad is not the only storehouse for pious exempla, however.
Throughout Islamic history, there have been models of sanctity offered
alongside Muhammad and his inner-circle celebrated by hagiographers and
theologians alike. Two primary groupings of piety and virtue exist: the
prophets and the saints (the awliya Allah, or “friends of God”; s. wali).3

Many of the Islamic prophets resemble those in Judaism and Christianity;
distinctly, however, Muslims generally regard them as infallible models for a
virtuous life (with Muhammad chief among them, of course). Such prophets
include Adam, Noah, and Solomon; Muslims generally believe Jewish tradi-
tions that exposed prophets’ sinful natures or destructive behavior introduced
“corruption” that tainted their scripture. In Islam, prophets enjoy such an
exalted status because God specifically chose them to reveal a part of His
eternal message. Their immaculate lifestyles have always interested Mus-
lims, thus we have a plethora of hagiographies about their lives and legacies
called qisas al-anbiya (or, “Tales of the Prophets”). Their immaculate status
means they never intentionally disobeyed God; as humans, however, they
certainly displayed simple human frailty.4 The Prophet Muhammad himself
sometimes doubted, suffered physical ailments, and grew impatient.

Islamic traditions relating to saints (awliya) introduce theological com-
plexities as well, among both Muslims and academics. Many Muslims reject
the notion of saints—that is, the veneration of pious men and women who
may act as intercessors before Allah. These Muslims emphasize Quranic
passages such as 2.254: “You who believe, give from what We have pro-
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vided for you, before the Day comes when there is no bargaining, no friend-
ship, and no intercession. It is the disbelievers who are wrong.” They consid-
er the principle of intercession, or tawassul, particularly offensive, except for
that of Allah and (perhaps) Muhammad. Other Muslims, however, recognize
saintly intercession, pointing to such verses as 19.87: “no one will have
power to intercede except for those who have permission from the Lord of
Mercy” (emphasis added). According to this interpretation, saintly figures
might aid believers who offer prayer and supplications only by Allah’s leave.

Identifying what constitutes a formal “saint cult” or sacred biography can
also be difficult for scholars because venerating the awliya Allah incorpo-
rates localized recognition and ritual activity. Islam has no universal sanctifi-
cation “process” that rests in the hands of a few, designated authorities;
instead, holy men and women generally depend upon local audience re-
sponse. Even this becomes more complicated with the medieval advent and
evolution of Sufi theology and brotherhoods who, indeed, regulated access to
holy figures more fully while advertising them more widely.

In this chapter, I will bypass much of this argument by focusing on how
medieval Muslims distinguished the sacred instead of arguing for the un/
orthodoxy of saint veneration or assigning certain figures to “saint” catego-
ries. Early textual traditions and ritual praxis certainly included the lives and
legacies of pious men and women intended for inspiration and imitation; and,
as with early Christian tradition, scent distinguished those beloved by Allah.
Sweet smells of perfume and flowers even signified holy bodies. Luckily, we
have many tabaqat (sacred biographies) and ziyara (pilgrimage) manuals
that complement Qur’an and hadith collections in revealing early Muslim
conceptions of the sacred.

MUHAMMAD’S SWEET SWEAT

Perhaps the first and best example of sweet sanctity in Islam is Muhammad
himself.5 The early community went to great lengths to describe the Proph-
et’s physical attributes as well as virtuous character. In presenting these
characteristics, traditions appeal to the entire sensorium. Many of Muham-
mad’s followers judged him to be the most beautiful of all men, and com-
pared his visage to blazing light (or nur). Muslim theologians associated the
nur Muhammad with the nur mentioned in Quran 5.15: “People of the Book,
Our Messenger has come to make clear to you much of what you have kept
hidden of the Scripture and to overlook much (you have done). A light (nur)
has now come to you from God, and a Scripture making things clear.”6

Muhammad, in a fundamental way, provided the light of Allah, true knowl-
edge and revelation, among his people. More mystical interpretations related
the nur Muhammad to a primordial essence created by God before time, thus
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making Muhammad the first prophet and substantially distinct from other
creatures. These traditions elevate Muhammad (and his descendants, accord-
ing to the Shi`a) as a sublime being, intimately connected with the nur Allah
and unique among all other prophets and Muslims alike.7

Traditions recounting the nur Muhammad range from the miraculous to
the charmingly mundane. Ibn Ishaq’s Sira describes how several women
offered themselves to the Prophet’s father, Abdullah, because they saw a
holy glow on his forehead between his eyes. After he consummated his
marriage with Amina, depositing the blazing semen into her womb, they no
longer desired him.8 As Amina carried the Prophet, she also “saw a light
come forth from her by which she could see the castles of Basra in Syria.”9

The Prophet’s followers often remarked on his bright light, glittering like the
moon, emitting a brightness greater than celestial orbs or manufactured
lamps. For Muslim hagiographers, this light proved his station, emboldened
the umma in battle, and even aided `A’isha in locating a needle she had lost
in their dark home.10

While Muhammad’s body was beautiful to see, it was delightful to touch
as well. Anas ibn Malik reported that he had never touched silk softer than
the Prophet’s own hand.11 Muhammad considered visiting the sick an impor-
tant responsibility for all Muslims, and he often blessed the sick with his
touch or gifting his ablutions water. According to hadith transmitter al-Sa’ib,
when he was a boy, his aunt took him to the Prophet for a blessing: “The
Prophet touched my head with his hand and invoked Allah to bless me. He
then performed ablution and I drank of the remaining water of his ablution
and then stood behind his back.”12 Not only Muhammad’s touch but also the
water that had contacted his skin in ablutions provided the coveted barakat
(or, blessing).

The hadith do emphasize, however, that Muhammad never touched a
woman that did not “belong to him,” even when she pledged her allegiance to
Islam. In such cases, he simply spoke his acceptance so that “his palm never
touched the palm of a woman.”13 While Muhammad appears quite modest
here, avoiding the touch of women outside his kin group, he challenges some
purity expectations within the marriage bond in other instances. `A’isha ex-
plains that the Prophet regularly allowed touch and even sexual play while
she was menstruating, rejecting pre-Islamic and Jewish menstrual taboos. He
allowed `A’isha to comb his hair; lie under the same blanket; and even
fondled her above the waist.14 He also performed prayers while sitting on the
same blanket with her during her menstrual cycle.15

According to Muhammad, Allah only forbade intercourse with a menstru-
ating woman; otherwise, she did not constitute a contagion. Muhammad also
explains in great detail how women should purify themselves after menstrua-
tion by washing their genitalia three times with a musk-scented cloth. 16

Many women approached the Prophet and asked for his aid in identifying
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what type of discharge they experienced; he then judged as to whether the
flow constituted menstruation or irregular bleeding depending upon color or
frequency.17 As with most patriarchal systems, traditions emphasize the male
prophet’s government of the female body in shockingly intimate detail, regu-
lating the lines of purity and defining the normative (in this case menses) and
the exception (erratic emissions).

While sira and hadith literature commend the Prophet’s own body and his
blessed touch, they also relate the Prophet’s body with taste by regularly
attributing him with food miracles. When he was an infant, his mother Ami-
na placed Muhammad in the care of a Bedouin foster-family for suckling, a
common custom among more settled Arabs. Only the poorest of the Bedu
families accepted the child because he was already orphaned by his father.
Halima, Muhammad’s foster-mother, and her family had been suffering
greatly as their pack animals withered during drought, failing to produce
milk. Even Halima’s breast milk dried and her own child wailed with hunger,
all until the infant Muhammad came to them. With his arrival the animals
began to produce milk “in abundance” even when other flocks remained
barren and dry. Halima’s breast milk also began to flow easily and the family
enjoyed the renewed food source for two years, until Halima weaned Mu-
hammad.18 The young Prophet, at first scorned by Bedu families because of
his orphan status, became a celebrated source of good fortune and blessings.

The Prophet as an adult also cared for his community’s struggles with
poverty and the dry, desert climate. Abd al-Rahman ibn Abu Bakr relates that
the Prophet directed his followers to always find a place for charity: if there
is food for two people, invite a third; if there is food for three, invite a fourth.
On one occasion “by Allah,” available food tripled for Abu Bakr’s family;
they fed all their guests until they were satisfied; and then they delivered
leftovers to the Prophet.19 For Abu Talhah and Sulaym’s household, the
Prophet’s blessing increased available bread and butter.20 Shi`ite Muslims
esteem several traditions that describe Allah’s special provisions for Muham-
mad’s family through his physical presence. Centered around the Prophet’s
food multiplication, all these hadith emphasize the role of faith in Allah and
His provision for the charitable and humble.

While hadith collections might describe Muhammad’s miraculous inter-
vention in a didactic sense, to teach faith and ethical responsibilities to oth-
ers, they also reveal the umma’s vulnerability in a harsh landscape. Muham-
mad proliferates food supplies as well as miraculously produces water. Ac-
cording to Anas ibn Malik, a man at a Friday sermon once asked the Prophet
to intercede with Allah during a drought. The Prophet lifted his hands,
prayed, and it immediately began to rain “heavily.” By the end of the prayer
session, the people waded to their homes in the water. After an entire week of
such downpours, the people begged Muhammad at the next Friday sermon to
ask Allah to withhold the rain as their houses began to collapse. Muhammad
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again prayed and the clouds parted, shielding Medina like a “crown,” while
the rain continued outside the city.21 In many other traditions, water even
flowed from the Prophet’s fingers to provide the requisite element for prayer
ablutions.22 Muhammad’s body provided a fount of blessings, both literally
and figuratively.

A final element of the Prophet’s exquisite body is, of course, scent.
Alongside his glorious light, texture, and food production, he emitted a smell
“better than musk.”23 According to one tradition, Jabir ibn Samura explained
that when the Prophet patted his cheek, he sensed a fragrance as from a
perfumer’s scent bag.24 Anas ibn Malik also claimed that Muhammad was
sweeter than musk or ambergris.25 His mother, Umm Sulaym, gathered the
Prophet’s sweat and mixed it with perfume to make a superior scent.26 Once,
after napping upon Sulaym’s bed, Muhammad woke to see her gathering
vials of his sweat and hair from the blanket. He asked her what she was doing
and she explained that “we seek blessings for our children through it.”27 On
his deathbed, Anas ibn Malik requested a remnant of the Prophet’s hair be
mixed with his embalming oils for blessing.28 This demonstrates that the
Prophet’s sweat was not only employed in perfume production but also as a
relic in itself. His physical effluvia afforded access to the holy.29

Umm Sulaym plays a prominent role in the various traditions regarding
Muhammad’s physical relics. She has a curiously intimate relationship with
his body as she both procures and disperses collections of his sweat and
hair.30 These traditions certainly highlight the sacrality of Muhammad’s
body; his fragrance is reminiscent of the sweet smells of Paradise. The pres-
ence of Muhammad’s hair in embalming oil also represents the hope of death
and resurrection. Umm Sulaym’s possession of Muhammad’s corporal relics
might also betray a more political lesson, however. While many Quraysh and
tribal kin of the muhajirun (Muslim Meccans who travelled on the hijra to
Medina) had familial links with the Prophet and his barakah (blessing), the
ansar (Muslims of Medina) lacked such kinship claims. Umm Sulaym and
her husband Abu Talhah, acclaimed for their piety among the ansar, instead
had unique access to his physical form. This connection created a symbolic
kinship where the Prophet’s new family guarded (and even buried) his sweet-
smelling body.31

While early Muslims associated the Prophet with perfume, they also re-
ported that he enjoyed fragrance; according to Abu Sa`id al-Khudri, he once
commented that he preferred musk as a woman’s perfume. Al-Suyuti (d.
1505) explained that the Prophet considered musk a hot scent—which would
increase the husband’s desire and the chance of pregnancy.32 The Prophet
also advised his community about the appropriate use of fragrance: men
should bathe, oil their hair, and perfume themselves for the Friday sermon
(khutba) at the mosque;33 and, both men and women could use fragrance for
sexual encounters with their marriage partners. According to the Prophet,
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however, women particularly should be mindful of its use. He chastised
women who wore perfume as they “pass by people,” intending to garner
attention, and labeled them adulteresses.34 In like manner, Muhammad di-
rected women to perform ghusl (or complete lustration) before attending
masjid if they had earlier applied fragrance.35 This assured they would dis-
tract no men (or women?) from their prayers. The Prophet encouraged wom-
en to wear perfume but only within their domestic domain, usually as an
additional sensual pleasure during sexual intimacy.36 This places the onus of
temptation on the female but it also complements the Prophet’s other policies
concerning sexual modesty and humility. For example, he generally discou-
raged prideful adornment of gold and silks; some hair dyes (for both men and
women);37 and mutating the body with tattoos and piercings.38

Perhaps the best evidence of Muhammad’s love for scent is his own
profession: “God has made dear to me from your world women, and fra-
grance, and joy of my eyes in prayer.”39 This tradition reveals the Prophet’s
love for sensual pleasures; and these pleasures, instead of signaling the weak
and sinful flesh, rank alongside his delight in prayer. The first of his earthly
favorites is perhaps the most surprising. The Sunnah confirms Muhammad’s
love for women, always within the legal parameters of marriage, by celebrat-
ing his sexual stamina.40 Bukhari relates that the Prophet would scent him-
self, visit all his wives (nine or eleven) and have intercourse with them all in
one night. According to tradition, the Prophet “was given the strength of
thirty men” for his conjugal rounds.41 Praising a prophet’s libido might seem
strange from an early Christian perspective as their theologians linked origi-
nal sin to sexual shame; however, Muhammad’s prowess complemented con-
temporary Arabian ideals of masculinity (or muruwwa) which praised moral-
ity as well as strength in battle and sexual expertise. Healthy sexual desire
was also considered part of human nature, or fitra. 42 Muhammad was a
“beautiful example” in all things.

The twelfth-century Sufi master Ibn al-Arabi offered a more spiritual
interpretation of Muhammad’s three great loves. According to Ibn al-Arabi,
the Prophet’s esteem for women, fragrance, and prayer mimics a great cos-
mic truth also expressed as a triad: Allah as the Essence (dhat, a feminine
noun); Adam (masculine); and women (nisa’, feminine). Adam, the mascu-
line, stands between two feminine forces—God’s Essence which attracts
Adam/Man to Himself because he was created in the Divine’s own image;
and, the female, generated from man. In this triad, Adam exists as both God’s
servant and the master of woman; as both the passive and the active princi-
ple. As such Adam/Man worships God most fully via his relationship with
woman wherein he is both active (in his love for woman) and passive (in his
submission of God). Ibn al-Arabi explains that Muhammad loved women
because of this cosmic completion:
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the Apostle loved women by reason of [the possibility of] perfect contempla-
tion of the Reality in them. The best and most perfect kind is the contempla-
tion of God in women. The greatest union is that between man and woman
thus it is that Muhammad’s love for women derives from the divine love.43

In the Prophet’s declaration of his three great loves, perfume is placed in a
similar position as Adam/Man in Ibn al-Arabi’s cosmic triad. Perfume (tib, a
masculine noun also associated with goodness) stands between women (fem-
inine) and prayer (salat, also feminine). Perfume, when viewed as the natural
aroma of women, entices man’s soul into his beloved’s embrace; perfume,
seen as God’s goodness or His own sweet-smells, pulls the soul to God, the
Eternal Beloved, through prayer. Perfume maintains a kind of liminal posi-
tion located between the corporal attraction to women and the spiritual attrac-
tion to God, again reminiscent of transitional states so often signaled by
fragrance.

While Ibn al-`Arabi commends Muhammad’s three great loves as a spiri-
tual metaphor, early Muslim jurists also rigorously linked the physical body,
its desires and functions, with sacred meaning. The Islamic attention for the
body and ritual purity appears early in hadith collections and legal arguments
(or fiqh, jurisprudence); indeed, hadith record the Prophet’s own exclamation
that “purity is half of faith.”44 The Qur’an lays out some basic purity expec-
tations in 5.6:

O believers, if you rise to pray, wash your faces and your hands up to the
elbows and wipe your heads and your feet up to the ankles. If you are unclean,
then cleanse yourselves; and if you are sick or on a journey, and if one of you
has come from the restroom, of if you have touched women and cannot find
any water, then take some clear earth and wipe your faces and hands with it.
Allah does not wish to burden you, but to purify you and complete His Grace
upon you, that you may be thankful.

This passage (and many others like it) requires believers to assume a state of
ritual purity before encountering God in prayer.45 From this necessity, jurists
argued in infinite detail what exactly constituted “impurity” and the preferred
methods of eliminating such pollution.46 The scriptural injunction ends with
a justification, explaining that God does not intend simply to make believers’
lives difficult but, by the ritual actions, to demonstrate their purity as Allah’s
servant.

Notably, physical impurity—as jurists include such things as urination,
defecation, ejaculation, menstruation, nosebleeds, and vomiting—need not
elicit revulsion, dismay, or disgust. Instead, they signify simple human nature
and a covenantal set of rituals that symbolically reverse the “impure” while
restoring the believing Muslim to “pure.” Purity rituals thus function to de-
lineate and define Islamic communal boundaries (i.e., Muslim “insiders”
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against the nonbelieving “others”).47 At the same time, however, that “simple
human nature” exists because of a primordial event attributed to Adam and
Eve (or Hawwa’ in Arabic), causing humanity’s perfect paradisiacal body to
decompose, decay, and die. Islamic purity rituals thus must be placed within
that larger discursive context: the actions of wudu’ and ghusl temporarily
heal a broken body that oozes liquids, solids, and gases in its perpetual cycle
of decay, rendering it pure for Allah’s presence. Ritual purity provides a
glimpse of the perpetual purity available in Paradise, before Adam and Eve’s
expulsion.48

Even though humanity inherits their parents’ flawed form, Islamic theolo-
gians never attribute “original sin” to their offspring—there is no existential,
moral blemish that passes through generations. According to fiqh, the body
resides in a pure state until it comes into contact with or experiences pollu-
tants. Ablution rituals return the body to that state; for example, if believers
are uncertain whether they have infringed upon their purity status before
ritual prayer (salat), the assumption is “no,” and they need not repeat any
purification rituals.49

Islamic jurists generally separate occasions of pollution into two catego-
ries: 1) contact with an impure substance (najasa), such as blood, semen,
dogs, and wine; or, 2) experiencing a bodily action of major or minor defile-
ment (hadath), including most emissions of the body’s orifices. Many occa-
sions of pollution relate to foul smells including excrement, urine, and flatu-
lence. These emissions expose a sequence of death and decay that defines
human existence; the body consumes food, absorbs its nutrients, and then
expels the waste, all while slowly and systemically succumbing to the rav-
ages of time. These biological systems reverse only in Paradise, when God
returns humanity to its perfected form. There, bodies eat and drink without
excreta, without impurity.50

Until that paradisiacal perfection, Muslims enter into temporary stages of
im/purity through ritual ablutions with water or, in extreme circumstances,
symbolic cleansing with sand. Water washes the body’s extremities, from the
ankles to feet and elbows to wrist. The believer also passes water over the
head and orifices of the face. Neither hadith nor jurisprudence require per-
fume or scent for ritual cleansing before prayer. Indeed, scent is forbidden
for women in public prayer; the Prophet warns that Allah will not hear any
women who don perfume before entering a mosque.51

Conversely, there are no such restrictions against men wearing perfume
for prayer; Muhammad instructs men to perform ghusl and wear their best
scents for Friday sermons. Hadith also compare ablution water with perfume,
if no perfume is available: “if he does not find any [fragrance], then water is
his perfume.”52 Perhaps this is why donning perfume is not part of normative
wudu’ practice for males (and females) as water sufficiently prepares the
body for interaction with God. Using a variety of hadith collections, many
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legal scholars even paralleled the washing of wudu’ with the removal of
sins.53 In this context, the body plays a pivotal role in mapping out God’s
mercy and forgiveness; as the believer bathes each limb, it is purified and
rededicated to Allah. In one spurious yet oft-cited hadith, Anas ibn Malik
relates:

I came to see the Prophet and there was a vessel of water before him. He said
to me: “Anas, come close to me so that I can show you the proportions
(muqadir) of wudu’.” . . . When he washed his hands he said: “In the name of
God, praise be to God there is no might and no power except with God.” . . .
When he rinsed out his mouth and snuffed water into his nose he said: “Oh
God, instruct me in my proof and do not deprive me of the fragrance of
Paradise. . . . ” When he wiped his head he said: “Oh God, cover us with Your
mercy and spare us Your punishment.”54

Just as in early Christian baptism, the ritual bathing seals the body to sin and
punishment. In Christian tradition, however, fragrant oil also verified the
body’s transformation; in Islamic tradition, water only restores the corporeal
boundaries interrupted by physical (and ethical) impurities.

Muhammad’s encouragement of fragrance for men as part of preparation
for Friday prayers is very corporate. Muhammad admonishes men to brush
their teeth (use a siwak) and wear perfume, even if they only have access to
women’s scent.55 Men (unlike women) celebrate their “sweet scents” in the
public Friday gathering, even enjoying the fragrance of fellow believers.
Scent functions here in a very communal mode, binding the males together in
public space, reminiscent of Paradise. It activates the powerful “memory” of
Paradise, available to believers in prayer. Fragrance also distinguishes sacred
space from mundane; Muhammad directs believers to both purify and per-
fume mosques when they are constructed, and then again on Fridays.56 Even
though tradition allows for prayers at home (or almost anywhere else), Mu-
hammad recommends collective prayer for men as God then views the be-
liever as “25 times more virtuous.”57

The prohibitions against females wearing scent to the mosque reveal a
general angst concerning women’s sexuality, especially in public space.
They threaten to distract not only themselves but also righteous males from
prayer and contemplation. As in Christianity, texts reveal an ever-present
concern for women’s scent. Christian holy women (sans bath) should avoid
the “false” perfumes of vain women and rely upon their sacred scent. Muslim
women should don fragrance to heighten marital pleasure but must otherwise
avoid its use, particularly at the mosque. Muhammad encouraged men, on the
other hand, to use it at any time. Such directives, from two patriarchal sys-
tems, reveal a shared fear of female sexuality that further complicates Islamic
and Christian ideals of the body and holiness.
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Muhammad’s allowance for men to wear even women’s perfume to Fri-
day prayer (jum`a) is not insignificant. The hadith generally stress repeatedly
that men should look like men and women like women; wearing scent custo-
marily reserved for females would normally be discouraged. One curious
example is the use of khaluq, a perfume that includes saffron and other spices
that can be used as dye and ointment. Tradition relates that Muhammad
allowed men to dye their garments and hair with khaluq. According to Zayd
ibn Aslam:

[Ibn `Umar reported that]: “I saw the Messenger of Allah [SAW] dyeing his
beard yellow with it, and there was no other kind of dye that was dearer to him
than this. He used to dye all of his clothes with it, even his ‘Imamah (tur-
ban).’”58

However, when the Prophet encountered men anointed with khaluq as scent,
he required them to wash two to three times and “not wear it again.”59 Only
men bound for public prayer receive a dispensation as the Prophet allows
them even feminine fragrance if that alone is available.

The hadith record many personal behaviors that the Prophet discourages
yet does not condemn; for example, in one collection he explains ten “dis-
likes” including coloring gray hair, wearing gold rings, and coitus interuptus.
Some actions prove more dangerous to believers than others. Al-Suyuti’s al-
Haba’ik fi akhbar al-mala’ik (The Arrangement of the Traditions about An-
gels), for example, describes various behaviors, usually those that affect
purity status and compel angels to avoid human presence. God tasks angelic
companions with recording believers’ deeds (both good and bad) and protect
them from evil influence; thus angels’ absence renders Muslims more vulner-
able and at an eschatological disadvantage.60 Many of the occasions for
“angels do not enter” traditions include those relating to foul smell: angels
avoid areas where urine stagnates; during elimination in the toilet; and peo-
ple with bad breath from eating garlic, onions, and leeks.61

Whereas angelic angst regarding effluvia fits with general rules of ritual
impurity (or, hadath), the concern for bad breath seems more surprising.
There are no dietary restrictions against consuming garlic, onions, or leeks,
yet the Prophet even discourages eating them “raw” and then attending
mosque.62 He also refuses to converse with anyone who has recently eaten
the foods because he converses with angels. He explains that “the angels are
harmed by the same things as men,” implying foul smells offend angels just
as they do people.63

According to Suyuti, angels also avoid those who are “anointed with
khaluq” until they have been washed. Here again fiqh scholars generally
neither forbid wearing perfume nor do they classify it as a pollutant; howev-
er, custom does assign khaluq as a feminine fragrance. It seems angels (and
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the Prophet) do not approve of queer behavior. Indeed, angels also refuse the
presence of men playing tambourines, a conventionally feminine ritual.64

These regulations indicate that ritual pollution occurs not only through bio-
logical functions and contact with impurities, but also ethically suspect be-
havior, in this case confusing gender assignments with inappropriate scent.

Islamic traditions require ritual purity in other areas of ethical perfor-
mance, including Islam’s traditional “5 Pillars.” These common rituals entail
a statement of belief, alms-tax (zakat); fasting (or sawm) during Ramadan;
making the hajj (or, pilgrimage to Mecca); and daily prayer (salat). As al-
ready discussed, scent plays a minimal role in prayer; and it is at least
negligibly associated with other ritual requirements. Muhammad explains
that both zakat and fasting/sawm are necessary to enter Paradise; he then
compares the breath of a person fasting—considered foul by most stan-
dards—as sweeter to Allah than musk itself.65 Scent is also present in the
requisite hajj rites which Muhammad modeled before his death in 632 CE.
Within these routines, particularly, scent (and the lack thereof) indicates the
liminal translation from mundane to sacred; from ordinary to ihram.

Several hadith explain one of the most important moments of sacred
transition in Islamic ritual—when the Muslim body passes from a “natural”
state into the sacred (or ihram), for hajj, when it both looks and smells quite
different from normal time. Hadith forbid several actions including shaving,
cutting of the nails, sexual intercourse, and even wearing perfume upon
entering ihram.66 Certainly, Muslims understand Mecca and the ka`ba as
sacred space, distinguished by sacred action, so some prohibitions such as
avoiding sexual intercourse might seem obvious. Others seem less so; thus,
we might ask: why are these particular actions forbidden, especially wearing
perfume? If anything, based upon precedents examined above, we might
expect fragrance to be required for the collective gathering of the Muslim
umma as it anticipates paradisiacal rewards.

One possible answer is that the hajj recreates, in even a limited way, the
sacred space of the Garden or Paradise, when human bodies existed in a pure
state in perfect communion with God. According to al-Tha`alabi, the ka`ba
even mirrors God’s throne in heaven as an axis mundi on earth:

Then God inspired Adam: I have a Sanctuary located directly under My
Throne; so go to it and circumambulate it, as (the angels) circumambulate My
Throne; and pray there, as they pray at My Throne, for there I shall answer
your prayer.67

Herein, God directs Adam to the earthly ka`ba as He exiles him. All the
activities forbidden during the hajj’s ritual performance relate to the fallen
body, the one inherited by Adam and Eve after their sin and exile, and
practiced in a “civilized” group. For example, Ibn Kathir relates that sexual
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intercourse did not occur in the Garden; Gabriel taught Adam and Eve the
function of their genitalia only after their exile.68 Imitating the sexual inno-
cence of the Garden, Islamic law forbids pilgrims any carnal intimacy. In
doing so, they recreate the “natural” state of humanity, before the degrada-
tions of society and civilization. Al-Tabari also explains that all perfumes
originate with the perfect Garden plants; thus, again, humanity only needed
to manufacture it after the fall.69 If anyone dons fragrance before entering
ihram, they are required to wash their body and/or clothes.70 In this instance,
the absence of perfume or fragrance among the pilgrims instead of its pres-
ence marks Mecca as sacred space, reimagining the Garden’s “naturally”
sweet scent before humanity’s fault.

According to many traditions, however, `A’isha perfumed Muhammad’s
body both before and after he entered ihram even though he bathed before
commencing the ritual circumambulations of the ka`ba. This use of fragrance
may signal the transition between the mundane and sacred, and then back
again.71 Other hadith suggest alternative motivations, however; `A’isha re-
lates that after she perfumed the Prophet’s body, he visited all of his wives
the night before entering ihram. Perhaps the initial anointing simply afforded
sensual pleasure during his conjugal visits; the second (at the hajj conclu-
sion) marks sacred boundaries more clearly.

The Prophet Muhammad provided the uswa hasana for all human actions,
ranging from the sacred ritual (prayer, fasting, and hajj) to the remarkably
quotidian (using a toothbrush/siwak, avoiding bad breath, and using hair
dye). In this case, more than any other, we see the constant slippage between
im/pure and sacred/mundane so often marked by scent. Muhammad is not the
only model for believers, however; medieval Muslim authors drew upon
Quranic narrative as well as existing compendia of Jewish and Christian
scriptural exegesis in presenting various models to imitate in purity and
virtue.

PROPHETS AND SAINTS

Even though Muslims venerate Muhammad most devoutly, several other
prophets provide paradigms for pious emulation. Beginning in the early peri-
od, certainly by the 900s, Muslim storytellers or qussas began to collect
narratives that complemented the Biblical tales of prophetic heroes such as
Adam, Noah, and Abraham. These materials, sometimes called Isra’iliyat,
incorporated Jewish midrash and popular folklore. Qisas al-anbiya, or Tales
of the Prophets, expounded upon often scant biblical narrative; encouraged
faith; and perhaps even generated conversions. While this genre became
increasingly controversial over time because of evolving political and relig-
ious authorities, they offered significant models of sanctity within early Is-
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lam and reveal a critical moment in the formation of a communal identity,
effectively intersecting Islam, Judaism, and Christianity.72 Some of the most
important Qisas collections date to Ishaq ibn Bishr (d. 821), who was in-
fluential in Muhammad ibn Jarir al-Tabari’s (d. 839) monumental Tarikh al-
rasul wa al-muluk (History of Prophets and Kings); Ahmed ibn Muhammad
al-Tha`alabi (d. c. 1035); and Muhammad ibn Abdullah al-Kisa’i (d. c.
1100).

According to many of these famous Tales, Muhammad presents a great
paradox. He is both the final and the first prophet; i.e., he is born in the line
of earthly prophets, starting with Adam, Noah, Abraham, and Moses, yet he
is foremost in status. Al-Tha`alabi reports that God delivered the Tales to
Muhammad so that he might learn from his predecessors’ noble characteris-
tics, and so that his Muslim umma might avoid the mistakes of other prophet-
ic audiences.73 This suggests that even though Muhammad was born last, he
utilized the other prophets’ lives to advantage.

Other traditions explain that Muhammad is preexistent, formed from Al-
lah’s divine nur or light, before creation itself. The light of Muhammad (nur
Muhammad) resided on God’s throne before He placed it in Adam’s loins.74

According to al-Kisa’i, God kneaded together white, pure soil with water of
Paradise into a pearl-like form. He then submerged the pearl into all the
rivers of Paradise and it unraveled into 124,000 drops, each of which formed
a prophet. Therefore, “all the prophets—may the blessings of God be upon
our Prophet and upon them—were created from his light.”75 Al-Kisa’i also
relates that after Adam’s spirit first entered his created clay form, he immedi-
ately saw the shahada (Islamic statement of belief, “there is no God except
God, and Muhammad is his Prophet”) written on the throne’s pavilion.76

Early Shi`ite traditions place the entire Holy Family (Muhammad, `Ali, Fati-
ma, Hasan and Husayn) as divine light engraved upon the throne; not only
Muhammad but also the ahl al-bayt (people of the house) resided with God
before the first human even took shape.77

Al-Kisa’i conveys a tradition relating to Qur’an 7.172:

And [remember] when your Lord brought forth from the loins of the Children
of Adam their posterity and made them testify against themselves. [He said]:
“Am I not your Lord?” They said: “Yes, we testify.” [This] lest you should say
on the Day of Resurrection: “We were in fact unaware of this.”

Theologians refer to this passage, interpreted as the primordial moment when
God beckons all humanity to recognize His Lordship, when explaining hu-
man nature (or fitrah) and the justice of Judgment Day. Humans will not be
able to defend their disbelief by saying they never knew God; instead, every
soul has already submitted before it even takes human form.
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Many Tales expand upon 7.172 by describing the “future” children that
God pulls from Adam’s loins to examine. As might be expected, Muhammad
is the first to appear and then he proclaims, “I am the first to testify to thy
Oneness and to confirm my obedient service to thee.”78 After that, the “sec-
ond rank” of apostles emerge and reply the same, followed by the remaining
believers. Adam then blesses these beings, who stand at his right, but curses
those on his left who hesitated before responding to God. On Judgment Day,
Adam will recall the faces and send his progeny to Heaven or Hell, respec-
tively.79

Most of the Tales then follow a similar pattern of prophets containing
Cain and Able (after Adam and Eve), and such pious heroes as Noah, Abra-
ham, Lot, Joseph, Moses, and Jesus. Many authors even incorporate Arab
prophets, largely unrecognized by the Jews, including Thamud, Hud,
Shu`ayb and Salih.80 All of these holy men modeled virtue and loyalty to
God, and many of the sites associated with their lives and deaths became
pilgrimage sites. Muslims, Christians and Jews sometimes jointly visited
shrines dedicated to their common prophets. The Cave of the Patriarchs in
Hebron (al-Khalil) is perhaps the most famous; local Jews, Christians, and
Muslims recognize there the gravesite for Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, as well
as their wives.81 Byzantine Christians and Muslims also venerated John the
Baptist’s head in the Congregational Mosque in Damascus.82

The evolving authority of the `ulama’ eventually sought to systematize
the veneration of charismatic prophets, especially while emphasizing that the
age of prophecy had ended with Muhammad. Yet, the possibility of miracu-
lous divine inspiration remained among holy men and women known as
saints, or awliya’ (friends of God; or wali, s.). One of the earliest scholars to
regulate Islamic sanctity is Hakim al-Tirmidhi (d. c. 910). In his schema,
saints certainly ranked lower than the prophets, partly because they were
unable to legislate or deliver wahy (revelation). Saints instead might demon-
strate ilham (or, inspiration) and karamat (miracles).83 In addition to the
historic patriarchs and matriarchs then, Islam’s “living saints” provided a
second category of pious exempla because of particular virtuous deeds or
miracles (karamat). Islamic tradition insists that only God can initiate saintly
miracles, usually for individual or local purpose; this contrasts with prophet
miracles, intended for nations.84 The earliest categories of saintly figures
included the Family of the Prophet (particularly descendants through `Ali
and Fatima, for the Shi`a); the Prophet’s Companions and Followers (espe-
cially for the Sunni); and later medieval Sufis and charismatic leaders.

Saints exude a sense of power, called barakat, transferred between saint,
contact relic or shrine, and the devotee. Many holy men and women work
miracles, and some serve as intercessors before God both before and after
death.85 Saint veneration takes many forms including supplicatory prayer
(both spoken and written in letters) called du`a’, considered especially effica-
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cious after pilgrimage to the saints’ shrines. Critics of saint veneration, such
as Ibn Taymiyya (d. c. 1328), warned that anytime pilgrims request blessing
from the dead in intercession (especially for rain), they push the bounds of
polytheism; they could, however, pray for the dead as well as for shrines’
patrons.86 While some awliya’ achieve a level of piety through ascetic prow-
ess—fasting, chastity, or perpetual prayer—it is certainly not a requirement.
Awliya’ also manifest their elect status with incorruptible bodies, exuding a
sweet fragrance after death. In recognition of this, Muslims often wear per-
fumes or present perfumes as gifts at saints’ tombs.87

Some early Muslims viewed this proliferation of saint veneration with
skepticism. One hagiographer noted an occasion when a charlatan falsely
“discovered” a holy body after a dream vision from `Ali b. Abu Talib. The
deceitful itinerant had earlier disinterred the boy’s body from another loca-
tion and reburied it. Petitioners approached the corpse with rosewater and
sweet scent; eventually, however, they discovered the false miracle when the
body’s odor suddenly changed, presumably becoming quite foul. The locals
then punished the false ascetic publicly.88 Pilgrimage guide al-Harawi (d.
1215) noted that several sacred sites advertised the same saint’s body/part;
instead of arguing over authenticity, however, he declared that “Allah knows
the truth.”89 Multiple medieval Islamic shrines claimed Husayn’s body, for
example; Karbala, Medina, Damascus, Raqqa, and Ascalon advertised his
body while Karbala, Cairo, and Najaf boasted his head.90

Visiting saints’ shrines (ziyara), such as that of Husayn, becomes almost
universally popular in Islam even though scriptural traditions require able-
bodied Muslims to make only one pilgrimage (the hajj) to Mecca. While
ziyara might lack scriptural decree, Sunnah and local tradition first provided
permission and even instruction. According to a Prophet’s companion, for
example, ziyara should be made on Friday. The Prophet said: “Whoever
visits a tomb before sunrise on Saturday, the dead is aware . . . because of the
importance of Friday.”91 Muhammad also frequented his deceased Compan-
ions’ burial places even though he cautioned against venerating the dead; “I
previously prohibited you from visiting tombs, now visit them and do not say
foul words (hujr).”92

Al-Ghazali (d. 1111) later advocated for visiting the dead in his pilgrim-
age etiquette handbook, “Book on Pilgrimage.” While dedicated mainly to
the hajj, al-Ghazali explains that, while near Mecca, it is efficacious to stop
at the tombs of Muhammad, Abu Bakr, and `Umar in Medina; travel to Uhud
to venerate the martyrs; and then pray at the mosque of Fatima and tomb of
Ibrahim (the Prophet’s son who died in infancy).93 Al-Ghazali provides
prayers to recite as well as a preferred itinerary. In his pilgrimage guide, al-
Harawi references numerous shrines dedicated to the Holy Family and
Shi`ite Imams along with the Companions. Medieval Baghdad, for example,
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advertised the bodies of Imam Musa al-Kazim and multiple Imami friends
and family.94

Ziyara manuals and guides such as al-Harawi’s, became increasingly
popular throughout the medieval period even while Muslim thinkers debated
practical theological challenges. Such authors struggled not so much with the
actual ziyara—or visiting the dead. Early Christians encountered holy men
and women’s bodies by distributing the bodies via relics. Islamic purity
rituals and respect for corpse integrity prevented such desecration; so, if the
holy dead could not travel to pious devotees, then pious devotees would
travel to the holy dead for blessing or barakat. Muslim scholars struggled
more with the rituals performed by believers after their arrival.95

Perhaps expectedly, Jewish, Christian, and Islamic conventions inter-
sected in their reverence for the dead. Al-Harawi even notes that in Aleppo,
all three groups honored a prophet by pouring rosewater and sweet fragrance
over a certain stone.96 Both Christian and Muslim pilgrims collected (or
rolled within) dust from shrines and brought fragrant unguents to rub onto
tombs. For many scholars, such shared customs threatened to pollute Islam;
these rituals presented innovation (bid`a) that might lead to polytheism
(shirk). Jurists such as al-Suyuti (d. 1505) condemned anointing shrine walls
with fragrance as well as pouring scent over graves because of their Christian
ritual counterparts.97 Ibn Taymiyya warned against practicing any festivals at
locales previously esteemed by pre-Islamic pagans, Jews, or Christians.98

Assimilation to Jewish and Christian rituals loomed as just one source of
pollution, however. Scholars also warned against the immoral atmosphere
promoted by saint visitation. Jurist Ibn al-Hajj (d. 1336) emphasized the
unlawful mingling of the sexes allowed during ziyara. Women shamefully
abandoned their modesty as they interacted with male guides and other pil-
grims.99 Businessmen exploited travelers and encouraged greedy spend-
ing.100 Al-Harawi also noted with suspicion that devotees circumambulated
some shrines seven times while seeking miraculous cures; this resonated with
rituals reserved for the ka`ba at Mecca.101 This internal type of corruption of
proscribed ritual and ethical norms—instead of something borrowed from the
outside “other”—posed perhaps the greatest threat for most Muslim scholars.

CONCLUSION

Scent and fragrance provided a powerful, multivalent symbol for early Mus-
lims, practitioners, and thinkers alike. In ritual praxis it can signify the shift
between various states of purity; for example, menstruating women purify
themselves with musk before they return to prayer and pilgrims avoid scent
as they enter the hajj’s recreated paradisiacal state. Unlike Christian tradi-
tion, sweet scent need not signal the transmuted body, transformed from sin
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into Christ’s likeness, found particularly in virginal perfection. Muslims val-
ue fragrance instead within marital intimacy and sensual pleasure, emulating
the Prophet’s own profession of love for “women, fragrance, and prayer.” As
with Christianity, however, Islamic tradition tasks women as the primary
guardians of chastity (as well as the main sources of temptation) and warns
them against fragrant seduction.

Men, on the other hand, should always wear “masculine” fragrance and
are encouraged to don perfumes for corporate gatherings at the masjid. This
occasion, sanctioned by an emerging orthodoxy, safely maintains the boun-
daries of sweet scents in public space. The more private, individual displays
of piety, whether at the saints’ shrine or during ziyara, allows for looser
boundaries. Unlike the priestly supervision of saint cults in early Christianity,
venerating the dead was mostly a local and audience-driven affair in early
Islam. Many Muslim theologians and legal scholars came to view such rites
with suspicion, and they feared the impact of unlawful innovation (bid`a).
Saint veneration, accompanied by pleas for blessing and intercession, per-
haps also allows for more private access to the holy, which was met with
apprehension.

Despite legalists’ concerns for ziyara and saint intercession, Muslims
continued (down to the present time) to venerate their holy dead. From the
earliest purloining of Muhammad’s sweat to the commemoration of prophets
and saints, Islam is “lived” through the bodies of worshipers as they make
pilgrimage, offer fragrance at tombs, and pray for holy aid and intercession.
As with Christian ritual praxis, scent plays an important role in demarcating
both those bodies and the space reserved for the union between heaven and
earth, worshipper and Divine. Yet, sweet “sacred scents” also function as a
memory prompt for Christian and Muslims; it points to a time and space of
corporal perfection, before Adam and Eve’s sin bound the body to death and
putrefaction. Fragrance not only reveals the Divine presence in the “now” but
also appeals to a spiritual memory of Paradise lost, mourned, and even antici-
pated. We turn finally to the heavenly scents that serve, for early Christians
and Muslims, as the ultimate archetype for those experienced on earth.
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Part III

Scents of Paradise

After examining the variety of ways scent signals liminality—movement
among sacred time and sacred space—it seems fitting that we find ourselves
ultimately in Paradise. In Christianity and Islam, we have discussed how
aromatics helped identify both sacred and sin, righteous and wretch. Ritual
practice incorporated sweet smells in purifying the body and sanctifying
space. Yet scent also hearkens to the primordial memory of Paradise—per-
haps the best example of liminality we have seen. Paradise exists in the past
and in the future; on earth and in heaven; in basic human nature and hopeful
expectation. Likewise, scent excites the body, here and now, while still re-
calling a loss—a painful exile and an anticipated return to the Divine. In this
chapter, we will focus finally on Paradise as the ultimate sensory encounter,
appealing to pious believers’ imaginations and modeling ritual action. First,
however, we will consider what gardens signified within early Christian and
Islamic cultural milieus.

Within Christianity and Islam, Paradise is a garden; the term itself stems
from a Median term meaning, pari (around) and daeza (wall).1 The word
referred to a variety of enclosed spaces including hunting parks or food
storage compounds. Most commonly, paradeisoi implied gardens complete
with trees and a variety of fragrant plants. In Near Eastern and Jewish texts,
paradise/garden (both real and symbolic) usually suggested royalty, with
kings serving as sublime gardeners; in Greco-Roman culture, they indicated
elite status. In Arabian and Persian contexts, gardens symbolized civilization
amidst an otherwise uncultivated landscape, both literally and figuratively
(e.g., the presence of art, music, and poetry). As enclosed spaces they also
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suggested a division between public/exterior and private/interior space that
helped reify social customs and gender expectations.

In perhaps all cultures, gardens signify a time and space beyond them-
selves; life and death revolve in a delicate cycle, prompting fond memory of
the past/seedlings and hope for a verdant future/fruition. Space negotiates
between violent acts of cultivation and peaceful serenity amid civilization.
Roman author Columella (d. c. 70 CE) compares tilling the soil with lashing
a slave and ploughing as disemboweling the earth.2 A time and space set
apart, gardens aim for a harmonious balance with nature while still allowing
for transformation, transgression, and perfection. One extant garden wall’s
inscription in Pompeii exhibited three rules that provide a glimpse of the
owner’s idealized space:

The server shall wash and dry the guest’s feet; a napkin shall protect the
cushions and care shall be taken with the linen.
Cast not lustful glances and make not eyes at another man’s wife, be chaste in
speech.
Refrain from anger and insolent language, if you can if not return to your own
house.3

These garden regulations identified the cultured, urbane expectations of visi-
tors, curtailing any unwanted passions that might disturb the carefully nur-
tured serenity.

Many Romans posted Priapus statues as protectors of bucolic ideals. The
ithyphallic figurine complemented the plot’s promised fertility but also
threatened any thieves with anal rape: “When desire for the fig overcomes
you and you wish to reach a hand this way, look upon me, thief, and think
about what a heavy cock you will have to shit back out.”4 The garden, just as
an enclosed womb, might be inappropriately penetrated because of greed or
desire, but Priapus swore a swift retribution for those who dared disrupt its
peace.

During the Roman Republic and Empire, garden landscapes flourished in
both private and public venues. Pompey the Great (d. 48 BCE) commis-
sioned the first community park, the Porticus Pompeiana, including fragrant
flowers, trees, water features, and even a theater. Such grounds certainly
advertised great men’s political and military prowess, yet Roman gardens,
popular across social strata, served as more than just propaganda pieces. The
fact that the Roman city of Pompeii consigned roughly 17 percent of the
town’s land to gardens demonstrates the wider social significance of cultivat-
ed space.5

Drawing upon their Greek predecessors, for example, many Romans
withdrew to their gardens in philosophical retreat from the world. Inspired by
philosopher Epicurus (d. 270 BCE), Romans embraced nature and human-
ity’s place within it. From his home and garden school, Epicurus had origi-
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nally extolled a life of political and social retirement, resulting in the ideal-
ized ataraxy, a sublime calmness devoid of mental anguish. Roman poet
Lucretius (d. 55 BCE) later elaborated on this philosophy and explored na-
ture’s intricate workings and humanity’s material relation to it (i.e., relating
humanity to laws of nature instead of divinity). In his De Rerum Natura, he
equates ignorance of nature with bondage and fear: “This terror then, this
darkness of the mind, / Not sunrise with its flaring spokes of light / Nor
glittering arrows of morning can disperse / But only nature’s aspect and her
law (2.58–61).” Retreating to the garden to celebrate universal truths avail-
able to reasonable men provides for a happy life, one of otium (or, leisure).

Roman gardens also represented a more basic, nostalgic longing for a
simple and morally superior past. This resonated with various Roman philos-
ophies beyond those of the Epicureans. Roman scholar Varro (d. 27 BCE)
recalled an uncomplicated time when humanity coexisted with nature in
harmony. This impulse did more than differentiate the Romans from their
classical Greek predecessors who linked civic responsibility with virtue; it
hearkened to a primitive impulse, a return to nature. According to Varro’s On
Agriculture, three general rural economies existed: farming, animal husband-
ry, and pasturage. He ranked farming—land cultivation—as both the most
ancient and the most virtuous, praising Romans who returned from the city to
the country (3.1.4). Columella also lamented the loss of manly agricultural-
ists to the city’s effeminate ways, including theaters and games.6 Honorable
Romans had forsaken Romulus’ styles of hunting, toiling, and hard “labours
of peace.”7

By the Imperial era, many Romans struck a compromise and brought the
country gardens within the Roman villas by incorporating peristyle court-
yards into their architectural schema. Filled with fragrant flowers, water
founts, statues and altars, the enclosed Paradise promised rest, retreat from
the world, and a locale for religious ritual performances. The space recon-
ciled wild, untamed nature and the public expectations of city. Framed win-
dows provided the household cherished panoramic views; when that was not
an option, landscape frescoes presented idyllic and even sacred scenes.8

As the Empire expanded in geography and power, gardens afforded a
material glimpse of Rome’s domesticating power. Columella’s agricultural
treatise lists the best seeds to plant at what times of the year. The great
variety of species—from Spain, North Africa, Gaul, Asia, and Greece—
furnished a microcosm of Roman rule. The well-tended garden, stripped of
riotous weeds, mirrored the idealized Empire. Within their gardens, a space
fecund with transformation and change, Roman moralists remembered their
virtuous past and envisioned an eternal Empire blessed by the gods. Christian
discourse readily adapted these cultural cues as they imaged an eternal para-
dise, complete with banquets, peace, and God’s eternal presence.
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Islamic gardens prove more difficult to characterize because of the multi-
plicity of climates and cultures within the medieval Muslim empires. 9 As
with the Romans, gardens functioned within agricultural, urban and private
landscapes. Yet Muslim communities from Spain to Persia identified with
some common Arabian cultural roots and popular lore that they absorbed
into their own cultures, relating paradisiacal traditions to material realities
from the Arabian Hijaz. Pre-Islamic poetry springing from the desert relied
heavily upon natural imagery in expressing love and loss, power and desola-
tion. Early Islamic literature inherited these styles, identifying nature as an
aya (or, sign) that reveals God’s power. Contemplating the earthly garden as
a window to Heaven inspired much Islamic poetry, especially among Sufis.

Islamic garden archetypes across the Empire incorporated shade and wa-
ter more vigorously than their Roman counterparts, perhaps due to these
desert ideals. Indeed, the Qur’an 77.41–43 teaches: “The righteous will be
among shades and springs, and fruits from whatever they desire, [being told]
‘Eat and drink in satisfaction for what you used to do.’” In order to create a
space with water and shade, then, Muslims adopted and expanded upon
irrigation techniques practiced in Rome and Persia. This technology allowed
for the “greening” of previously desolate lands and then the transference of
new species of plants and various botanicals.10 Numerous almanacs, botani-
cal treatises, and instruction manuals for practical agricultural strategies pro-
liferated under the Umayyads and Abbasids.

The most basic structure of Islamic Gardens reflects Persian influence.
Termed the chabar bagh, it includes an enclosed courtyard with four water
conduits along cross-axial lines. In pre-Islamic Persian contexts this design
usually correlated gardens as quadrants, with or without water channels.11 In
the Islamic context, the four channels provided a functional water source for
the gardens’ vast flora; in some cases, they also served as a symbolic refer-
ence to the four paradisiacal rivers.12 The earliest gardens adorned palaces,
then mosques, and then cemetery grounds. They generally eschewed vibrant
images and statues and instead relied upon trellises, perfumes, fountains, and
textiles for aesthetic grandeur.

For Muslims, paradisiacal gardens described in the Qur’an and tradition
provided the ultimate archetype for earthly groves. For example, the Qur’an
depicts Prophet Solomon’s palace grounds when the Queen of Sheba visits.
Beginning in 27.44, Sheba wonders at the gleaming floor and lifted her skirts
because she perceived it as water. Likewise Umayyad Caliph al-Ma’mun (r.
1043–75) had installed a crystalline floor with water flowing from a central
fountain. When visitors encountered the pool, unable to distinguish between
water and crystal, they surely remembered Solomon.13 Other rulers trans-
formed their gardens into a kind of theater, draping trees with textiles and
jewels to imitate the trees of gold, with silver and precious gems in Paradise.
They might also plant multitudes of fragrant fruit trees and incorporate doves
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and nightingales for full sensory fulfillment. Such glorious spectacles cer-
tainly announced wealth, power, and piety; as such, they invited criticisms of
worldly decadence and self-indulgence.

Garden grandeur culminated perhaps with the addition of moving
forms—animated by hydraulics—that became fashionable with the elite.14

Figures, called automata, might include all types of animals (such as pea-
cocks) or more abstract designs. One of the first instructional texts in Arabic
is the ninth-century kitab al-hiyal (Book of Ingenious Devices) by three
brothers called the Banu Musa bin Shakir. Such mechanical wonders in-
cluded not only figural water spouts but moving birds that sang. Later thir-
teenth-century scholar al-Jaziri compiled his own Book of Ingenious Me-
chanical Devices featuring clocks, hydraulics-driven drink dispensers, and
medical tools that inspires engineers even today. All of these sensory won-
ders functioned together in the famed pleasure gardens of early medieval
Islam.
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Chapter Seven

Heavenly Bodies in
Christianity and Islam

According to Christian theology, both damnation and redemption occurred in
a garden: Adam and Eve disobeyed God in Eden, resulting in humanity’s
sinful nature (Genesis 2–3); and, Jesus’ crucified body resurrected in a gar-
den tomb and Mary Magdalene later confused Him for a gardener (John
19:38–42; 20:15). Jesus’ salvific act through crucifixion effectively reverses
the punishment ascribed to Adam, keeper of another garden. While early
Christian theologians imagined humanity’s return to that garden/paradise in a
variety of ways, they all include the Christian body transformed with a new
sensorium, different yet familiar.

Locating paradise and the Garden of Eden in late antiquity proves a
difficult task; canonical texts describe a lush abode filled with water and
precious gems (Ezekiel 28:12–14; 47:12; and Revelations 21:11–22). Its ex-
act position varied, however; the sacred place generally shifted between
earth, the heavens, and even the interior/”heart.” Several Jewish pseudepigra-
phal texts, such as Enoch 1–3 and Ezra (dating approximately between third
century BCE and fourth century CE), describe paradise both as the point of
creation and an eschatological destination, while situating it on earth and
among the three or seven levels of heaven.1 In 1 Enoch, the angel Gabriel
took the visionary Enoch on a tour of Earth, including the Garden of Eden in
the northwest which held God’s throne. That throne, surrounded by fragrant
trees, provided God a resting place during his visits to earth; the trees also
supplied a delicious fruit destined for the elect after judgment. One particular
Tree of Life granted “long life” to the righteous as its fragrance would
become part of their “bones.” In comparison, the “accursed” would reside in
a barren, hard landscape, devoid of natural beauty and without sensory ap-
peal.2
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The exact location of Eden remains unstable, however; Gabriel later jour-
neyed east and revealed to Enoch the “garden of righteousness” where “your
precursors ate, came to know wisdom and were expelled.” Again, sweet
fragrance marked the space, with trees redolent with cinnamon, nard, and
pepper.3 The Tree of Wisdom stood as the most beautiful and fragrant of
them all.4

The pseudepigraphal Life of Adam and Eve (or, the Apocalypse of Moses,
dating perhaps to the first century CE) mentions both an earthly paradise as
well as a celestial abode of God. The text elaborates on humanity’s first sin,
placing the fault directly on Eve. It even begins by describing her second
error, incurred because she could not perform her penance correctly. Adam
had proscribed their penance after their expulsion from paradise. He required
them to beseech God for forgiveness while standing in running water. Adam
pledged to remain in the Jordan River forty days; he directed Eve to stand in
the Tigris for thirty-seven days (because she could not “do so much”). Satan
transformed himself into the “brightness of an angel” and tricked her into
leaving before she had completed her atonement.5 Grieved by her ignorance
and culpability, she fled from Adam and remained in solitude until she felt
labor pains. She then gave birth to Cain, reunited with Adam, and they had
thirty additional sons and daughters.6

This text emphasizes God’s mercy in finally forgiving Adam’s sin as he
later accepts him back into paradise upon his death. Scent and sweet fra-
grance signal this return by marking Adam’s repentance as well as the sacred
space itself. According to the text, Adam requested fragrant herbs from para-
dise when exiled “out” on the earth; God relented and commanded the angels
to provide him with crocus, nard, calamus, and cinnamon. This request com-
plements the Islamic traditions that describe Adam’s expulsion from Paradise
along with fragrant plants; those narratives relate his heavenly souvenir to his
grief (i.e., he longed to remember paradise with their sweet scents). The Life
of Adam and Eve, on the other hand, stresses Adam’s sinful act and need for
absolution. Adam explained that he would use the sweet fragrance as sin-
offering to God, thus assuring that God could “hear me.”7

After a long life filled with sin offerings and penance, Adam died and his
soul departed his body, ascendeding into the seven heavens. As the angels
veiled the firmaments with censers and incense, God pardoned Adam and
ordered the angels to return him to Paradise (the third heaven) to await the
final resurrection. God then allowed Paradise’s sweet scent to waft out upon
humanity and all (save Seth) fell asleep. The angels prepared Adam’s body
(as well as Cain’s) with linen and fragrant oil, and allowed only Seth to know
the burial place. God then promised Adam (and the audience) a final resur-
rection for the soul’s reunion with the body.8 The narrative mentions at least
three distinct sacred places altogether: the earthly paradise, now guarded by
an angel with a flaming sword; the third level of heaven’s paradise, where
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souls (like Adam) find rest; and, finally, God’s abode, located in the seventh
heaven.

2 Enoch and 3 Enoch also suggest an earthly Garden of Eden that myster-
iously connects to its heavenly prototype. In 2 Enoch, the visionary describes
Eden with an open sky that reaches to the third heaven (out of the seven)
where Paradise resides with a “rest . . . for the righteous” and is “indescrib-
able for pleasantness and fine fragrance.”9 Here, between the corruptible and
incorruptible sets of celestial spheres, two streams emerged, one with milk
and honey and the second with oil and wine.10 When Enoch reached the
seventh heaven, he saw God who immediately directed Archangel Michael to
strip him of his garments and “anoint him with my delightful oil” and
myrrh.11 Another angel then brought Enoch several books already scented
with myrrh and a pen so that the prophet might record his lessons.

While 3 Enoch also describes the Garden of Eden’s link with a celestial
Paradise, it relies upon visual stimuli in describing the sacred places. Instead
of sweet smells signaling God’s presence, His Shekinah or holy glow an-
nounces sacrality. Of all the sensory cues present in 3 Enoch, indeed, voice
and sight dominate the text. Blinding light heralded the divine Shekinah and
Metatron’s voice overwhelmed the visionary, Ishmael (Metatron is the trans-
formed, now angelic Enoch). This might relate to 3 Enoch’s function as
merkabah or chariot literature, emphasizing the ecstatic ascent through the
seven levels of heaven to God’s throne. Instead of defining earthly and para-
disiacal geography, Enoch 3 offers a profound model for spiritual imitation.
Mystics also sought the face of God, apparently offered to few and fraught
with danger; indeed, Ishmael gazed upon “the right hand of the Omnipresent
One” where even the “seraphim and ophanim were not allowed to look.”12

The divine Sound and Light successfully affirm God’s inherently ineffable
quality. Ishmael at first shrank from the Shekinah’s sheer radiance and then
approached God’s right hand at Metatron’s insistence, the hand that “no
mouth can tell its praise, no eye behold it, because of the magnitude of its
greatness, its praise, its glory, its honor, and its beauty.”13 Metatron’s voice
and God’s light resist the human sensorium in defining the undefinable.

The apostle Paul describes a similar ascent into the heavens, where he (or
a companion?) encounters the Divine.14 According to 2 Corinthians 12:2–4,

I know a person in Christ who fourteen years ago was caught up to the third
heaven—whether in the body or out of the body I do not know; God knows.
And I know that such a person whether in the body or out of the body I do not
know; God knows—was caught up into Paradise and heard things that are not
to be told, that no mortal is permitted to repeat.

In this description, Paul relegates the body to an insignificant, even unknown
variable; was he even in his corporal form? It does not matter. Spiritual union
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and divine knowledge in Paradise transcend the body. He also suggests that
such unity should not even be discussed, questioning the ability for regular
mortals to understand.

Disregarding the “do not repeat” warning label, a popular late antique
text, The Apocalypse of Paul, narrated Paul’s visionary experience. The first
chapters emphasize justice; Paul sees a righteous man and an impious man
die and then their spirits/souls depart the body (although they will return
there on the day of resurrection). The spirits/souls appeared before God and
received their judgment. The angel Michael led the pious man to a “Paradise
of joy” to join “all the saints”; the evil man not only reviewed his sins but
confronted his victims. The angel Tartarus finally delivered the damned man
to the “lower prison” until the day of judgment.15

Paul then visited the same places that the angels recently had commis-
sioned the souls. To the paradisiacal third heaven stood golden doors and
columns, allowing only those with “goodness and purity of body.”16 Even
though Paul remained mostly indifferent to physical ascent in his letter to the
Corinthians, it becomes much more important in this narrative. Like Paul the
righteous souls themselves were “out of body”—they would rejoin their
corporal form only at the resurrection. Yet, entrance into Paradise requires
“bodily purity” and the joys therein appeal to the corporal senses. Paul saw
rivers of milk, honey, wine, and oil that offered abundance, growth, refresh-
ment, and rest to the virtuous.17 The body effectively mediates the vision-
ary’s experience not only for Paul himself but also for the early Christian
audience.

When Paul traveled to the place of torment, he crossed beyond an ocean
surrounding the earth into a space devoid of light and filled with sorrow.
Again the body conveys the depth of despair that awaits unrepentant sinners.
Expectedly, Paul confronted the greedy, magicians, adulterers, and fornica-
tors. Quite unexpectedly, perhaps, the apostle observed a plethora of Church
officials who had failed in their vocation: bishops who never pitied widows
stood in fire up to the knees; extorting deacons suffered bloody hands with
worms crawling from mouth and nostrils; and, fornicating presbyters who
illicitly served at the altar agonized over three piercing hooks in their bowels.
Even those who “broke their fast before the appointed hour” desperately
stared at water and fruits that hung forever out of reach.18 Such vivid image-
ry extended not only a warning to sinners in general but also a powerful
critique of Church officials.

The author of the Apocalypse of Paul probably knew a related text dated a
bit earlier, the Apocalypse of Peter, perhaps the earliest Christian text that
tours the afterlife’s pleasures and punishments. In details reminiscent of the
martyr stories, the author evokes reader/hearer response by appealing to all
the senses even more powerfully than pseudo-Paul. According to the text,
Jesus revealed the “souls of all people” to Peter and their impending rewards
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and tortures. First, sinners met appropriate ends as their sentences matched
their crimes. Blasphemers hanged by their tongues; fornicating women dan-
gled from their braided hair and men from their loins; and child killers
resided in pits of excrement.19 The elect, including the “righteous fathers”
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, enjoyed better accommodations. The virtuous
rested in a great garden, filled with trees, fruits, and fragrance.20 The author
engages the body’s entire sensorium identifying the heavenly realms.

This heavenly, eschatological Paradise plays a much more significant role
in early Christian rhetoric than Jewish tradition. Christian soteriology relies
upon Jesus’ garden resurrection to reverse Adam and Eve’s initial crimes
(concisely defined in Romans 5:12–21). Both of these sublime gardens—the
earthly Eden and celestial Paradise—appear quite prominently in S. Augus-
tine’s writings. Augustine’s Confessions recount his childhood, philosophical
studies, early professional life as a rhetorician, and conversion. Augustine
begins Book 8—the book wherein he becomes a Christian—with a story of
Victorinus, a great teacher and philosopher. According to Augustine’s friend
Simplicianus, Victorinus identified himself as a Christian secretly yet feared
public ridicule from his elite friends. Victorinus struggled to make the pri-
vate, public—yet finally did so by making his profession before the Church
members. Augustine’s own struggle existed still in the private “will” of his
heart; he studied the Bible, pondered Paul’s writings, yet resisted the pull of
his “flesh,” particularly the lust he felt for women.

According to the Confessions, after his colleague Ponticianus related the
story of Egyptian hermit S. Anthony and described the abundant monastic
life followed by many Christians, Augustine experienced a profound an-
guish. Perhaps inspired by the story of eremitic withdrawal and solitude,
Augustine retreats to his garden and cries out to God. He loathes the way his
will—split between both carnal and spiritual goals—struggles against itself;
contrary to his Manichaean background, he recognizes this as humanity’s
inheritance from Adam’s original sin, not as two substantive, warring selves
(one good and the other evil). He then hears a child singing the background,
“pick it up, and read it.”21 He finds a Bible, opens it and reads the first
passage he sees just as S. Anthony did when he accepted his monastic voca-
tion (Matthew 19:21). Augustine found a Pauline passage: “Not in rioting
and drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in strife and envy-
ing, but put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make no provision for the flesh to
fulfill the lusts thereof (Romans 13:13).22 Augustine’s weeping ceased and
God transformed his divided will into one, without fear or doubt. He found
his friend Alypius who experienced his own conversion and then sought out
his mother, Monica, to share his good news.

Augustine’s conversion in a garden serves a significant theological and
didactic purpose. When Adam and Eve originally sinned in the Garden of
Eden, they first recognized their nakedness—their sexuality—and covered
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themselves. Augustine equates this initial sexual enlightenment with lust,
what mars the originally perfect and pure humanity. When he sits, weeping
in his garden, he sees himself (Adam’s descendant) at first helplessly bound
by carnal desires—lust surely but also greed and pride. God transforms that
flesh, however, and returns him to the prelapsarian hope for perfection; Au-
gustine then “sought neither a wife nor any of this world’s hopes” and in-
forms happy Monica that she should no longer hope for “grandchildren of his
flesh.”23 God transmutes Augustine’s body—both spiritual and carnal—in
the garden space, located between his past life and his hope of salvation; his
untamed, sinful self and the perfected body promised in the resurrection.

Augustine defines the connections between terrestrial and celestial Para-
dise most fully in his City of God. There, Augustine outlines the earthly city,
composed of Christians living among sinners in this world, and its eschato-
logical transformation into the heavenly city after the resurrection. Augustine
quite forcefully insists that both cities exist in “reality,” and do not merely
function as allegory.24 The first humans—contented and immortal in the
Garden of Eden—transgressed God’s law and thus planted the “seed of
death,” transmitted to every human being through sexual intercourse.25 That
initial offense caused the body/flesh to lust against the spirit, with God’s
punishment being mortality.

While Augustine identified sin’s initial mark on the body, he also insisted
that, unlike what “those philosophers claim,” the body complemented the
soul and would exist in heaven.26 The Platonic ideology he dismissed (as
well as his own Manichean training) emphasized the body’s inherent evil
which only encumbered the soul.27 For Augustine only corruptibility bur-
dened the soul, which would be remedied in the resurrection. God would
restore the body to its ultimate health in Paradise, surpassing even that of
Adam and Eve’s original form.

Paradise existed—not as an allegory but as a sacred place—even though
it also functioned as a didactic tool for spiritual truths; for example, Paradise
signified the Church and the four rivers, the Gospels. Heavenly fruits and
sweet scents signified the saints’ virtues. That did not mean, however, that
Paradise only “signified.”28 Indeed, God would resurrect the flesh and re-
store it to perfection without even the need to eat. Although Adam and Eve
existed in perfect harmony with God, their animal bodies required sustenance
and felt hunger and thirst. This spiritual body, transformed and incorruptible,
would require no food or drink (even though they might choose to partake).
Most importantly, the resurrected form would experience no disparate will,
no lust beyond the mind of God. As Paul explained in his letter to the
Corinthians (15:42–45):

So is it with the resurrection of the dead. What is sown is perishable, what is
raised is imperishable. It is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory. It is sown in
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weakness, it is raised in power. It is sown a physical body, it is raised a
spiritual body. If there is a physical body, there is also a spiritual body.

Interpreting the apostle’s dictum, Augustine taught that the physical body
transferred sin and death while the spiritual body conveyed grace and pardon
through Jesus’ salvific act.29

In City of God Augustine focuses more on the transformed flesh available
in Paradise than its physical pleasures perhaps because he links it to Jesus’
own resurrection and salvific act. His theological maxim takes precedence:
flesh bares sin’s scar—lust—and Christian redemption reverses it. For Au-
gustine, humanity’s inability to operate with full reason and will against
personal desire and passion defines our “fallen” nature. In Paradise, “God
shall rule the man, and the soul shall rule the body.”30 In the original Garden,
for example, Adam and Eve would have procreated through sexual inter-
course, as purposed in their natural, biological design. Yet sex would have
occurred without lust or shame; genitalia would have obeyed the will, and
Adam would have “sowed seed” in Eve much as farmers plant crops.31

Because God transmutes the body into its perfected form within Paradise,
righteous citizens of the Heavenly City return to this constant harmony with
their bodies and their surroundings. Augustine contends that sexual distinc-
tions will persist; women will be resurrected as females instead of “the image
of Christ” (i.e., male). Because no more procreation will occur, sexual inter-
course (without lust, of course) becomes redundant. He further describes the
new, spiritual body as at the “bloom of youth” or about thirty years old;
beautiful and without blemish or fault; capable of eating and drinking yet not
particularly enticed by it.32 He stresses that God can resurrect a perfected
body no matter its condition at death; so, those suffering from physical
deformities will be “remolded” into their full potential. More importantly,
perhaps, those saints who had been devoured by animals in defense of their
faith will be gathered together wholly.33 Not surprisingly then, Augustine
largely avoids describing the sensual pleasures that await in Paradise as such
joys resonate too much with “earthly” pleasures. Although certainly without
pain, sorrow, or struggle, the paradisiacal form reifies the salvific promise
instead of enticing with sensory reward.

Ambrose describes Paradise in much more allegorical terms than Augus-
tine. He begins his work On Paradise by warning against treating the topic
too lightly, perhaps meaning too literally. He notes that not even Paul fully
understood his journey recounted in 1 Corinthians 12:1–10 and warned
against speaking too freely of the experience. As became common among
early Christian authors after Augustine, Ambrose collapsed Paradise, the
Garden of Eden, and heavenly Jerusalem. For example, Ambrose interpreted
Psalm 46:4—“the stream of the river makes the city of God joyful”—as
signifying Eden’s paradisiacal waters that fed the eschatological city of Jeru-
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salem.34 Every aspect of Paradise pointed to a higher spiritual lesson; indeed,
Paradise itself represented the soul, fecund in blossoming virtues and the
Tree of Life, Wisdom.35

Ambrose parallels Eden’s four rivers with the four principle virtues; ac-
cording to Genesis 2:10,

A river watering the garden flowed from Eden; from there it was separated
into four headwaters. The name of the first is the Pishon; it winds through the
entire land of Havilah, where there is gold. The gold of that land is good;
aromatic resin and onyx are also there. The name of the second river is the
Gihon; it winds through the entire land of Cush. The name of the third river is
the Tigris; it runs along the east side of Asshur. And the fourth river is the
Euphrates.

Ambrose’s schema appoints Phison as Prudence; Gihon as Temperance (pri-
marily chastity); Tigris with Fortitude; and, the Euphrates as Justice (the
most perfect). He also locates the Garden/Rivers “in the east,” signifying the
Rising Sun, Jesus.36 Ambrose emphasizes Paradise’s didactic function in-
stead of locating it geographically or defining the sensual pleasures that
await the saints.

Some of Paradise’s most important lessons relate to sex and gender. Ac-
cording to Ambrose, Adam typified the mind (or, nous) while Eve represent-
ed the senses and emotion.37 Eve sinned more egregiously than Adam as she
fell prey to Satan, yet she still warranted God’s redemption after confession.
Ultimately, God anticipated their disobedience because nothing occurs out-
side His will; and, He willed that humanity eventually distinguish between
good and evil. In this way, Ambrose includes Eve as a key player in the Eden
drama even while recognizing her as “weaker” and “inferior.”38 Eve’s most
important role, however, rests in her punishment: God ordains that woman
should be redeemed through childbearing (Genesis 3:16) and obedience to
her husband. This provides for the future generation of Christ in Mary who
reverses the original sin and characterizes the submissive relationship be-
tween Jesus and His Church.39

Eve’s role in the Garden of Eden not only shares an emerging Christian
theological orthodoxy but also nascent ascetic ideals for females. Early
Church Fathers urged pious women to reverse Eve’s sin by adopting a chaste
life; indeed, Jerome explained that once only great male prophets remained
abstinent, but now (in his fifth century) women could maintain such a life-
style because Eve’s curse had been lifted. After Mary birthed Jesus, who
reversed the Fall, God bestowed the gift of virginity “most richly upon wom-
en.”40 Thus through ascetic practice, women could return to their prelapsar-
ian form.

The ascetic ideals outlined by Jerome focused on transforming the sensu-
al flesh to a new, spiritual self originally present in Paradise. According to
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Jerome’s Letter to Eustochium, humanity’s initial fall resulted from appetite:
“obeying his belly and not God, [the first man] was cast down from Paradise
into this vale of tears.” The return to Paradise required avoiding “wine and
dainty foods” as well as sexual desires: “abstinence may bring back to para-
dise those whom satiety once drove out.”41 To achieve such an ascetic ideal,
Jerome encouraged his virgins to become like Psalms’ “garden enclosed . . . a
fountain sealed.” They should remain home, dress modestly, and be careful
of pride.

An ascetic lifestyle possessed many rewards, however; Jerome’s descrip-
tions reinstate a sensual and erotic discourse focused on spirit instead of
flesh. Recalling the Song of Solomon, Jerome explains that the waiting vir-
gin’s Bridegroom/Jesus shall “put His hand through the hole of the door and
your heart shall be moved for him.” There, she shall exclaim that “a bundle
of myrrh is my well beloved unto me; he shall lie all night betwixt my
breasts.” Yet Jerome warns Eustochium that “Jesus is jealous,” thus she
should close her “doors” so that no other man should gaze upon her beauty.42

Jerome successfully transmutes the virginal body into an enclosed garden,
where fecund women produced Godly virtues just as Mary’s own womb
birthed Christ.

Early medieval Bishop Avitus of Vienne’s poetic commentary on Genesis
includes many of these same themes. Avitus envisioned Paradise as a place
on earth just “beyond where the world begins,” yet sealed against humanity
because of original sin.43 Both Adam and Eve once lived in this perfect
garden where no winter exists amid an eternal spring; where flowers burst
from the earth in vivid color; and cinnamon and balsam sweeten the air. 44

They married with angels’ song in the background and Paradise itself as their
bridal chamber; yet, they remained innocent and pure, free from lust, greed,
or desire.45 Avitus imagines the return to that state, the life like the angels:

For . . . there will be no desire for marriage, nor will the joining of flesh bring
their passionate sexes together in a disgusting union. Moans will cease and
with them debauchery, fear, anger, passion, deceit, grief and treachery, along
with sadness, quarrelling and spite. No one will be poor, no one greedy, but
under a single peace Christ, the glory of the saints, will answer all our needs. 46

In Avitus’ idealized Paradise, desire disappears along with “negative” deeds
and emotions that afflicted the fallen form.

Avitus also envisions the Fall in quite sensual terms: Satan tempts with
fruit both delicious and fragrant; Eve tastes the forbidden fruit’s sweet ven-
om; and after Adam follows her directives, their bodies felt “indecent im-
pulses.”47 Avitus isolates Eve’s weakness and gullibility as the primary fac-
tors in the Fall; he also details her punishments as submitting to her hus-
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band’s desires and childbirth traumas. In his letter to his sister Fuscina,
Avitus praises her abstinence as virtue:

You have chosen to spurn the torches of marriage but to glow with a holy love,
to be sluggish in passion but afire in your heart for work. You have chosen to
be ignorant of man and to produce the kind of offspring that no sad misfortune
can ever take away. You will not weep when deprived of the pledges of your
fecund life, nor fear to survive as widow your constant spouse, yourself free
from evil. Nor are you touched by the emotion that overcame Eve . . . or a dead
child and with it a guilt that lives on afterwards. She was subject to a man and
doomed to suffer a master in her chamber. She served in a disgusting bed, as
she endured wedlock.48

Avitus praises his sister for following Mary instead of Eve; for winning the
twin crowns of Virgin and Mother instead of languishing in the death sen-
tence inherited by all.

Ascetic discourse continued to highlight both Paradise and the idealized,
prelapsarian body throughout the early Middle Ages. As we have already
seen, Christian saints (both living and dead) represented a convergence be-
tween heaven and earth, their bodies (and relics) redolent with sweet smells.
Those figures displayed the transformed, incorruptible “new” bodies that
await Christians in Paradise that, according to Augustine, not only restored
but also improved upon Adam and Eve’s initial form. Saints’ relics thus
reminded early Christians of what humanity had lost as well as what would
be restored in Heaven; one garden’s sin (Adam) restored by another garden’s
sacrifice (Christ).

Monasteries also prompted a nostalgic gaze back to Paradise. As the
ascetic lifestyle organized around various rules and orders, monastics dedi-
cated themselves to a spiritual existence on earth. Even though little Mero-
vingian monastic architecture remains, early Carolingian cloisters already
included interior gardens (garths) that effectively recreated Eden for its in-
habitants. Generally monks utilized the cultivated space for individual prayer
and meditation instead of liturgical rites; however, Sunday processions
circumambulated the garden in symbolic recognition of the axis mundi, or
world center.49 Cloister gardens became increasingly significant—and or-
nate—throughout the medieval period.

Christian laity also had access to Paradise within the Church. Incense
purified both the altar and the audience as dazzling thuribles hanged from
ceilings. Light behind the altar recalled Jesus, Light of the World, and the
radiant metals and gems adorning liturgical space harkened to the divine
Light.50 Chant and the spoken Word resonated throughout sacred space; and,
the Eucharist tasted sweet to the redeemed.51 Christian worship appealed to
the entire sensorium, providing only a glimpse of the pleasures promised in
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Paradise. Even though the earthly body bore sin’s mark in its lust and shame,
a renovated existence awaited after resurrection.

BODIES PURIFIED: PARADISE AS A PLEASURE GARDEN

Images of Paradise (al-janna, or garden) and Hell (al-nar, or fire) appear
prominently throughout early Meccan sura, hadith, sira literature, and es-
chatological manuals.52 Islamic scholars generally agree that pre-Islamic
Arabian cosmology lacked any coherent notion of afterlife, focusing instead
on tribal kinship responsibilities in this current realm. According to the
Qur’an 16.38: “And they [people of the jahiliyya] swear by Allah their
strongest oaths [that] Allah will not resurrect one who dies. But yes—[it is] a
true promise [binding] upon Him, but most of the people do not know.”
Muhammad’s message not only of one creator God but also a Final Judg-
ment—culminating in eternal punishment or reward—proved quite shocking
and controversial to many dissenters. The notion of an afterlife that focused
on implausible, individual, pleasurable rewards/punishments diverged from
their dominant communal, tribal ethos.

For others, the graphic and explicit descriptions of eschatological recom-
pense undoubtedly held great appeal. Muhammad taught: “When the sun is
wrapped up [in darkness] and when the stars fall, dispersing . . . when the
pages are made public, and when Hellfire is set ablaze, and when Paradise is
brought near, a soul will [then] know what it has brought [with it].” From the
earliest texts, Paradise emerges as very material—believers “bring” their
individual deeds with them at Judgment Day and Allah rewards them with
luxurious pleasures in Heaven or punishes with Hellfire’s tortures.

As Islamic eschatology evolved, then, so did an ethical code which pro-
moted virtuous deeds and material self-denial in this life. Focusing on world-
ly wealth and reward leads to poverty in the next; focusing on spiritual and
virtuous deeds here and now, results in an eternal life of material prosperity.
Meccan sura 102.1 explains, “Competing for more distracts you until you go
into your graves.” According to Anas ibn Malik, for example, the Prophet
taught that whoever wears silk and gold in this world will not receive it in the
Hereafter.53 For many pious Muslims, then, such outward displays of wealth
and prosperity signal spiritual depravity. Paradisiacal pleasures amplify those
available on earth for those who devote their lives in this world to God
instead of luxuries.

While we are most concerned with paradisiacal images in this chapter, it
is important to note that the depictions of Hell are equally graphic and shock-
ing. Like in the Apocalypse of Peter, accounts of punishment and torture
abound, usually corresponding with the sins committed on earth. Qur’anic
sura lay the foundation for the flaming pit where sinners suffer profound
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thirst, hunger, and pain from scorching water. Sinners’ bodies rejuvenate
themselves in the Hellfire experiencing tortures and torments in endless cy-
cles of agony. Tradition explicates these tortures in vivid imagery: those who
judged unfairly become blind; `ulama’ who led the community astray chew
their own tongues and have pus running from their mouths; perjurers and
liars suffer ulcers all over their bodies; slanderers endure their tongues ex-
truding from the back of their necks.54 Drunkards receive scorching water
that cut their intestines and snakes and scorpions that flay their feet. Accord-
ing to some traditions, however, wine drinkers may cry out to Muhammad
for mercy and by his intercession be freed.55 Other hadith suggest that Mus-
lims generally (not just drunkards) will suffer for their sins in the Fire only
temporarily and then be rewarded with Paradise through Muhammad’s inter-
cession.56

Islamic traditions regard the Garden of Eden and Paradise with equally
vibrant imagery; and, even though they share several themes with the Judeo-
Christian narrative, they have various points of departure as well. According
to the Qur’an, Allah created Adam and Eve in Paradise and then sent them to
the earthly Garden (never named Eden) only after they sinned:57

Then they both ate of that tree, and so their private parts appeared to them, and
they began to stick on themselves the leaves from Paradise for their covering.
Thus did Adam disobey his Lord, so he went astray. Then his Lord chose him,
and turned to him with forgiveness and gave him guidance. Get you down
(upon the earth), all of you together, from Paradise, some of you are an enemy
to some others. Then, if there comes to you guidance from Me, whoever
follows My Guidance shall neither go astray, nor fall into distress and misery.
(20.121–23)

Yet as with Christian tradition, the Garden remains difficult to locate geo-
graphically. Some theologians imagined that the primordial Garden exists
somewhere in Syria, Persia, or India; most often, Islamic tradition conflates
the place of exile with the eschatological heavenly realm. 58 Several Arabic
terms signify “Paradise” including al-janna (garden); sama’ (heaven); and
firdaws (paradise).

Notably, the Qur’an never identifies Eve/Hawwa’ as primarily respon-
sible for disobeying God’s command: “they both ate of that tree” and are thus
equally accountable. Hadith and Islamic tradition later emphasized Eve’s
culpability and the punishment her daughters inherited. In many ways these
punishments counter the basic Quranic premise that every human being will
be judged equally, reflecting their pious deeds, on Judgment Day. According
to al-Tabari, for example, Iblis/Satan first attempted to trick Adam into eat-
ing the forbidden fruit, but he failed. He therefore went to Eve and explained
the benefits of knowledge and status the tree offered. Eve, the weaker of the
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two, succumbed to Iblis’ temptation and then coerced Adam into eating as
well.59 In recompense for her initial offense, God said:

Now it is My obligation to make her bleed once every month, as she made this
tree bleed. I also must make her stupid, although I created her intelligent
(halimah), and must make her suffer pregnancy and birth with difficulty, al-
though I made it easy for her to be pregnant and give birth. . . . Were it not for
the affliction that affected Eve, the women of this world would not menstruate,
and they would be intelligent and, when pregnant, give birth easily. 60

While Adam and Eve do not bear “original sin” in the same way that
Christian theology defines, Adam and Eve’s bodies still bear marks—such as
sickness, death, and menstruation—that their descendants inherit. God’s pun-
ishment of Eve (and her daughters) particularly pains the body with menstru-
ation.

Other hadith link God’s punishment of Eve’s body directly to women’s
lack of religious piety—and, as a consequence (according to many Islamic
scholars), inability to fill roles of public authority. According to Abu Sa`id,
the Prophet once taught a group of women:

“I have not seen anyone more deficient in intelligence and religion than you. A
cautious sensible man could be led astray by some of you.” The women asked,
“O Allah’s Messenger! What is deficient in our intelligence and religion?” He
said, “Is not the evidence of two women equal to the witness of one man?”
They replied in the affirmative. He said, “This is the deficiency in her intelli-
gence. Isn’t it true that a woman can neither pray nor fast during her menses?”
The women replied in the affirmative. He said, “This is the deficiency in her
religion.”61

This hadith links the ability for women to perform religious requirements
not to their faith but to their bodies’ impurity.

Several other hadith transmissions accentuate Eve/women’s punishments
and frailties in comparison with Adam/men. According to Ibn Abbas, Mu-
hammad once had a vision of Paradise and Hell while praying during a solar
eclipse. During the vision, he reached his hand out and then withdrew it.
After the trance-like state ends, his followers asked what he was doing; he
responded that he reached for a bunch of giant, paradisiacal grapes. He then
described his vision of Paradise and the Fire. He related that Paradise con-
sisted mostly of the earthly poor, and women comprised the majority of
hell’s population. When asked to explain, he blamed women’s “ungrateful-
ness” to their husbands.62

Later mi`raj narratives described not only Muhammad’s visit to Paradise
but also his tour of Hell—which occurred either in a dream or in his body—
in vivid detail. The mi`raj account, woven together from various strands,
outlines the Prophet’s journey to meet God thus providing a heavenly topog-
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raphy which largely shapes the Islamic view of Paradise. For example, ac-
cording to early accounts such as those by Ibn Ishaq in the sira, Muhammad
travels through seven heavens passing other monotheistic prophets who rec-
ognize his superiority on the way. In the lowest heaven, his guide Gabriel
introduces him to Malik, the keeper of hell. Then, the Prophet views the
torments of hell and its assorted group of sins including stealing from or-
phans, usury, and adultery. Over time, however, an emphasis on women’s
sins evolves stressing particularly sexuality and speech. These traditions cor-
relate women’s eternal fate with her submission not only to God but also her
husband and community (e.g., appearing uncovered, singing, and going out-
side without permission).63

Other hadith link women’s presence in Paradise to their role as mother:
“the woman who has just given birth, her child shall drag her on the Day of
Resurrection by her navel-cord into the Garden.”64 While Islamic texts care-
fully illustrate men’s paradisiacal sexual pleasures, the occasional mention of
women’s roles in Heaven usually relate to children, family, and childcare.65

Indeed, while men enjoy a variety of sexual partners, women gain content-
ment (and sexual satisfaction) from their one husband which again mirrors
the Arabian polygamous family ethic.66 Even though the Qur’an stipulates
that God will judge men and women equally, Islamic tradition perhaps more
aptly reflects its patriarchal cultural milieu and imagination. 67

Early Islamic authors go on to describe Adam and Eve’s life after their
expulsion from Paradise. While Adam might be remembered most for dis-
obeying God, Muslims also celebrate his repentance and submission to Allah
(as a muslim, or “submitter” to God). The Tales of the Prophets com-
memorate Adam and Eve’s loss of God’s Garden, rich in sensual beauty,
because of their defiance and Iblis’ (or Satan’s) trickery. Iblis tempted Eve
by appealing to her senses: “Look at this tree! How sweet does it smell! How
good does it taste! How beautiful is its color!”68 The Garden contained
perfect life and beauty—without stain, impurity, death, or decay—and con-
sisted of gold and silver brick, musk mortar, and saffron soil. One of the
things Adam mourned losing the most after his expulsion was the sweet
“smell of the Garden and its perfume.”

Because of his attachment to paradisiacal scent, the Tales agree that
Adam originally brought perfume to earth, although they offer variant de-
scriptions as to how. One unifying theme is that after falling from Paradise,
Adam landed in India and Eve in the Arabian Hijaz. According to Abu l-
`Aliyah, Adam took a branch from the Garden and made a wreath for his
head; when he came to earth, the leaves wilted and scattered, resulting in all
aromatic plants located in India that provide the source for perfume. Another
tradition traced through Ibn Abbas explains that Adam brought various aro-
matic trees from Paradise and planted them in India. A final transmission
through Sufyan, details Adam’s elaborate garment made of leaves that dried
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and became the source of aloe trees, sandalwood, musk, ambergris, and
camphor trees. Al-Tha`alabi admits that one perceptive audience member
asked Muhammad whether musk and ambergris originated from animals
instead of aromatic plants (which they do). The Prophet skillfully responded
that, indeed, musk originated from one “resembling a gazelle,” but the ani-
mal feeds on aromatic bushes and God then transforms the plant life to musk
in its navel.69 Likewise, the “sea animal” that produces ambergris once
grazed on land in India and then God (via Gabriel) drove her into the sea.70

Muhammad’s explanation allows for musk and ambergris’ paradisiacal ori-
gin as plants, later transported to earth by Adam.

Al-Kisa’i connects Adam and Eve with perfume in even more poetic
traditions. According to his Tales, perfume (specifically musk) sprang from
Adam’s tears as he wept for all he had lost in Paradise. He also describes the
locales of pre-Islamic Mecca, which had been blessed by God above all other
earthly sites. The Zamzam well in Mecca, for example, held water that
smelled sweeter than musk; and, as Eve bathed in the well, the scent wafted
throughout the earth.71

Adam and Eve’s exile from Paradise did not detract from its beauty
which, according to Islam, still awaits pious believers. Unlike much of their
Judeo-Christian and even Zoroastrian neighbors, early Islam promoted a
much more opulent materialism in its paradisiacal traditions. The Qur’an
describes a lush Garden with rivers of wine, milk, and honey (47.15);
couches where the righteous recline, eating and drinking their fill; air redo-
lent with sweet scents such as camphor, musk, ginger, and saffron; and
structures built with precious metals and gems. Recreating its Arabian social
context that allowed for slavery, Allah also provides scores of male servants
to attend to the believers’ needs. These servants appear to be a human species
created solely for reward, distinctive from humans who function with free
will (however limited). Another uniquely paradisiacal species—heavenly hur
(black-eyed virgins)—provide pious men with limitless sexual fulfillment.
Hadith and later eschatological manuals build upon this Qur’anic base, ex-
ploring and explaining the details of paradisiacal bliss. Descriptions of hou-
ris, for example, appear as rewards for Muslim martyrs who fight against
their earliest enemies in Mecca.72 Muhammad also encourages his supporters
to battle with “hope of reward in heaven.”73

Various hadith notably focus on sex and sexuality. According to many
traditions, God provides increased sexual prowess and immense sexual
pleasure for men with their wives, houris, and (perhaps) young men.74 God
creates houris—a unique heavenly species—from light precisely for men’s
pleasure. While the houris bodies certainly bestow sexual satisfaction, their
pious male mates enjoy simply gazing upon their beauty; admiring their
spangled and bejeweled limbs; and, inhaling their sweet scent. These females
live only for their husbands (pious Muslim men) and remain virginal even
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after intercourse.75 The houris engage all the senses especially sight and
scent: men gaze upon the females’ white yet translucent skin and see their
own faces reflected.76 They have their noble man’s name written on their
breasts and wear precious gems and jewelry on every limb.77 God also creat-
ed their bodies of scent: from toes to knees is saffron; knees to breasts is
musk; breasts to necks of amber; and necks to heads is camphor.78

Islamic tradition fully explores the events of Judgment Day and who will
be present so that a fundamental (although not uncontested) script of the
afterlife exists by the end of the twelfth century. Even though the traditions
vary in detail, a general order appears.79 At death, the angels Munkir and
Nakir document the soul’s deeds, both good and evil. Angels also question
the soul and then lead it to Hell or Heaven; they generally pass through seven
gates on their way to Paradise. Some souls remain asleep in the tomb or
wander about the earth.80 Then at the end times, God resurrects all beings
that have ever lived (and some animals that have been sacrificed) and they
proceed before Him and His Judgment Scales. Each human being stands
before God with her deeds weighed; if the scales tip with good deeds, she
inherits Paradise, bad deeds doom to Hell. Muhammad leads his community
over the Sirat Bridge into the Garden; according to some traditions, those
who lacked faith or failed to follow the shariah may fall from the bridge into
Hell. In contrast, Muslims who faithfully gathered at mosques may ride into
the Garden on beautiful camels, necks like saffron and heads fragrant with
musk. They find there the River of Mercy with pearl pebbles, mud that
smells of musk, and saffron straw.81 Many `ulama’ who lived piously receive
seats of light; martyrs and “virtuous” sit on mounds of musk.82 Clouds rain
rosewater upon camphor hills and saffron plants.83

As transmitted by Jabir ibn `Abdullah, Ridwan (the angel tasked with
maintaining Paradise) takes special care of fasters who, from their graves
arrive hungry and thirsty. He greets them with grilled meat and fruit and
presents them with castles composed of pearl, ruby, chrysolite, gold, and
silver.84 Other groups singled out for reward include prophets, warriors,
scholars, martyrs, those who know the Qur’an, Imams, muezzine (those who
give the call to prayer), women who die in childbirth, those killed unjustly,
those who died on Friday; those who were patient and those who loved
God.85 As the righteous enter the Garden, they drink from its fountains,
making their “bodies pleasant like musk.” Their bodies no longer urinate or
defecate; instead, after they eat and drink, “it comes out from their bodies
like the scent of musk.” They neither spit nor blow their noses; they do not
ejaculate in sexual intercourse even though they experience immense pleas-
ure.86 Men’s sexual potency increases as each one equals one hundred men
of the world, capable of sexual intercourse with one hundred virgins daily.87

Wives no longer menstruate.88 The Garden provides pleasures beyond imagi-
nation, yet without any associated corporal pollutions.
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Islamic Paradise encompasses a feast of physical pleasures; amusements
enjoyed by the righteous on earth, both sensual and sexual, impart only a
shadow of what awaits in Heaven.89 Many anti-Islamic authors and Oriental-
ists have historically critiqued this very sumptuous display of Paradise. Some
Muslim authors even question the validity of such images and consider them
fit only for “uncouth peasants,” or suggest they should be considered strictly
as allegory.90 While that approach would be disingenuous to the majority of
early Islamic textual traditions, it is important to consider this lavish view of
heavenly reward with two points in mind.

First, Paradise’s sensorial feast should be considered in its fullness; in-
stead many Western authors focus disproportionately on sex and sexuality
(and especially the houris). Taken as a whole, paradisiacal descriptions em-
phasize sensory fulfillment—the body experiences every sense, every source
of pleasure, perpetually in heaven. Food once taken from a bowl instantly
replenishes itself; water and wine (that does not intoxicate) flow without end.
This rhetoric of pleasure highlights the eternal nature of the afterlife as well
as the body’s completion and perfection; time has no real meaning. It also
perfectly complements hell’s perils and torments, clarifying each realm by
their juxtaposition.91 Altogether paradisiacal luxuries express God’s Glory
because, according to tradition, all sensory indulgence pales in comparison to
gazing upon the Beatific Face.92

Al-Ghazali explores his specific ranking of pleasures in his Book of Love,
Longing Intimacy, and Contentment. He writes that God created each faculty
for its complementary pleasure: thus, man takes pleasure in eating because it
satiates his hunger; the vengeful take pleasure in triumph because it satiates
his anger. All humanity’s faculties link with the senses, resulting in both
pleasure and pain. For al-Ghazali, the intellect (`aql) is the most important
human faculty; it resides in the “heart,” and comprehends things beyond
simple sensory knowledge. Al-Ghazali also ranks the “pleasures of knowl-
edge”; for example, understanding farming is excelled by knowing how to
rule or order a kingdom. Wise men and women should cultivate the inner
faculties of “knowing” over the outer pleasures of sensory indulgence; and,
ultimately the inner knowledge of God over every other knowledge. Once the
seeker truly knows God—tastes Him (dhaqa)—she experiences true bliss.93

Paradise allows the pure of heart to feast upon God’s presence.
For al-Ghazali, then, sensual paradisiacal pleasures are the “lesser” order,

rewarding the pious for their obedience. But for those who loved God not
because they desired reward or feared punishment, gazing upon God with a
whole heart (combining both the inner and outer ways of knowing) makes
everything else pale in comparison. According to al-Ghazali, “Were all the
pleasures of this world to be spread out for them at that moment [of encoun-
tering God], they would not spare them a glance because they possess con-
summate bliss and that utmost joy which is limitless.”94 In Paradise, some
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will take joy in the pleasures offered in Paradise, such as eating, drinking,
and sexual intercourse; others, those who perfected their “knowing” while
still on earth, find absolute pleasure in gazing upon God. Paradise as sacred
space and time remains just beyond imagination; trees’ shadows stretch for
miles and rapturous pleasures last for thousands of year without participants
even noticing. The imaginable diminishes alongside the ineffable presence of
God.

Ghazali’s insistence upon the paradisiacal gaze upon God’s Beatific Face
is extremely important and controversial. Islamic theologians argued over
God’s absolute transcendence. Many taught against any form of anthropo-
morphism which occurred in describing one’s love for the Divine. This dis-
cursive mode allowed for objectifying—and humanizing—God and, perhaps,
admitting His lack (e.g., his loneliness, or need for admiration). Thus for
theologians like Abu al-Qasim al-Zamakhshari (d. 538/1144), contemplating
a “love” relationship between the self and God was blasphemous; the appro-
priate relationship was between master and servant, creator and created. But
for al-Ghazali, pious men and women love God by “tasting” Him—knowing
Him fully with their heart—and finally encounter Him in paradise, when He
lifts the veil and perfects and purifies the soul.95

This leads us to the second important point in understanding Paradise in
Islam: what role does the body play in Islam as a whole? Paradisiacal exis-
tence certainly amplifies (or perfects) the body’s enjoyments of sensory
pleasures; paradisiacal bodies even appear at their healthiest age, usually
thirty to thirty-three.96 After eating and drinking their fill, “their bellies be-
come slender once more” (with no need to worry about weight gain).97 This
contrasts significantly with the transformed, spiritual body presented in
Christian heavenly narratives. The body in Islam does not require redemption
from original sin; it demands perfection from immortality and impurity. God
does not punish the body with sensual desire and physical pleasure, which
the Christian heaven transforms. God gifts the body with these delights and
then perfects them in Paradise.

While Islam and Christianity understand the body differently, both tradi-
tions rely upon scent to depict paradisiacal favors reserved for pious men and
women. Paradise’s landscape offers abundant sweet smells ultimately asso-
ciating this archetypal Garden with its earthly echoes. Roman courtyards,
monastic enclosures, and Islamic pleasure gardens all provide but a glimpse
of eternal sensual reward. Believers’ transformed or perfected bodies demon-
strate that death, decay, and mortality have no place there. Fragrance, in its
unique way, thus extends beyond paradisiacal boundaries into earthly time
and space, reminding humanity not only of perfection lost but also perfection
promised.
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Conclusion

Throughout these chapters, I have borrowed methodologies from cultural
history, sociology, anthropology, archeology, and gender studies to under-
stand the worlds of early Christianity and Islam. This is not so unusual in
Religious Studies which is one reason why I am happily affiliated with it—
Religious Studies is messy, especially Comparative Religion. Disciplinary
boundaries bend, category gives way to diversity, and faith/text/ritual con-
tend for center stage. Comparison particularly allows for new insights into
religious belief and practice through identifying similarities as well as differ-
ences.

In our globalized world of religious pluralism, observing the past through
such a lens provides a useful tool for engaging our contemporary world as
well. I certainly do not claim that my arguments above apply only to Chris-
tianity and Islam; most world cultures and religious systems associate sweet
scent with the transformation of suffering, for example. I also do not claim
that my arguments above apply only to late antiquity and the Middle Ages;
we need only observe the commodification of fragrance in contemporary
America to imagine scent’s connection with class and gender.

This work on Sacred Scents focuses particularly on embodiment and
space—additionally, messy topics. Human bodies, across time and space,
experience the world through similar sense organs yet interpret their inputs in
very different ways. Traditionally, scholarship has privileged sight/text and
reason in cultural studies; what do people see, read, think, believe? While
important, certainly, this approach neglects the other senses in ancient and
medieval epistemology. Bodies smell the world around them, and those
scents mean—whether they encode religious identity, class, or gender. In-
deed, scent serves as an apt signifier as fragrance itself is messy—crossing
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boundaries and defying points of origin, scent generally only “smells like” its
referent.

Bodies also exist in space, which may be identified as sacred/profane,
public/private, and masculine/feminine at different times for distinctive pur-
poses. Material culture certainly marks sacred space; for example, consider
placing a crucifix, crescent moon, Bible, or Qur’an within a room. That space
transforms; it bears religious meaning. Sacred scent functions in the same
way: it transmutes bodies from sinner to saint; it offers healing aroma for
both body and soul; it identifies both gender normative and queer. As the
ultimate transgressive sensory source, aroma heralds transition and transfor-
mation.

In the previous chapters, we have explored what the sensory worlds of
early Christianity and Islam meant. Experiencing sweet smells—whether
prized incense or musk—provided a sensual feast that brought pleasure, in-
creased the libido, healed the soul and body, and excited taste. From Roman
and Middle Eastern bath cultures to complex recipes for the kitchen, late
antiquity’s inclusion of sweet scent—and the stench of “others”—informed
how bodies encountered and transmitted social and cultural meaning.

Scent as signifier has a complicated history for early Christians and Mus-
lims. In the Roman world, spices and perfumes were once widely available
although quantity and quality distinguished the wealthier classes. As the
Roman trade networks devolved, access dwindled: aromatics increasingly
signaled episcopal authority as incense wafted through sacred space and
royal patrons provided monastic kitchens with spice endowments. Fragrance
remained generally accessible in the more urban, Islamic world and its prop-
er use characterized the cultivated Arabs from the barbarous Bedouin. For a
time. Yet, just as scent wafts and wanes so too does social and political
discourse regarding its meanings. Roman moralists opined the elite’s pas-
sionate obsession with sensual gratifications; Church Fathers forbade Chris-
tian believers to participate in the city’s odiferous pleasures; and critics la-
beled wealthy Muslim dynastic courts as decadent sinners.

Perhaps the most unstable and potentially vulnerable cultural identifier
referenced by scent is gender and sexuality. Men in late antiquity and the
early Middle Ages perfumed their bodies and their clothes but could be
publically shamed and even vilified if they wore the “wrong scent.” In both
Christian and Islamic patriarchal systems, women’s bodies in particular in-
stantiated family and social virtue as well as shame. Male authors celebrated
the sweet smell of mothers and wives but lamented women’s existential and
spiritual threat when they wore “too much scent.” Christian exegetes defined
Eve’s original sin as one of appetite and sensual desire as she smelled the
sweet, forbidden fruit and gazed upon its beauty. Both religious traditions, in
their distinctive theologies, promote all women as the inheritors of Eve’s
carnal proclivities.
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Early Christians and Muslims also applied their sensual strategies when
imagining the Divine; just as they relished the aromas and flavors available
through trade networks, they recognized God’s own enjoyment of fragrant,
virtuous deeds. Modeled after sacrificial offerings, pious lives and sacred
performances wafted to Heaven; and, in both traditions, saints functioned as
their own trade network, mediating between earth and eternity. Saints’ and
their dead body parts (at least in Christianity) signal the paradox of both
earthly and heavenly habitation—the holy man or woman resides in Paradise
yet the body remains in the world. Both time and space collapse with the
liminal space of Paradise-imagined.

Paradise regained, of course, informs most Christian and Islamic scent
traditions. According to textual descriptions as well as artistic depictions
(which we were unable to discuss in this work), Paradise abounds in sweet
scent, running waters, and lush foliage. Christian discourse focused on the
paradisiacal body transformed, healed of sin, and liberated from the carnal
desires of worldly flesh. Salvation and baptism effectively transmuted the
corporal senses into spiritual organs, attuned to virtue instead of vice. Mus-
lim Paradise, in comparison, contained believers purified of sin but also
defilement. Paradisiacal bodies celebrate with fine drink, good food, and
great sex. Physical pleasures, originally gifted from God, exist without con-
comitant pollutions such as urination, defecation, ejaculation, or other excre-
ta. According to many Muslim thinkers, however, all of these gratifications
pale, finally, by the transcendent presence of God. The body communes with
the Divine while imparting His ineffable qualities across time and space.

In the end, it is my hope that this work contributes a comparative perspec-
tive in its own messy voice to an already vigorous discussion about religion,
embodiment, and the sensorium. Focusing on late antique and early medieval
Christianity and Islam allows us to follow an emerging discourse relating to
the sensorium in two nascent religious communities redolent with social,
political, and cultural transition. Indeed, such a conversation seems crucial as
contemporary society reimagines sexuality and marriage, women’s control
over their own bodies, racial violence, and extremist religious identities.
Particularly in our postmodern culture, conversations about shared embodied
experiences, even interpreted in divergent ways, reminds us of our common
humanity.
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